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Foreword
T

his background paper was prepared as part ofthe Office ofTechnology Assessment's follow-on assistance to the Senate Committee on Govemmental Affairs, subsequent to release ofthe
September 1994 OTA report InforniationSecurity andPrivacyin
Network Environments. The Committee requested additional informstional and analytical assistance from OTA in order to prepare for hearings and legislation in the 104thCongress.
This background paper updates and develops some key issues that
OTA had identified in its earlierreport, in light ofrecent developments in
the private sector and in government. During the course of this work,
OTA fouand that the need for timely attention to the security of unclassified information has intensified in the months since the 1994 report was
issued.
OTA appreciates the participation of many individuals without whose
help this background paper would not have been possible. OTA received
valuable assistance from workshop participants and many other reviewers and contributors from government, academia, and industry. The
background paper itself, however, is the sole responsibility ofOTA.

ROGER C. HERDMAN
Director
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Introduction
and

Summary

1

Controversies,

problems, and proposed solutions related to
information security and privacy are becoming increasingly prominent among government, business, academia,
and the general public. At the same time, use of information networks for business has continued to expand, and ventures
to bring electronic commerce and "electronic cash" into homes
and offices are materializing rapidly.I Government agencies have
continued to expand both the scale and scope of their network
connectivities; information technologies and networks are featured prominently in plans2 to make government more efficient,
effective, and responsive.
Until recently, topics such as intrusion countermeasures for
computer networks or the merits of particular encryption techniques were mostly of interest to specialists. However, in the past

1See,eg., RandyBa tt,"Haulng intheNenork-Behind theWorld'sDigial Csh
Came," 9tshincioa Tehnology, Oct. 27,1994, p. I8;Neil Munro,"Branch Banks Go
Way ofthe Dne-In," Washingon recho,!ogy,Feb.23,1995, pp. 1,48;Any Corese ei
aI.,"Casig InonCyberspaee:
A Ruiho ftoawaDeneiopntiToCreate anlEItrondc
Marketplae," e1ai,,eaa Wee, Feb. 27,1995, pp, 78-86;Bob Metcalfe,"lntait Digital
Cah-n Don'iLe-eYouHomePage Wihut It,"nfoWorld, Ma. 13,1995,p. 55;"Ne
scapeSignsUp lpUser forlt SystemoftnternelcSentiy,"Th WallStraeJoancalMar.
20,995, p. B3; SaalHansel1,"VISAWillPua MiceroehipiNnwCard-prductnI Dealgnedfor SmallPurchases,"TheNew Yor 7t-, Mar 21,1995, p.D3; JorgenVaoutec,
".er,
Can Y.o Spae VirtualDina,?" s tashncgn rerhtao1, Man23,1995, pp- 1,
44,
a See, e.g.. Neil Munro,"Feds May Get New Infoleeh ExecuLile," 550hn11mn
TeAnlogy Feb. 23,1995, pp. 1, 49; CharlesA- Bowsher,Conptroller Generl of the
United States,"Govenrnet Refom: UsingReengineeningandTechnologyTo Improve
Gonenment Perfornnce," GAO/I-OCG.95-2. teAimony before the Committee on
Gonanental Affairs,Us. Senate, Feb.2,1995; and Elen, Varon, "Reinvting Is Old
Halfor NewChairnoan,"FaderatCoputer tatI, Feb. 20, 1995,pp. 22, 27.
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few years, stories about controversial federal encryption standards, "password sniffing" and onauthorized intrusions on the Internet, the pursuit
and capture of a notorious computer "cracker,"
and export controls on computer programs that
perform
encryption have become front-page
3
news.
The increased visibility and importance accorded information security and privacy protection (see box 1-I) reflect a number ofinstitutional,
social, and technological changes that have made
information technologies critical parts of daily
4
life. We are in transition to a society that is becoming critically dependent on electronic information and network connectivity. This is
exemplified by the explosive growth of the Internet, which now has host computers in over 85
countries, as well as the rapidly expanding variety
of online sources of information, services, and entertainment. The growing dependence of both the
public and private sectors on electronic information and networking makes the ability to safeguard information and provide adequate privacy
protections for individuals absolutely essential.
In September 1994, the Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA) released the report Information Security and Privacy in Network Environ5
ments (see box 1-2). That report was prepared in
response to a request by the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs and the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance. The

need for congressional attention to safeguarding
unclassified information has been reinforced in
the months since the release of the OTA report.
INTRODUCTION
This background paper is partof OTA's follow-on
assistance to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs after the September 1994 OTA report on information security and privacy. The
Committee had requested additional informational and analytical assistance from OTA in order to
prepare for hearings and legislation in the 104th
Congress (see the letter of request in appendix A).
This background paper is a companion and supplement to the 1994 report and is intended to be
used in conjunction with it. For the reader's convenience, however, pertinent technical and institutional background material, drawn from that
report and updated where possible, is included in
this background in appendices B ("Federal Information Security and the Computer Security
Act"), C ("U.S. Export Controls on Cryptography"), and D ("Summary of Issues and Options
from the 1994 OTA Report").
One purpose of this background paper is to is to
update some key issues that OTA had identified in
the report, in light of recent developments. Another purpose is to develop further some of OTA's
findings and options, particularly as these relate to
the effects of government policies on the private

aSeeJohnMarkoff"Flw
Discoveed
inFederal
Plan
forWiretapping,"
heNe Yrk hmes. June
2,1994,
pp.1,D]7;
PeereH Lewis,
"Hackers
on Interet Posing Security
Risks.
Experts
Say," TheN.,Yerk
lmes, uly21,1994,
pp.I, 810;JohnMarkoef,
"Atlssi-wsaited
CyberthiefsCaught
inHisOwnvWeb,"
TeNe,, Yrk tmes,
Feb.16,1995,
pp.1,D17;
andJhnSchwaru,"PrivacyProgrant:
AnOn-Line
Weapon?"
Theiaiiash
P, Ap. 3,1995,
pp.AI,A3 e1 laed Sandberg,
"Nest SudtylitchonthenttertCold Affect
Many'Hl' Coputners," The T11lI-reetJurnal,Feb. 23, 1995,p.
at8;Jared
Sandberg,"Immorality
Play:
Acclaiming
Hackers
asHeoen,"
The Igal
Stdeernal,Feb.
27,1995,
pB I, S;aedAmy Cortese
e a., "Warding
Offthe
CyberpneeInvaden,"aaiaess eek,
Mar.13,
92 3
1995,pp. -9 .
4Se.U.S.
Cogress,
Office
o TehologyAssessment,
OlatinegtGoernmnt arke.£laetleDlie.ryfG- noameiSeeues ,OTATCT-S78
(Washington,
DC:U.S.
Goearnt Pining
Office,September1993);
Electonic
Enterprise:
LooAngtothe
Future,OTA-TCT-6o
578 (Washington,
DC:U.S.
Govenmet Printing
Office,
May 1994);and nbtrelessTehnologies nsd
the Naseat lafnsmtio hfoasot ttr
(finthemng,
1995).Seealso
U.S.General
Accunting
Office,Infoeration
Seperhigt-ary:An Oriene ofTeelotlsy Challees.GAO/
AIMD-95-23(Washington,
DC:U.S.General
Accouneti Office,January
1995).
aU.S.Cangeae Officejr
i, eearTiehnlayAmte
n
eaestsr teandOPrteao'taneaearcns~re nte, TA-TCT-O66
iwashingtaa, DC:U.S.
Gmee nt Printng
Offie,
September
1994).Available
fromOTA Online
viaanonymous
fietransfer protocol fiflaotabbs.
aa.gaepub/ifoiinatioen iyl a' World
Wide Web (httpdiwwe.ota.gov).
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Information Security
There are three main aspects of information secuity: 1) confidentiality, 2) integdty, and 3) availability
These protect against the unauthorized disclosure, modification, or destruction of information. The focus of
this background paper, and the OTA report Information Security and Privacy in Network Environments
(September 1994) that it supplements, is technical and institutional measuresto ensure the confidentiality
and integrity of unclassified electronic information in networks, not the security of the networks themselves.
Network reliability and survivability (related to '(avaitoilaity")were not addressed; these topicsare expected
to he the focus of subsequent OTA work.
Confidentiality and Privacy
OTA uses the term confidentiality to refer to disclosure of information only to authorized individuals,
entities, and so forth.Prvacy refers to the social balance between an individual's right to keep information
Confidential and the societal benefit derived from sharing information, and howthis balance is codified to
give individuals the means to control personal information. The terms are not mutually exclusive: safeguards that help ensure confidentiality of intormation can be used to protect personal privacy.
information Safeguards and Security
OTAoften uses the tes safeguard, as in '(information safeguards" or '(to safeguardinformation."This is
to avoid misunderstandings regarding use of the term "security," which some readers may interpret in
terms of classified information, or as excluding measuresto protect personal privacy. tn discussion of information safeguards, the focus here is on technical and institutional measuresto ensure the confidentiality
and integrity of the information, and also theauthenticityof its odgin.
Cryptographycan be used to fulfill these functions for electronic information. Modern encryptiontechniques,for example,can be used to safeguardthe confidentialityof the contents of a message (or a stored
file). Integrity is used to refer to the property that the information has not been subject to unauthorized or
unexpected changes. Authenticity refers to the property that the message or information comes from the
stated source or origin. Message authentication techniques and digitalsignatures based on cryptography
can be used to ensure the integrity of the message (that it has been received exactly as it was sent) and
the authenticity of its odgin (that it comes from the stated source).
SOURCE:
OfficeofTechnologyAssesset. 1995.Forrnre detailed
discussion
ofcptographic saeguards,see OTA,rntfraoan
Secnry andPnvmyinNetwrkEninments (OTA-TCT06,
September199 . chas.
2 and4 andappendixC.

sector and to federal-agency operations to safeguard unclassified information. As in the 1994report, the focus is on safeguarding unclassified
information. OTA's follow-on activities were condueted at the unclassified level and project staff
did not receive or use any classified information
during the course of this work.
Chapter 2 of this background paper gives an
overview of the 1994 report. It highlights the importance of information security and privacy
issues, explains why cryptography and cryptography policies are so important, and reviews policy

findings and options from the 1994 report. Chapter 3 identifies major themes that emerged from a
December 1994 OTA workshop, particularly regarding export controls and the international business environment, federal cryptography policy,
and information-security "best practices." Chapter 4 provides an update on recent and ongoing
cryptography, privacy, and security-policy developments andtheir relevance for possible congressional actions.
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In September 1994, the Office of Technology Assessment released its report Information Security and
Privacy in Network Environments.In that report, OTA fud that the fast-changing and competitive marketplace that produced the Internetand strong networkingand software industdesin the United States has not
consistently produced products equipped with affordable, user-friendly safeguards. Many individual products and techniques are available to adequately safeguard specific information networks, if the user knows
what to perchase, and can afford and correctly use the product, Nevertheless, better and more affordable
products are needed. In particular, eTA found a need for products that integrate security features with
other functions for use in electronic commerce, electronic mail, or other applications.
eTA found that more study is needed to fully understand vendors' responsibilities with respect to software and hardware product quality and iabitity. eTA also found that mere study is also needed on the
effects of export controls on the domestic and global markets for information safeguards, and on the ability
of safeguard developers and vendors to produce more affordable, integrated products. eTA concluded
that broader efforts to safeguard networked information will be frustrated unless cryptography-policy issues are resolved.
ETA found that the single most important step toward implementing proper safeguards for networked
information in a federal agency or other organization is for top management to define the organization's
overall objectives, define an organizational security policy to reflect those objectives, and implement that
policy. Only top management can consolidate the censensus and apply the resources necessary to effectively protect networked information. For the federal government, this requires guidance from the Office of
Management and Budget (e.g., in OMB Circular A-130), commitment from top agency management, and
oversight by Congress.
During the course of the assessment (1993-94),there was widespread controversy concerning the Clinton Administration's escrowad-encryption initiative. The significance of this initiative, in concert with other
federal cryptography policies, resulted in an increased focus in the report on the processes that the govemnmentuses to regulate cryptographyand to develop federal information processingstandards (the FlPS)
based on cryptography.
The 1994 OTA report Concluded that Congress has a vital role in formulating national cryptographypolicy
and in determining how we safeguard information and protect personal privacy in an increasingly networked
society (see the expanded discussion in appendix D of this background paper). Policy issues and optons
were identified in three areas: 1 ) cryptographypolicy, including federal information processingstandardsand
export controls; 2) guidanceon safeguardingunclassified information in federal agencies; and 3) legal issues
and information secudty, including electronic commerce, privacy, and intellectuat property.
SOURCE:
Offie of TechouogyAsse.
TCT-SOS,
September1994).

men,
1995;based on

INFORMATION SECURITY AND
PRIVACY INA NETWORKED SOCIETY
Information technologies are transforming the
ways in which we create, gather, process, and
share information. Rapid growth in computer networking is driving many of these changes electronic transactions and electronic records are
becoming central to everything from business to

-re 0,ironeiy aod Prvaeyin Neto1rkEnueowens

IOTA-

health care. Within the federal government, effeclive use of information technologies and networks

is central to government restructuring and reform.
The transformation being brought about by networking brings with it new concerns for the security of networked information and for our ability
to maintain effective privacy protections in networked environments. Unless these concerns can
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be resolved, they threaten to limit networking's
fill potential in terms of both participation and
usefulness. Therefore, information safeguards
(countermeasures) are achieving new prominence. Appropriate safeguards for the networked
environment must account for-and anticipatetechnical, institutional, and social changes that increasingly shift responsibility for security to the
end users.
Computing power used to be isolated in large
mainframe computers located in special facilities;
computer system administration was centralized
and carried out by specialists. In today's networked environment, computing power is decentralized to diverse users who operate desktop
computers and who may have access to computing power and data at remote locations, Distributed computing and open systems can make every
user essentially an "insider." In such a decentralized environment, responsibility for safeguarding
information is distributed to the users, rather than
remaining the purview of system specialists. The
increase in the nuamber and variety of network service providers also requires that users take responsibility for safeguarding information, rather than
relying on6 intermediaries to provide adequate
protection.
The new focus is on safeguarding the information itself as it is processed, stored, and transmitted. This contrasts with older, more static or
insulated concepts of "documenf' security or
"computer" security. In the networked environment, we need appropriate mles for handling
proprietary, copyrighted, and personal informa-7
tion-and tools with which to implement them,

Increased interactivity means that we must also
deal with transactional privacy, as well as prevent
fraud in electronic commerce and ensure that safeguards are integrated as organizations streamline
their operations and modernize their information
systems.

I Importance of Cryptography
Cryptography (see box 2-1 on page 46) is not arcane anymore. It is a technology whose time has
come-in the marketplace and in society. In its
modem setting, cryptography has become a fundamental technology with broad applications.
Modem, computer-based cryptography began
8
in the World War II era. Much of this development has been shrouded in secrecy; in the United
States, governmental cryptographic research has
historically been the purview of the "national
security" (i.e., defense and intelligence) conimunities. Despite two decades of growth in nongovernmental research and development, in the
United States, the federal government still has the
most expertise in cryptography. Nevertheless,
cryptography is notjust a "government technology" anymore, either.
Because it is a technology of broad application,
the effects of federal policies about cryptography
are not limited to technological developments in
the field, or even to the health and vitality ofcompanies that produce or use products incorporating
cryptography. Instead, these policies will increasingly affect the everyday lives of most Americans.
Encryption(see box 2-2 on page 48) transforms
a message or data files into a form that is unintelli-

6 Tie tred is towarddecentralized,distributedcomputing.rather than ceitlized, mainframecomputing.Distributedcomputingis rlalivelyinforal and"boton up," comparedwith manfae computing,and systems adminiration may be les rgorous. Sce OTA,op. cit,
foanate 5, pp. 3-5, 25-32.
7 See ibid.,chapter 3. "Soecuity"technologieslike crypio, canbe used tohelp potcat privacyand theconfidentialityof prprrietary
iforacation;some, like digital signatures,couldbe usedto facilitate cpyright-wanageien systems.
I See, e.g., David Kahe, The Codbeaee (NewYork, NY-MMilla, 1967).
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gible without special knowledge of some secret
9
information (called the "decryption key"). Encryption cast be used as a tool to protect the
confidentiality of information in messages or
files-hence, to help protect personal privacy.
Other applications of cryptography can be used to
protect the integrityof information (that it has not
been subject to unauthorized or unexpected
changes) and to authenticate its origin (that it
comes from the stated source or origin and is not a
forgery).
Thus, cryptography is a technology that will
help speed the way to electronic commerce. With
the advent of what are called public-key techniques, cryptography came into use fordigitalsignatures (see figure 2-3 on page 52) that are of
widespread interest as a means for electronically
authenticating and signing commercial transactions like purchase orders, tax returns, and funds
transfers, as well as for ensuring that unauthorized
changes or errors are detected (see discussion of
message authentication and digital signatures in
10
box 2- 2 ). These functions are critical for electronic conmerce. Cryptographic techniques like
digital signatures can also be used to help manage
copyrighted material in electronic form.
The nongovernmental markets for cryptography-based safeguards have grown over the past
two decades, but are still developing. Good commercial encryption technology is available in the

United States and abroad. Research in cryptography is international. Markets for cryptography
also would be international, except for governmental restrictions (i.e., export controls), that effectively create "domestic" and "export" market
segments for strong encryption products (see section
12 on export controls below and also appendix
C. User-friendly cryptographic safeguards that
are integrated into products (as opposed to those
that the user has to acquire separately and add on)
are still hard to come by-in part, because of export controls and other13federal policies that seek to
control cryptography.
Cryptography and related federal policies (e.g.,
regarding export controls and standards development) were a major focus of the 1994 OTA ret4
port. That focus was due in part from the
widespread attention being given the so-called
Clipper chip and the escrowed-encryption initiative announced by the Clinton Administration in
1993. Escrowed encryption, or key-escrow encryption,refers to an encryption method where the
functional equivalent ofa "spare key" must be deposited with a third party. The rationale for keyescrow encryption is to ensure government access
to decryption keys when encrypted messages are
encountered in the course of lawful electronic surveillance (see box 2-3 on page 54). The Escrowed
Encryption Standard (EES), promulgated as a fed-

9Figues2-1
and 2-2onpages
50and51illuiteio oommonformsofencryption: ecii-key (or
symmetric)
encryption
and public-key
(orsymmetric)
encryption.
Notethat
keymngment-th gonermation
ofencryptionande.ecyption
keys, as eil as ther storage,
distribtion,cataloging,
andeoontualdesuction-is
oecial
for
theoverall
secunity
of any ene'ption system.
10OTA,op.et.,
fooooio 5,pp 69-77.SeePeter
H.Lowis, "Accord
IsReached
on aCommonSecurity
System
forthe
Inlernec"
TheNe,,
5
YorCTimes,
Ap. 11,
199 , p.D.

IIOTA,ibid.,pp. 96-110.oreample,
digial
signteoesbeused
tocreae
ompact "opyightnken"fo ,, innegistries;
.n.ryption
.oidbeosed
to
oep
onalized"copyightenvelope"
for
direct
electronic
delivery
ofmateial
tocustomers.
Seealso
WorkingGroupon
IntIleotai
Property
Rigts,iTF,
"Intellectual
PropertyandtheNational
Information
Infrastructure
(Green
Paper),"
July1994,pp. 139-140.
120TA,ibid.,pp.
11-13,
150-160.
13Ibid.,
pp. 115-123,128-132,
154-160.
14Ibid.,
pp.8-18
andchapter
4.
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eml information processing standard (FIPS) in
1994, is intended for use in encrypting unclassified voice, fax, or data communicated in a tele15
phone system. At present, all the Clipper chip
(i.e., EES) "spare keys" are held within the executive branch.
I Government Efforts

To Control Cryptography
In its activities as a developer, user, and regulator
of safeguard technologies, the federal government
faces a fundamental tension between two policy
objectives, each of which is important: 1) fostering the development and widespread use of
cost-effective information safeguards; and 2) controlling the proliferation of safeguard technologies that can impair U.S. signals-intelligence and
law enforcement capabilities. Cryptography is at
the heart of this tension. Export controls and the
federal standards process (i.e., the development
and promulgation of federal information processing standards, or FIPS) are two mechanisms 16the
government can use to control cryptography.
Policy debate over cryptography used to be as
arcane as the technology itself.Even 5 or 10 years
ago, few people saw a link between government
decisions about cryptography and their daily
lives. However, as the information and communications technologies used in daily life have
changed, concern over the implications ofpolicies
traditionally dominated by national security objectives has grown dramatically.

Previously, control of the availability and use
of cryptography was presented as a national security issue focused out-ard, with the intention of
maintaining a U.S. technological lead over other
countries and preventing encryption devices from
falling into the "wrong hands" overseas. More
widespread foreign use-including use of strong
encryption by terrorists and developing countries-makes U.S. signals intelligence more difficult.
Now, with an increasing policy focus on domestic crime and terrorism, the availability and
use of cryptography has also come into prominence as a domestic-security, law enforcement ist7
sue. Within the United States, strong encryption
is increasingly portrayed as a threat to domestic
security (public safety) and a barrier to law enforcement if it is readily available for use by terrorists or criminals:
... Powerful encryption threatens to make
worthless the access assured by the new digital law
[i.e., the Communications Assistance for Law Ent8
forcement Act].
Thus, export controls, intended to restrict the international availability of U.S. cryptography
technology and products, are now being joined
with domestic cryptography initiatives, like keyescrow encryption, that are intended to preserve
U.S. law enforcement and signals-intelligence capabilities.
Standards-development and export-control issues underlie a long history of concern over lead-

1

5 The FESis implementedinhardwarecontainingtheClipperchip.ThEES (FIPS-185)specifi us ofalaiaifed.symmeticncryptin
algorithm,mailedSapyack, whichwas draeloped bythe NationalSeurity Agency.The Capstaai chip implrants the Skipjak algorithmfor
use incom auter
networkapplications.The DefrnneDepartnt FORTEZZAcard (aPCMCIAcard frmerly calledTESSERA)containsthe
Capstonechip.
16Foraror detail,seeOTAop. it.,footnote 5, chapa Iand4and appendi C.OtherSmeans
ofcontolhave histoiacallyincludednational
seaurity claesifimatian
and patent-sreticy orders(se ibid., p. 128and footnote 33).
17There is alsogrowing organiational recognition
mipotetials
fmrvisuse of ncyptin, sucha bydisgruntledemmploees
as a means to
sabotagean erployer'sdataa

. Thus,some"coreircal key-esrow"or data recovery"facilitis a beingdevelopedinthapriare setor

(-ea discussionbelowand in ch.4).
11Louis J. Frmeh.Director,Fadars]acreameftraigation, tsimoany beforethe U.S.Senate,Committeeontheludiciay. Feb. 14,1995.
27
p. .
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ership and responsibility (i.e., "who should be in
charge? " and "who is in charge? ')for the seenrity of unclassified information government19
wide Most recently, these concerns have been
revitalized by proposals presented by the Clinton
20
Administration's Security Policy Board staffto
centralize information-security authorities under
joint control of the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) and Defense Department (see discussion below and in chapter 4).
Other manifestations of these concerns can be
found in thehistory of theComputer Security
Act
of 1987 (see below and appendix B) and in more
recent developments, such as public reactions to
the Clinton Administration's key-escrow encrypdon initiative and the controversial issuances of
2
the Escrowed Encryption Standard and Digital
22
Signature Standard (DSS) as federal informationprocessing standards. Another important
manifestation of these concerns is the controversy
over the present U.S. export control regime,
which includes commercial products with capabilities for strong encryption, including massmarket software, on the Munitions List, under
State Department controls (see below and appendix C).
I Federal Information

Processing Standards
The 1994 OTA report concluded that two recent
federal information processing standards
based
on cryptography are part of a long-term control
strategy intended to retard the general, uncontrolled availability of strong encryption within the

United States, for reasons of national security and
23
law enforcement.
OTA viewed the Escrowed
Encryption Standard and the Digital Signature
Standard as complements in this overall control
strategy, intended to discourage future development and use of encryption without built-in law
enforcement access, in favor of key-escrowed encryption and related encryption technologies. If
the EES and/or other key-escrow encryption standards (e.g., for use in computer networks) become
widely used (or, at least, enjoy a large, guaranteed
government market), this could ultimately reduce
the variety of alternative cryptography products
through market dominance that makes altematives more scarce or more costly.
The Escrowed Encryption Standard is a federal
information processing standard that uses a classified algorithn, called "Skipjack," developed by
the National Security Agency (NSA). It was promulgated as a voluntaryfederal information processing standard. The Commerce Department's
anouncement of the EES noted that the standard
does not mandate the use of escrowed-encryption
devices by government agencies or the private
sector; rather, the standard provides a mechanism
foragencies to use key-escrow encryptionwithout
having to waive the requirements of another, extant federal encryption standard for unclassified
information, the Data Encryption Standard
24
(DES).
The secret encryption/decryption key for Skipjack is 80 bits long. A key-escrowing scheme is
built in to ensure "lawfully authorized" electronic
25
surveillance. The algorithm is classified and is

5,
te
pp.8-20
andhapter 4.
20U.S.
Security
Policy
Board
Staff,
"Creating
a New Order
inU.S.Secrity
Poicy,"
Nv 21,1994,
pp. JI-1II,14-1S.
19OTA,op.cit.,
fooo

21Se boe2-3 inchapter
2 ofthis background
paperandOTA, op. cit.,
footnote5, chapter 4.
22Seebos2-2inchapter
2 ofthis
background
paperandOTA, ibid.,
appendix
C.
23SeeOTA,op. cit., footnote
5, chaper 4.
24Se
S ,Fedrra
Rgiser,
'
r 59, Feb.
9, t994, pp.5997-6005
fAppreval of Frdratl iW fios ProcessingStandards
Pblication
185,
Escrowed
Encryption
Standard(EES)'),
especially
p. 5998.Note however,
that
theDES isapprovedfor
eaeryptioa ofan.las ified
dataearnmunicationsandfiles,
while
the EESisonly
a standard
fortelephone
communicationsat this
time.
25FederalRegister,
op.ci., footnote
22, p. 6003.
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intended to be implemented only in tamper-resis26
tant, hardware modules. This approach makes
the confidentiality function of the Skipjack encryption algorithm available in a controlled fashion, without disclosing the algorithm's design
principles or thereby increasing users' abilities to
employ cryptographic principles. One of the reasons stated for specifying a classified, rather than
published, encryption algorithm in the EES is to
prevent independent implementation of Skipjack
without the law enforcement access features.
The EES is intended for use in encrypting unclassified voice, fax, and computer information
communicated over a telephone system. The
Skipjack algorithm can also be implemented for
data encryption in computer networks; the Defense Department is using it in the Defense Message System. At this writing, however, there is no
PIPS specifying use of Skipjack as a standard algorithm for data communications or file encryption. Given that the Skipjack algorithm was
selected as a standard for telephony, it is possible
that an implementation of Skipjack (or some other
form of key-escrow encryption) will be selected as
a FIPS to replace the DES for computer communications and/or file encryption. An alternative
successor to the DES that is favored by nongovernmental users and experts is a variant of DES
called triple-encryptionDES. There is, however,
no FIPS for triple-encryption DES.
Unlike the Skipjack algorithm, the algorithm in
the federal Digital Signature Standard has been
27
published. The public-key algorithm specified
in the DSS uses a private key in signature genera-

tion, and a corresponding public key for signature
verification (see box 2-2). However, the DSS
technique was chosen so that public-key encryp28
tion functions would not be available to users.
This is significant because public-key encryption
is extremely useful for key management and
could, therefore, contribute to the spread and use
29
ofnoneserowed encryption. While other means
3t
ofexchanging electronic keys are possible, none
is so mature as public-key technology. In contrast
to the technique chosen for the DSS, the technique
used in the most popular commercial digital signature system (based on the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman, or RSA, algorithm) can also encrypt.
Therefore, the RSA techniques can be used for secure key exchange (i.e., exchange of "secret"
keys, such as those used with the DES), as well as
for signatures. At present, there is no FIPS for key
exchange.

I Federal Standards and the
Computer Security Act of 1987
The Computer Security Act of 1987 (Public Law
100-23 5) is fundamental to development offederal standards for safeguarding unclassified information, to balancing national security and
other objectives in implementing security and privacy policies within the federa government, and
to other issues concerning government control of
cryptography. Implementation of the Computer
Security Act has been controversial, especially regarding the respective roles of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (N]ST) and

26FederI
Register,
ibid.,
pp,5997-6005.
2 See
a ppndi.C of OTA,up.cit.,
fibaiot5. ,for
a history
afh DSS.
28AccordingtoF.
LyinMcNultyNIST
Associate
Directr
for ComputerSecuty, theratioae
foradopang
theteaique
usedinDSSwas
that,
"Wewanted a technology
that did signatur--and nothing
else-very
well." (Response
toaquestion
fromChairman
Rick rancher
in
testimony
before
the Subcommittee
owScienceof theHouseCommiattee
onScience,
Space,
andTechnology,Ma. 22, 1994.)
2oPublic-keyencryption
can beusedfor
confidentiality
and. thereby,
for
secure
keyexchangeThus,
publi-key
enryption
an facilitate
the s ofsymmetric
enryption methods
like the DES ortriple
DES.Seefigure
2-3.
30See,
e.g,.
Tom Leighton.Department
of Mathematkes.Massachusetts
Institute
of TechnologyandSilvio
Micah,, ilT Laboratory
for
Computer
Science,
"Secwlt-Ky
Agreement
without
Publc-Key
Cyptogtaphy (Extended
Abstract),"obtained
fromS.Mical. 1993.
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NSA in standards development and the chronic
shortage ofresources for NIST's computer security program to fulfill its responsibilities under the
act (see detailed discussion
in chapter 4 of the
3
1994 OTA report). t
The Computer Security Act of t987 was a legislative response to overlapping responsibilities
for computer security among several federal agencies, heightened awareness of computer security
issues, and concern over how best to control information in computerized or networked form.
The act established a federal government computer-security program that would protect all unclassified, sensitive information in federal
government computer systems and would develop standards and guidelines to facilitate such
protection. The act also established a Computer
System Security and Privacy Advisory Board
(CSSPAB). The board, appointedby the Secretary
of Commerce, is charged with identifying emerging safeguard issues relative to computer systems
security and privacy, advising the formerNational
Bureau of Standards (now NIST) and the Secretary of Commerce on security and privacy issues
pertaining to federal computer systems. The
CSSPAB reports its findings to the Secretary of
Commerce, the Director of OMB, the Director of
NSA, and to the "appropriate committees of the
Congress." Additionally, the act required federal
agencies to identify computer systems containing
sensitive information, to develop security plans
for identified systems, and to provide periodic
training in computer security for all federal employees and contractors who manage, use, oroperate federal computer systems. Appendix B, drawn
from the 1994 OTA report, provides more back-

ground on the purpose and implementation of the
Computer Security Act and on the PIPS.
The Computer Security Act assigned responsibility for developing government-wide, computer-system security standards (e.g., the FIPS) and
security guidelines and security-training programs to the National Bureau of Standards. According to its responsibilities under the act, NIST
recommends federal information processing standards and guidelines to the Secretary of Commerce for approval (and promulgation, if
approved). These FIPS do not apply to classified
32
or "Warner Amendment" systems. NIST can
draw on the technical expertise of the National Security Agency in carrying out its responsibilities,
but NSA's role according to the Computer Security Act, is an advisory, rather than leadership, one.
I

Federal Standards and the Marketplace

As the 1994 OTA report noted, not all government
attempts at influencing the marketplace through
the FIPS and procurement polices are successful.
However, the FIPS usually do influence the
technologies used by federal agencies and provide
a basis for interoperability, thus creating a large
and stable "target market" for safeguard vendors.
If the attributes ofthe standard technology are also
applicable to the private sector and the standard
has wide appeal, an even larger but still relatively
stable market should result. The technological stability means that firms compete less in terms of
the attributes ofthe fundamental technology and
more in terms of cost, ease of use, and so forth.
Therefore, firms need to invest less in research and
development (especially risky for a complex

y' OTA,op.
cit., otnote5
andicar4nd appendix
B.NIST'sFY 1995compute-curityybudgetwsnntheode ofS6.5 millieo,with
S4.5million
ofthis
coming
fromappropriated
frnds frrea" ssavtiitiesad
theremainder
fiom"rembssable" fundsfromother
agencies,
mainlytheDefensa
Department.
32The Warner
Amendment
(Publio
Law97-86)
excluded
certain
types
ofmiltary
and intelligence
"autonnic
data
pocessing
eqipment
pieonments
fom therequirements
ofsection
11Iofth FederalPropertynd Adminisatie S-ise Actof1949(40U.S.C.
795).Pblic
Laa 100-235
pertains
tofederal
computesystems
that
comeunder
section
11Ior theFederal
property
andAdminisnatise
5oiesoc Act or
1949.
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technology like cryptography) and in convincing
potential customers of product quality. This can
result in higher profits for producers, even in the
long run, and in increased availability and use of
safeguards based on the standard.
In the 1970s, promulgation of the Data Encryption Standard as a stable and certified technology-at a time when the commercial market for
cryptography-based safeguards for unclassified
information was just emerging-stimulated supply and demand. Although the choice of the algorithm was originally controversial due to concerns
overNSA's involvement, the DES gained wide acceptance and has been the basis for several industry and international standards, in large part
because it was a published standard that could be
freely evaluated and implemented. The process by
which the DES was developed and evaluated also
stimulated private sector interest in cryptographic
research, ultimately increasing the variety of commercial safeguard technologies. Although domestic products implementing the DES are subject to
U.S. export controls, DES-based technology is
available overseas.
The 1994 OTA report regarded the introduction
of an incompatible new federal standard for example, the Escrowed Encryption Standard-as
destabilizing. At present, the tES and other implementations of Skipjack (e.g., for data communications) have gained little favor in the private
sector. Features such as the government key-escrow agencies, classified algorithm, and hardware-only implementation all contribute to the
lack of appeal. But, if key-escrow encryption
technologies ultimately do manage to gain wide
appeal in the marketplace, they might be able to
"crowd out" safeguards that are based upon other
cryptogrnphic techniques
and/or do not support
33
key escrowing.
The 1994 OTA report noted that this type of
market distortion, intended to stem the supply of

33OTA,op. cit., footnote5, pp. 128-132.A lare,could
poducts; peduct avaiiabilitycoulddr private co customers.
4 For .. o. deil, see ibid. aid chaptir i acd4.
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alternative products, may be a long-term objective
of the key-escrow encryption initiative. In the
long term, a loss oftechnological variety is significant to private sector cryptography, because more
diverse research and development efforts tend to
increase the overall pace of technological advance. In the near term, technological uncertainty
may delay widespread investments in any new
safeguard, as users wait to see which technology
prevails. The costs ofadditional ancertainties and
delays due tocontrol interventions are ultimately
borne by theprivate sector and the public.
Other government policies can also raise
costs,
delay adoption, or reduce variety. For example,
export controls have the effect of segmenting domestic and export encryption markets. This
creates additional disincentives to invest in the development-or use-of robust, but nonexportable, products with integrated strong encryption
(see discussion below).
I

Export Controls

Another locus of concern is export controls on
34
cryptography. The United States has two regulatory regimes for exports, depending on whether
the item tobe exported is military in nature, or is
"dual-use," having both civilian and military uses
(see appendix C). These regimes are administered
by the State Department and the Commerce Department, respectively. Both regimes provide export controls on selected goods or technologies for
masons of national security or foreign policy. Licenses are required to export products, services, or
scientific and technical data originating in the
United States, or to re-export these from another
country. Licensing requirements vary according
to the nature of the item tobe exported, the end
use, the end user,
and, in some cases, the intended
destination. For many items under Commerce jurisdiction, no specific approval is required and a

diveriivendotifromproducingsdltrative riskier
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"general license" applies (e.g., when the item in
question is not military or dual-use and/or is widely available from foreign sources) In other cases,
an export license must be applied for from either
the State Department or the Commerce Department, depending on the nature of the item, In
general, the State Department's licensing require35
ments are more stringent and broader in scope.
Software and hardware for robust, user-controlled encryption are under State Department
control, unless State grants jurisdiction to Commerce. This has become increasingly controversial, especially for the information technology and
36
software industries. The impact of export controls on the overall cost and availability of safeguards is especially troublesome to business and
industry at a time when U.S. high-technology
firms find themselves as targets for sophisticated
foreign-intelligence attacks and thus have urgent
need for sophisticated safeguards that can be used
in operations worldwide, as well as for secure
communications with overseas business partners,

37

suppliers, and customers. Software producers
assert that, although other countries do have export and/or import controls on cryptography, seveml countries have more relaxed export controls
38
on cryptography than does the United States.
On the other hand, U.S. export controls may
have substantially slowed the proliferation of
cryptography to foreign adversaries over the
years. Unfortunately, there is little public explanation
regarding the degree of success of these export controls and the necessity for maintaining
strict
controls on strong
encryption
inthefaceof
39
foreign supply and networks like the Internet
40
that seamlessly cross national boundaries.
Appendix C of this background paper, drawn
from the 1994 OTA report, provides more background on export controls on cryptography. In
September 1994, after the eTA report had gone to
press, the State Department announced an amendment to the regulations implementing section 38
of the Arms Export Control Act. The new rule
im-

1 Ibid.,
pp.150-154.
36To easesomeofthese burdens,theStateDepartmentannouncednewlicensingproceduresonFeb.4,1994.Thesuseh ngswarxpeuicd
toinluidei iiuicrunsereemunmsucn for expediteddistributio,(to rduethi nidtreh nd
dual licene for eachenduse,mpid
.View fuxpt liee applicatin, personal-ue ,emptius forUS. citizenu
tmpoily taking encryptionproducl abroad for theirown
use,andspeciallicensingarangments allowingexport ofey-escrow encryptionproducts(e.g.,EESproduits)tomost ndu,,s.Atthis writino, epedited-distnbutin rforms were in place (Feder Resist, Sept.2,1994, pp. 45621-45623),but peral-use exemptionswere still
undercontention(KarenHopkinson,Office of DefenseTrade Controls,personalcommunication,Man,8, 1995)
37See.e.g, U.S.Congress,HouseafRepresentati , Subcommitteeon EconomicandCommercialLw, Committe o theJudiciary,7n,
Trea ffr eignEce.r.icEpioeagegtoUS. Corpera s, henrings,102dConess, 2d sa ., Apr 29andMay7,1992,Srial No.65 (Washingo, DC:U.S.Goermreui PrintingOff'., 1992).Se alsodisussiuuufbusiuess ureds and spo controlsinchapter 3 ofths baekgrouni
papr'.
380TA, op. cit, foonote 5, pp. 154-160.Some other
treis dohav tingt eport ad/r importrestrictions.
39Forexample,the Softwre PublishersAssociationhas studied[beworldwideavailabilityofeue.yptie products d,s fOctobr 1994,
frond170softwareproducts(72 foeig, 98 U.S.-ade) and237 hrwarc products(S5 foreign,152 U.S.-made)implementingthe DESalgorithm forer r ion. (TpestedInformationSystems,In. andSotware PublishersAssociation,Ecrypon Produc Daabae Stea s, Octo.
Ser 1994.)Also r- OTA,op. cit., eromote
5, pp. 156-160.
40Fora diseussiun fur
controlsandntoe
dissarmiio
neryption technology.see SnisonrGarfinkle.PGP:Preit GudPri(Sobuasopel,
CA; O'Reilly andAssoc, 1995).POPis an encryptin programdecloped by PhilZimnmeran. Variant ofthe PGPsoftware
(....so ofwhlh a said to infringethe RSA ps.t in th, Unitad States)ha spreadworldwideoverthe Interet. Zimmermanhas beanunder
grandjury investigationsince 1993for alegedly breakingthe munitionsexport-controllawsby permilting the soruari to beplacedon an
Inter t-accessiblebulletinboard intie UnitedStatesin 199i. (Se, VieS men,"Lostin Kaka Teritory," U.S Nis ndhradRepor.Apr.
3,1995, pp. 30-31.)
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plements one of the reforms applicable to encryption products that were announced on February 4,
41
t994, by the State Department.
Other announced reforms, still to be implemented, include
special licensing procedures allowing export of
key-escrow encryption products to "most end us42
ers.' The ability to export strong, key-escrow
encryption products would presumably increase
escrowed-encryption products' appeal to privatesector safeguard developers and users.
In the 103d Congress, legislation intended to
streamline export controls and ease restrictions on
mass-market computer software, hardware, and
technology, including certain encryption software, was introduced by Representative Maria
Cantwell (H.R. 3627) and Senator Patty Murray
(S. 1846). In considering the Omnibus Export Administration Act of 1994 (H.R. 3937), the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs reported a version
of the bill in which most computer software (including software with encryption capabilities)
was under Commerce Department controls and in
which export restrictions for mass-market software with encryption were eased. In its report, the
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence struck out this portion of the bill and replaced it with a new section calling for the
Presidentto report to Congress within 150 days of
enactment, regarding the current and future international market for software with encryption
and the economic impact of U.S. export controls
43
on the U.S. computer software industry.

At the end of the 103d Congress, omnibus export administration legislation had not been enacted. Both the House and Senate bills contained
language calling forthe Clinton Administration to
conduct comprehensive studies on the intemational market and availability of encryption
technologies and the economic effects of U.S. export controls. In a July 20, 1994, letter to Representative Cantwell, Vice President Gore had
assured her that the "best available resources of
the federal government" would be used in conducting these studies and that the Clinton Administration would "reassess our existing export
44
controls based on the results of these studies."
At this writing, the Commerce Department and
NSA are assessing the economic impact of U.S.
export controls on cryptography
on the U.S. com45
puter software industry. As part of the study,
NSA is determining the foreign availability ofencryption products. The study is scheduled to be
delivered to the National Security Council by July
1, 1995. According to the National Security
Council (NSC), it is anticipated that there will be
both classified and an unclassified sections of the
study; there may be some public release of the un46
classified material. Inaddition, an ongoing National Research Council (NRC) study that would
support a broad congressional review of cryptography (and that
is expected to address export con47
trols) is due to be completed in 1996. At this

41DeparementofState,
BureaunfPolaieal-MilitryAffirs,,22CFRpars
123and124,Fed e.lRegiter,n o59.Ne.
170,
Sept.2,1994. pp.
45621-45623.
Seenote
36aboveond
alsoh.4te 1994nrTAnepst Therefonestablisbd anen liew singrteeduretopermit
U.S.
eneyptienmanufacters
tomakemultipleshipents ofsome
encryptionitems
direetly
oend ser inpped ountries,
withou
obtainieng
nd iducr licenses(ee appends C.
t2
MrthaHarris,
Deputy
Assistat
SretryforPlitieal-Mliry
Affairs,
U.S.Department
fSa,
stenyp o--ExpesControl
Re.
torn,"
sttemeet, Feb.
4,1994. SeeOTA, op.eit.,
footnote
5, pp. 159-160.
43A stdy ofthis type (see
below)inexpected tobe completed inmid-1995.
44VicePresidentAlGore,
letter t,RepresentativeMaria
Cantwell,July 20,1994. See nTA, op. cit., footoe5, pp. 11-I3.
Mauriee
Cook,Buea fErxport
Administration,
DepartmentofCommerce,
peronal
communication,
Mar.
7.1995.

45

46Bill Clements,Nationel
Security
Council,
personal
eommniraion, Mar 21,1995.
47
F,, information
about
the
NRC udy, which
wasmandated
by Public
Law103-160,corntatHerb
Lin,
National
Research
Cou.il,
2101
Constitution
Avenue,NW, Wslington,
DC 20418 (erypte@nas.ede).Seedise.ssion in eTA, op. cit.,
footnote5.chaples
I Ind 4.
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writing, the NRC study committee is gathering
public input on cryptography issues,
In the 104thCongress, Representative Toby
Roth has introduced the "Export Administration
Act of 1995" (H.R. 361). This bill did not include
any specific references to cryptography. At this
is not clearwhether or when the contenwriting, it
issue of cryptography export controls will
tious
become part of legislative deliberations.
Alternatively, the Clinton Administration
could ease export controls on cryptography without legislation. As was noted above, being able to
export key-escrow encryption products would
presumably make escrowed-encryption products
more attractive to commercial developers and users. Therefore, the Clinton Administration could
ease export requirements for products with integrated key escrowing as an incentive for the commercial development and adoption of such
products (see discussion of cryptography initiatives below and in chapter 4).

OTA WORKSHOP FINDINGS
At the request of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, OTA held a workshop titled
"Information Security and Privacy in Network
Environments: What Next?" on December 6,
1994 as part of its follow-on activities after the release of the 1994 report. Workshop participants
came from the business, legal, university, and
public-interest communities. One workshop objective was to gauge participants' overall reactions to the OTA report Information Security and
Privacyin NetworkEnvironments.Another was to
identify related topics that merited attention and
that OTA had not already addressed (e.g., network
reliability and survivability or "corporate" privacy-see chapter 3). A third objective was for
participants to identifyas specifically as possibleareas ripe for congressional action.
The general areas of interest were:
1. the marketplace for information safeguards
and factors affecting supply and demand;
2. infoimaition-security "bestpractices" in the
private sector, including training and imple-

mentation, and their applicability to government information security;
3. the impacts of federal information-security and
policies on business and the public; and
4. desirable congressional actions and suggested
time frames for any such actions.
Chapter 3 of this background paper highlights
major points and opinions expressed by the workshop participants. It is important to note that the
presentation in chapter 3 and the summary below
are not intended to represent conclusions reached
by the participants; moreover, the reader should
not infer any general consensus, unless consensus
is specifically noted.
Several majorthemes emerged from the discussion regarding export controls and the business
environment, federal cryptography policy, and
characteristics of information-security "best practices" that are germane to consideration of government information security. These have particular
significance, especially in the context of current
developments, for congressional consideration of
several of the information-security issues and options identified in the 1994 OTA report. These
themes include:
The mismatch between the domestic and internationalefferts of urrent U.S. export controlson cryptographyand theneeds ofbusiness
and user communities in an international
economy.
The need for reform of export controls was the
number one topic at the workshop and perhaps the
only area of universal agreement. Participants expressed great concern that the current controls are
impeding companies' implementation of good security in worldwide operations and harming U.S.
firms' competitiveness in the international marketplace. More than one participant considered
that what is really at stake is loss of U.S. leadership in the information technology industry. As
one participant put it, the current system is "a market intervention by the government with unintended bad consequences for both government
and the private sector."
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Several participants asserted that U.S. export
controls have failed at preventing the spread of
cryptography, because DES- and RSA-based encryption, among others, are available outside of
this country. These considered that the only "success" of the controls has been to prevent major
U.S. software companies from incorporating
high-quality, easy-to-use, integrated cryptography in their products,
The intense dissatisfaction on the part of the
private sector with the lack of openness and
progress in resolving cryptography-policy
issues.
Participants expressed frustration with the lack
of a timely, open, and productive dialogue between government and the private sector on cryptography issues and the lack of response by
40
government to what dialogue has taken place.
Many stressed the need for a genuine, open dialogue between government and business, with
recognition that business vitality is a legitimate
objective. Participants noted the need for Congress to broaden the policy debate about cryptography, with more public visibility and more
priority given to business needs and economic
concerns. In the export control arena, Congress
was seen as having an important role in getting
government and the private sector to converge on
some feasible middle ground (legislation would
not be required, if export regulations were
changed). Leadership and timeliness ("the problern won't waif') were viewed as priorities, rather
than more studies and delay.
Many felt the informiation-policy branches of
the government are unable to respond adequately
to the current leadership vacuum; therefore, they
felt that government should either establish a
more effective policy system and open a constructive dialogue with industry or leave the problem to
industry.
The lack of public dialogue, visibility, and accountability, particularly demonstrated by the
manner in which the Clipper chip was introduced

4c

and the EES promulgated, seemed to be a constant
source of anger for both industry representatives
and public interest groups. There were many concers and frustrations about the role of the NationalSecurity Agency. Many participants suggested
that this country desperately needs a new vision of
"national security" that incorporates economic
vitality. They consider that business strength is
not part of NSA's notion of"national security," so
it is not part of their mission. As one participant
put it, "saying that 'we alt
have to be losers' on national security grounds is perverse industrial
policy."
The mismatch between the federal standards
process for cryptography-related FIPS and
private
sector needsfor exportable,cost-effective safeguards.
As noted above, many participants viewed export controls as the single biggest obstacle to establishing intemationa standards for information
safeguards, One participant also noted the peculiarity of picking a national standard (e.g., a FIPS
like the DES) and then trying to restrict its
use intemationally.
The question of the availability of secure products generated some disagreement over whether
the market works or, at least, the extent to which it
does and does not work. There was consensus that
export controls and other government policies that
segmented market demand were undesirable interventions. Though the federal government can
use its purchasing powerto significantly influence
the market, most participants felt
that this sort of
market intervention would not be beneficial overall.
The mismatch between theintent of the ComputerSecurity Act and its implementation.
There was widespread support for the Computer Security Act of 1987, but universal frustration
with its implementation. NIST, the designated
lead agency for security standards and guidelines,
was described as underfunded and extremely

t.ibid., pp. 1-13, 150-160,174-179.
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slow. There was also a general recognition that
people had been complaining about NIST for a
while, but nothing has happened as a result of
these complaints. Some participants noted the importance of increased oversight of the Computer
Security Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-235), as
well as possible redirection of NIST activities
(e.g., collecting information about what industry
is doing, pointing out commonalities and how to
interoperate, rather than picking out a "standard").
According to some participants, the govemment should get "its house in order" in the civilian
agencies and place more emphasis on unclassified
information security. There was a perceived need
for timely attention, because the architecture and
policy constructs ofthe international information
infrastructure are being developed right now, but
these are "being left to the technologists" due to
lack of leadership.
Several felt that the government has overemphasized cryptography, to the exclusion of management and problems like errors and dishonest
employees that are not fully addressed by a
"technology" focus. Participants considered that
the real issue is management,not technology sloganism. According to participants, existing policies [e.g., the previous version of OMB Circular
A-130, Appendix III] attempt to mandate costbased models, but the implementation is ineffective. For example, after the Computer Security
Act, NIST should have been in a position to help
agencies, but this never happened due to lack of
resources. Civil agencies lack resources, then
choose to invest in new applications rather than
spend on security. This is understandable when
the observation that "nothing happens"-that is,
no security incidents are detected-is an indicator
of good security. Participants observed that, if inspectors general ofgovernment agencies are perceived as neither rewarding or punishing, users
get mixed signals and conclude that there is a mismatchbetween security postures and management
commitment to security implementation.
The distinction between security policies and
guidelines for implementing these policies;
and

the needfor sechnologiealflexibilityin iniplenenting securitypolicies.
Sound security policies are a foundation for
good security practice. Importantly, these are not
guidelines for implementation. Rather, they are
"minimalist" directives that outline what must
happen to maintain information security, but not
how it must be achieved.
One of the most important things about these
policies is that they are consistent across the entire
company; regardless of the department, information-security policies are considered universally
applicable. The policies have to be designed in a
broad enough fashion to ensure that all company
cultures will be able to comply. (Implementation
of these polices can be tailored to fit specific needs
and business practices.) Broad policy outlines allow information to flow freely between company
divisions without increased security risk.
The workshop discussion noted the importance
of auditing security implementation against
policy, not against implementation guidelines.
Good security policies must be technology neutral, so that technology upgrades and different
equipment in different divisions would not affect
implementation. Ensuring that policies are
technology neutral helps prevent confusing implementation techniques and tools (e.g., use of a
particular type of encryption or use of a computer
operating system with a certain rating) with policy
objectives, and discourages "passive risk acceptance" like mandating use of a particular technology. This also allows for flexibility and
customization.
Workshop participants noted that, although the
state of practice in setting security policy often has
not lived up to the ideals discussed above, many
companies are improving. At this point there are
several road blocks frustrating more robust security for information and information systems. A primary road block is cost. Many systems are not
built with security in mind, so the responsibility
falls on the end user and retrofitting a system with
security can be prohibitively expensive.
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The need for line-managementaccountability
for,
and commitment to, good security, as opposed to "handing off' security to technology
(i.e., hopingthata "technologicalfix" will be a
cure-all).
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ISSUE UPDATE

Chaptcr4 provides an update on executive-branch
and private sector cryptography developments,
business perspectives on government policies,
congressional consideration of privacy issues, and
The workshop discussion emphasized active
government-wide guidance on information securisk acceptance by management and sound securi- rity in the federal agencies, The last section of
ty policies as key elements of good informationchapter 4 discusses the implications of these desecurity practice in the private sector. The concept
velopments for congressional consideration of
of management responsibility and accountability
some of the issues and options identified in the
as integral components of information security,
1994 OTA report
rather thanjust "handing off"
security to technology, were noted as very important by several particI Government Cryptography Activities
ipants. There was general agreement that direct
In mid-1994, the executive branch indicated an
support by topmanagement and upper-manageopenness toward exploring alternative forms of
ment accountability are central to successful
key-escrow encryption (i.e, techniques not imimplementation of security policies. Many particplementing the Skipjack algorithm specified in
ipants considered it vital that the managers underthe Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES)for use
stand active risk acceptance and not be insulated
49
in computer and video networks.
However,
from risk.
there has been no formal commitment to eventualMost security managers participating in the
workshop viewed training as vital to any successly adootine any alternative to Skipjack in an es50
crowed-encryption FIPS for computer data.
fulinformation-security policy. Lack of training
leads to simple errors potentially capable of deMoreover, there has been no commitment to consider alternatives to the EES for telephony.
feating any good security systemfor example, emFurthermore, there has been no backing away
ployees
who write their passwords on paper and
tape it to their computers. Several participants
from the underlying Clinton Administration commitment to "escrowing" encryption keys. With
knew of companies that have fallen into the
technology trap and have designed excellent comtightly integrated, or "bound" escrowing, there is
puter security systems without sufficiently emmandatory key deposit. In the future, there may be
phasizing training. There is a core of training
some choice of escrow agencies or registries, but
material that is technology neutral and ubiquitous
at present, Clipper- and Capstone-chip keys are
across the company. The necessity for impressing
being escrowed within the Commerce and Treaupon employees their
role in information security
sury Departments.5t The Clinton Administration
has not indicated an openness toward optional dewas seen as paramount.

49For background,see appendixDofthisbakgroundpaprand OTA,poit, foonote S,pp. 15-16,171-174.TheE soed Encryption
Standard
is describedin bo 2-3 Of his paper.
50Seebox 2-3.The Capstonechip refers toa hardwarsimplementationof the EESs Skipjackalgorithm,bat for data commn-iati-os.
FORTEZZA(formerlyTESSERA)is a PCMCIA
card ioplementingSkipjck fordataencryptionasw1 as th DigitalSig..ure Standard(sea
box 2-2)
and key-exchange
functions.
51These chips implemesnttheSkipjao algorithmfor he EESandFORTEZZAapplinueos, roapoiily.
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posit of keys with registries, which OTA referred
as "trusteeship" in the 1994 report (to distinguish
it from the Clinton Administration's concept of
key escrowing being required as an integral part of
52
escrowed-encryption systems).
The questions of whether or when there will be
key-escrow encryption federal information processing standards for unclassified data communications and/or file encryption is still open. There
is at present no FIPS specifying use of Skipjack
for these applications. Implementation of key escrowing or trusteeship for large databases (i.e.,
encryption for file storage, as opposed to commnications) has not been addressed by the government. However, commercial key depositories or
data-recovery centers are being proposed by several companies (see next section on private sector
developments).
Turning from encryption to digital signatures,
acceptance and use of the new FIPS for digital signatures is progressing, but slowly. As the 1994 report detailed in its description of the evolution of
the Digital Signature Standard, patent problems
complicated the development and promulgation
53
of the standard. Patent-infringement uncertainties remain for the DSS, despite the goverment's
insistence that the DSS algorithm does not infringe any valid patents and its offer to indemnify
vendors that develop certificate
authorities for a
54
public-key infrastructure.
Plans to implement the DSS throughout government are complicated by the relatively broad

private sector use of a commercial alternative, the
RSA signature system, and some agencies' desire
to use the RSA system instead of, or alongside, the
DSS. Cost, as well as interoperability with the private sector, is an issue. The DSS can be implemented in hardware, software, or firmware, but
NSA's preferred implementation is in the "FORTEZZA" card.
The FORTEZZA card (formerly called the
TESSERA card) is a Personal Computer Memory
55
Card Industry Association (PCMCIA) card.
The FORTEZZA card is used for data communications; it implements the Skipjack algorithm,
as well as key-exchange and digital-signature
functions. FORTEZZA applications include the
Defense Departments' Defense Message System.
Per-workstation costs are significantly higher for
the FORTEZZA card than for a software-based
signature implementation alone. To use FORTEZZA, agencies must have-or upgrade tocomputers with PCMCIA card slots, or must buy
PCMCIA readers (about $125 each).
According to NSA, current full costs for FORTEZZA cards are about $150 each in relatively
small initial production lots; of this cost, about
$98 is for the Capstone chip. About 3,000 FORTEZZA cards had been produced as of April 1995
and another 33,000 were on contract. NSA hopes
to award a large-scale production contract in fall
1995 for 200,000 to 400,000 units. In these quantities, according to the agency, unit costs should be

52See OTA,op. cit, fronue 5, p. 171.
53Se OTA,op. cit., footnote , appendixC, especiallypp. 220-221.For anorerecent account of the variouslawsuitsand coantiersits
y(Sebastopol,
CA:O'Reilly andAsso., 1995),
asp.sh. 6.
54
F Lynn dNuitystai., NIST,"Digial signsu StandardUpdate,'Ot. 11, 1994.The governmentofferedto include
a"auaieton
andcosesnt" elaase ndewhich he gavermnet wantdeassumeliabilityforany patentinfringemuntesslting from perfoumnceofa contract,
includinguse of Se
uS algoithm ,pubiic-ky certificatesbypriate partieswhencommunicatingwiththe goeenment, Seealso OTA.op.
cit. footnote 5, chapter 3.
55PCtCIA cardsae slightlylarger thana creditcard, witha sonnecaoron
oncend that plugs direely into astndardslot inaompates
(or
reader).They contain microprocessorchips; for exaseple,the FORTEZZAcard containsa Capstone chip
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below the56S100 per unit target established for the
program.
Thus, the FORTEZZA production
contract would be on the order of S20 million to
$40 million.
NIST is working on what is intended to become
a market-driven validation system for vendors'
DSS products. This is being done within the
framework ofoverall requirements developed for
FIPS 140- 1, "Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules" (January 11, 1994). NIST is
also developing a draft FIPS for "Cryptographic
Service
Calls" that would userelatively high-level
application program interfaces (e.g., "sign" or
"verify") to call on any of a variety of cryptographic modules. The intention is to allow flexibility of implementation in what NIST recognizes
is a "hybrid world." Unfortunately, this work appears to have been slowed due to the traditional
scarcity of funds for such core security programs
at NIST (see chapter 2 and the 1994 OTA report,
pages 20 and 164).
The 1996 Clinton Administration budget proposals
reportedly do not specify funds for NIST
57
work related to the DSS, or the EES. However,
according to the draft charter of the Government
Information Technology Services Public-Key Infrastructure Federal Steering Committee, NIST
willchair and provide administrative support for
the Public-Key Infrastructure Federal Steering
Commmittee that is being formed to provide guidance and assistance in developing an interoperable, secure public-key infrastructure to support
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electronic commerce, electronic mail, and other
applications.
The Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA), and NSA have agreed to establish an Information Systems Security Research
Joint Technology Office (JTO) to coordinate researchprograms and long range strategic planning
for information systems security research and to
expedite delivery of security technologies to
DISA. Part of the functions of the JTO will be to:
* Encourage the U.S. industrial base to develop
commercial products with built-in security to
be used in DOD systems. Develop alliances
with industry to raise the level of security in all
U.S. systems. Bring together private sector
leaders in information security to advise the
TO and build consensus for the resulting program.
* Identify areas for which standards need to be
developed for information systems security.
* Facilitate the availability and use of NSA certified cryptography within information
systems
58
security research programs.
According to the Memorandum of Agreement establishing JTO, its work is intended to improve
DISA's ability to safeguard the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and availability of data in Defense Department information systems, provide a
"robust first line of defense" for defensive information warfare, and permit electronic com-

15Bob Drake,Legislai Affair Office,NSA,personalcommesution, Apr.7,1995. To makethe apparentprse of FORTEcZAcards
more attractiveto DefenseDepartmentcustomersin the start term, NSAis splittingthe costof the Capstanechip withthem, s agerics can
aquir teearly versions ofFORTEZZAfor $98 apiece (ibid.).
57
Kevi, Power,"Fare f FederalDSS in Dobt," Goerentr CopuerNe-, Mar. 6,1995. The Psidee's budgt does peride S 100
millionto implementthe digital mirbp legielti e..aed at thecose fth 103dCengrcm,SeeU.S.Congress,Ofice offTechologyAssessmet, ElectranicSreillancein Adnced Telecommnearione Ntik,--ackgraedPaper,forthcoming,spring 1995.
55
"MemorandumofAgreementBetweentheAdanced ResearehProjectsAgeney,theDefenseInformationSystemsAges.y,andih'NaionelSecurityAgency ConcerningtheInformationSystemsSeuity Recseah Joint TechnologyOffice,"ktar.3,1995 (effctie Apr.2,1995).
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merce between the Defense Department and its
contractors. (See discussion of the Defense Departmnt's "Information Warfare" activities later
in this chapter.)

I Private Sector 59
Cryptography

Developments

At the end of January 1995, AT&T Corp. and
VLSI Technology, Inc., announced plans to develop an eneryption microchip that would rival the
Clipper and Capstone chips. The AT&T/VLSI
chip vill have the stronger, triple-DES implementation of the Data Encryption Standard algo60
rithin.
It is intended for use in a variety of
consumer devices, including cellular telephones,
television decoder boxes for video-on-demand
61
services, and personal computers. The AT&T/
VLSI chips do not include key escrowing. Under
current export regulations, they would be subject
to State Department export controls.
Industry observers consider this development
especially significant as an indicator ofthe lack of
market support for Clipper and Capstone chips because AT&T manufactures a commercial product
using Clipper chips (the AT&T Surity Telephone
Device) and VLSI is the NSA contractor making
the chips that Mykotronx programs (e.g., with the
Skipjack algorithm and keys) to become Clipper
and Capstone chips.

The international banking and financial commutities have long used encryption and authentication methods based on the DES. Because thew
communities have a large installed base of DES
technology; a transition to an incompatible (nonDES-based) new technology would be lengthy.
The Accredited Standards Committee X9, which
sets data security standards for the U.S. banking
and financial services industries, reportedly announced that it will develop new encryption standards based on triple DES and will designate a
subcommittee to develop6 2technical standards for
triple-DES applications.
RSA Data Security, Inc, recently announced
another symmetric encryption algorithm, called
63
RC5. According to the company, RC5 is faster
than the DES algorithm, is suitable for hardware
or software implementation, and has a range of
user-selected security levels. Users can select key
lengths ranging up to 2,040 bits, depending on the
levels of security and speed needed. The RSA digital signature system (see box 2-2 on page 48),
from the same company, is the leading commercial rival to the Digital Signature Standard. RSAbased technology is also part of a new, proposed
industry standard for6protecting
business transac4
tions on the Iutemet.
Another private sector standards group, the
IEEE P1363 working group on public-key cryp-

roThit sectionhighligohsseleedgovermoent andcommrtialryptogmphydesrlopmenssincpublicationofthe 1994OTArepor This
isnota eoomprmhensi surveyofrommerctialinformatios ecurityproductsandproposals.Mentionofindividualcompaniesor productsis for
illustrativepurpos andior identiios only,and should not be interpretedas endorsementof these productsor approaches.
60In "triple DES,"the DES algorithmisused sequentiallywiththree differentkeys, toencrypt,decrypt,then re-encrypt Tripleencryption
withtheDESoffersmore uity than haing a secretkeythat istwice as longas the56-bitkeyspifed intheFIPS.Ther is, hoo r,noFIPS
specifyingtriple DES.
S1JaredSandberg
and DonClark,"AT&T,VLSI TechnologyToDevelopMicrochipsThat Offer DataSerity," The ll Streetounal,
Jan.31, 1995;see also Brad Bass,op. sit., footnote 19.
62CIPHER(NewsletteroftheIEEE ComputerSocty's TConSecurityandPrivacy),Electronl IssueNo. 4, CarlLandoerhrled.), Mhar.10,
1995,availablefrom (http:iwwsw.itd.,nd.ravy.miltlTDl554Olei,,cipherciphr-arhie.html).
63Ronald L. Rivest,"The RCSEnryptioo Algorithm,"Dr.Dobb Jornal,January 1995. pp. 146,148.
4 Peter H. Lewis."Accord Is Reachedona CommonSaoity System for te Internet," The Ne York Tneo, Apr.11, 1995,p,D5. The
proposedstandardwill be used to safeguardWorld Wide Webserices.
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tography, is developing a voluntary standard for
"RSA, Diffie-Hellman, and Related Public-Key
Cryptography" (see figure 2-5 on page 59). The
group held a public meeting in Oakland, Califor65
nia, in May 1995 to review a draft standard.
Several companies have proposed alternative
approaches to key-escrow encryption; these in66
clude some 20 different alternatives. Variously,
these use published, unclassified encryption algorithms, thus potentially allowing software, as well
as hardware, implementations. The commercial
approaches would make use of commercial or private key-escrow systems, with data recovery services that are available to individuals and
organizations, as well as to authorized law enforcement agencies.
A brief description of two of the commercial
approaches is given in chapter 4, based on information provided by Trusted Information Systems (TIS) and Bankers Trust. The Bankers Trust
system is hardware-based; the TIS system is software-based. Bankers Trust has proposed its system to the U.S. government and business
community. The TIS system is under internal government review to determine the sufficiency of the
approach to meet national security and law enforcement objectives.
I Business Perspectives
Representatives of major U.S, computer and software companies have recently reaffirmed the importance ofsecurity and privacy protections in the
developing global information infrastructure
67
(GI).
But, as the Computer Systems Policy
Project's "Perspectives on the Global Information

Infrastructure" notes, there are strong and serious
business concerns that government interests, especially in the standards arena, could stifle commercial development and use of networks in the
international arena.
In June 1994, the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) issued
areport on the policy issues raised by introduction of the EES.The ACM
report identified some key questions that need to
be considered in reaching conclusions regarding:
What cryptography policy best accommodates
ournational needs for secure communications and
privacy, industry success, effective
lawenforce68
ment, and national security?
The U.S. Public
Policy Committee of the ACM
(USACM) issued a companion set of recommnendations, focusing on the need for:
* open forums for cryptography policy development, in which government, industry, and the
public could participate;
* encryption standards that do not place U.S.
manufacturers at a disadvantage in the global
marketplace and do not adversely affect technological development within the United
States;
* changes in FIPS development, such as placing
the process untder the Administrative Procedures Act;
w
vithdrawal of the Clipper chip proposal by the
Clinton Administration and the beginning of an
open and public review of encryption policy;
and
* development of technologies and institutional
practices that will provide real privacy for fu-

s ibid.
Daa sons .revilvable
viannymousafpto ra.coum
inthe
"pub/p
1363directoy. The working
group's
eltronicn ailing
list
is<pI363@ma.eom>;
tojoin, sende-nail
to<pI363-,queits@sa.co>.
66S, DoothyE.D.nninand Dennis
Bnad, "A Tasnonoy
for Key EacrowEncryption,"forthcoming,
obtained
fromthe
author
(dan.
ningo@s.gergetown.edu);
andElizabeth
Corcoran,"Three
WaysToCatch
aCode,"
15shington
Post,Man.16,1995,
pp.B 1,
B 12.
The Comsrasaid.e
alsodiseuies theHwlett-Paekaid
Co.'sproposed"naionat flIg
eara approaehtognvernen-approva encryption.
67SeeComputer
Systems
Poliy Peojct,
Perpces ,, te obalcInfsrnaon Intfrastirucser,(Washington.
DC:February
1995).
68SusanLandauetal., Codes,Keys.audCo.flicsi:
Issues i U.S.
CptoPoi (NewYork.
Ine.,
June 1994).

: Assoiation
for
Conpueing
Mahney,
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ture users6 9of the National Information Infrastructure.

algorithms and key management methods, public
scrutiny of proposed standard algorithms, free export/import of accepted standards, and flexibility
in implementation (i.e., hardware or software). If
key escrowing is to be used, the USCIB proposed
that:

Also in 1994, the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) issued its "ICC Position Paper
on International Encryption Policy." ICC noted
the growing importance of cryptography insecuring business information and transactions on an
* a government not be the sole holder ofthe entire
international basis and, therefore, the significance
key except at the discretion of the user;
ofrestrictions and controls on encryption methods
* the key-escrow agent make keys available to
as "artificial obstacles" to trade. ICC urged govlawfully authorized entities when presented
ernments "not to adopt a restrictive approach
with proper, written legal authorizations (inwhich would place a particularly
onerous
burden
7t
cluding international cooperation when the key
on business and society as a whole." ICC's posiis requested by a foreign government);
tion paper called on governments to: 1) remove
* the process for obtaining and using keys for
unnecessary export and import controls, usage rewiretapping purposes must be auditable;
strictions, restrictive
licensing arrangements and
* keys obtained from escrowing agents by law
the like on encryption methods used in commerenforcement must be used only for a specified,
cial
applications; 2) enable network interoperabillimited time frame; and
ityby encouraging global standardization; 3)
* the owner of the key must (also) be able to ob74
maximize users' freedom of choice; and 4) work
tain the keys from the escrow agent.
together with industry to resolve barriers by jointThe USCIB has also identified a number ofdisly developing a comprehensive international
tinctive business concerns regarding the U.S. govpolicy on encryption. ICC recommended that
erunent's
position on encryption and liability:
global encryption policy be based on broad7 1principles centered on openness and flexibility.
* uncertainty regarding whether the Clinton AdThe United States Council for International
ministration might authorize strict government
Business (USCIB) subsequently issued position
liability for misappropriation of keys, includpapers on "Business Requirements for Encryping adoption of tamper proof measures to ac72
tion" and "Liability Issues and the U.S. Admincount for every escrowed unit key and family
istration's Encryption Initiatives"73 The USCIB
key (see box 2-3);
favored breaking down the "artificial barriers" to
* the degree of care underlying design of SkipU.S. companies' competitiveness and ability to
jack, EES, and Capstone (given the governimplement powerful security imposed by overly
ment's still-unresolved degree, if any, of
restrictive export controls. The Council called for
liability);
international agreement on "realistic" encryption
* the confusion concerning whether the governrequirements, including: free choice ofencryption
ment intends to disclaim all liability in connec-

9 U.S.Public Policy Cnmmitteeo

aite
ACM,"USACM Positionon the EscrowedEncryptionStandard,"June 1994.

70InternationalChamberof Commerce,"ICCPositionPaper on Iternational Enryption Policy."Paris, 1994.pp. 2.3. Seealso United
StatesCouncilfor nternationai Business,PrivaeSector Leadship:Policy Foundain fr , NfarIin,,aIl
foraion, nfratIncsure(NII)Iuly
1994,p 5.
71Ibid.,pp. 3-4. Se alsochapter4 othe 1994OTArepor.
72UnitedStates Councilfor InternationalBusiness,"Bsinss Riequimenus for Encrypion,"Oct. 10, 1994.
73UnitedStatesCouncil for Internainail Business,"LiabilityIssues andthe U.S.Administration'sEncyption Initiatis," Non,2.1994.
74USCIB,op. it., fnot, 72, pp. 3-4.
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tion with the EES and Capstone initiatives, and
the extent to which family keys, unit keys, and
law enforcement decryption devices will be adequately secured; and
* uncertainties regarding the liability of nongovernmental parties (e.g., chip manufacturers,
vendors, and their
employees) for misconduct
75
or negligence.
These types of concerns have remained unresolved (see related discussion and options presented in the 1994 OTA report, pages 16-18 and
171-182).
Liability issues are important to the development of electronic commerce and the underpinning institutional infrastructures, including (but
not limited to) escrow agents for key-escrowed
encryption systems and certificate authorities for
public-key infrastructures. Widespread use ofeertificate-based, public-key infrastructures will require resolution and harmonization of liability
requirements for trusted entities, whether these be
federal certificate authorities, private certificate
(or "certification") authorities, escrow agents,
banks, clearinghouses,
value-added networks, or
76
other entities.
There is increasing momentum toward frameworks within which to resolve legal issues pertaining to digital signatures and to liability. For
example:
* The Science and Technology Section of the
American BarAssociation's Information Security Committee is drafting "Global Digital Signature Guidelines" and model digital-signature
legislation.
* With participation by the International Chamber of Commerce and the U.S. State Department, the United Nations Commission on

International Trade Law has completed a Model Law on electronic data interchange (EDI).
* Utah 7has
7 just enacted digital signature legislation

I Privacy Legislation
In the 104th Congress, bills have been introduced
to address the privacy-related issues of search and
seizure, access to personal records, content of
electronic information, drug testing, and immigration and social security card fraud problems.
In addition, Representative Cardiss Collins has reintroduced the "Individual Privacy Protection Act
of 1995" (H.R. 184). H.R. 184 includes provisions to establish a Privacy Protection Commission charged with ensuring the privacy rights of
U.S. citizens, providing advisory guidance on
matters related to electronic data storage, and promoting and encouraging the adoption of fair information practices and the principle of collection
limitation..
Immigration concerns and worker eligibility
are prompting reexamination of social security
card fraud and discussion over a national identification database. At least eight bills have been
introduced in the 104th Congress to develop tamper-proof or counterfeit-resistant social security
cards (H.R. 560, H.R. 570, H.R. 756, H.R. 785)
and to promote research toward anational identification database (H.R. 502, H.R. 195, S. 456, S.
269).
Four bills have been introduced modifying
search and seizure limitations: H.R. 3, H.R. 666,
S. 3, and S. 54. The "Exclusionary Rule Reform
Act of 1995" (H.R. 666 and companion S. 54),
which revises the limitations on evidence found
during a search, passed the House on February 10,

75USCIB,op. cit., footnote 73, pp.2-6.
76See ibid.fordiscussion ofiability exposure,legal consideatons, ut and contrt nmedies,geocmont censentto beliablc,andeommendationsand approachestomitigate liability.
77Infonnati on Ameican Bar Associationand UnitedNaions aiities proided byMichaelBaum,Prncipal, IndependentMotoeing,
pereonalcommuiaieon, Ma, 19,1995. See als MichaelS. Ban,Fadrac CrtifcaioneAhcriteLibili eand
Poli, LuaadPolicof
CcreoifecaBo-Baselc Key amdDgitaicigaoe.NIST.GCR-94-654,
NTISDoe. No. PB94-191-202(Spingfield, VA:NationalTechnecal
Inomation Service,1994).
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1995. Similar provisions have been included in
crime legislation introduced in both houses, S. 3
and H.. 3. The Senate Committee on the Judiciary has held a hearing on Title V of S. 3, the provisions reforning the exclusionary rule.
Also this session, legislation has been
introduced increasing privacy protection by restricting the use or sale of lists collected by communication carriers (H.R. 411) andthe U.S. Postal
Service (H.R. 434), defining personal medical privacy rights (H.R. 435, S. 7), detailing acceptable
usage of uredit report information (H.R. 561), and
mandating procedures for determining the reliability of drug testing (H.R. 153). These bills establish guidelines in specific areas, but do not
attempt to address the overall challenges facing
privacy rights in an electronic age.
The "Family Privacy Bill" (H.R. 1271) passed
the House on April 4, 1995. H.R. 1271, introduced by Representative Steve Hom on March 21,
1995, is intended to provide parents the ight to
supervise and choose their children's participation
in any federally funded survey or questionnaire
that involves intrusive questioning on sensitive is78
sues. Some have raised concerns about the bill
on the grounds that it might dangerously limit ocal police authority to question minors and threaten investigations of child abuse, or hinder doctors
in obtaining
timely patient information on chil79
dren.
In addition, the Office of Management and
Budget recently published notice of draft privacy
principles and draft security tenets for the national
0
information infrastructure.8 The draft privacy
principles were developed by the Information Infrastructure Task Force's Working group on Priva-

cy and are intended to update and revise the Code
ofFair Information Practices developed in the early 1970s and used in development of the Privacy
Act of 1974.
1

Information-Security Policy
Initiatives and Legislation

The Defense Department's "Information Warfare"
activities address the opportunities and vuinerabilities inherent in its (and the country's) increasing reliance on information and information
systems. The Department has a variety of Information Warfare activities ongoing in its services and agencies, the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, and elsewhere.t The Department's Defensive Information Warfare program goals focus
on technology development to counter vulnerabilities stemming from the Department's growing
dependence on information systems and the commercial information infrastructure (e.g., the publie-switched network and the Internet). The
Information Systems Security Research Joint
Technology Office established by ARPA, DISA,
and NSA (see above) will pursue research and development pursuant to these goals.
The increasing prominence of Information
Warfare issues has contributed to an increasing
momentum for consolidating information-security authorities government-wide, thereby expanding the role of the defense and intelligence
agencies for unclassified information security
overall:
...Protection of U.S. information systems is
also clouded by legal restrictions put forth, for example, in the Computer Security Act of 1987.

78Rpresenuti,
Scott
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Cngre-iona cord, Apr.
4,1995,
p,H4126.
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Collins, Cangessiona Record, Apr 4, 1995,p.H4126.
79Representatie
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n .60, No.13Jan.
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pp.4362-4370.Ths, r devcloped
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Of concern to the Task Force is the fact that 1W
[Information Warfare] technologies and capabilities are largely being developed in an open commercial market and are outside of direct
t2
Government control.
Such a consolidation and/or expansion would run
counter to current statutory authorities and to
OMB's proposed new government-wide security
and privacy policy guidance (see below).
The Joint Security Commission
In mid-1993, the Joint Security Commission was
convened by the Secretary of Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence to develop a "new
approach to security that would assure the adequacy ofprotection within the contours of a security
system that is simplified, more uniform, and more
83
The Joint Security Commiscost effective."
sion's report made recommendations across a
comprehensive range of areas.
84
The sections on information systems security
85
and a security architecture for the future are of
special interest. In the context of the Commission's charter, they propose a unified security
policy structure and authority for classified and
unclassified information in the defenselintelli86
gence community. However, the report also recommends a more general centralization of
information security along these lines government-wide; the executive summary highlights the
conclusion the security centralization within the
defense/intelligence community described in the

87

report should be extended government-wide.
The report also recommends "establishment of a
national level security policy conmmittee to provide structure and coherence to U.S. government
88
security policy, practices, and procedures."

The Security Policy Board
On September 16, 1994, President Clinton signed
Presidential Decision Directive 29 (PDD-29).
PDD-29, "Security Policy Coordination," established a new structure, under the direction of the
National Security Council (NSC), for the coordination, formulation, evaluation, and oversight
89
of U.S. security policy. According to the description of PDD-29 provided to OTA by NSC,
the directive designates the former Joint Security
Executive Committee established by the Secretary of Defense and the Director of Central Intelligence as the Security Policy Board.
The Security Policy Board (SPB) subsumes the
functions of a number of previous national security groups and committees. The SPB members include the Director ofCentral Intelligence, Deputy
Secretary of Defense, Vice Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Deputy Secretary of State, Under
Secretary of Energy, Deputy Secretary of Commerce, and Deputy Attorney General; plus one
Deputy Secretary from "another non-defense-related-agency" selected on a rotating basis, and one
representative each from the 0MB and NSC staff.
The Security Policy Forum that had been established under the Joint Security Executive Coin-

82 Ibid.,p. 52.
03oint Seeiy Conuission, "Redefuing Scuity: A Roes to the Secretny ofDefense and Dieaaar ofrCntm Intelligence,"reb. 28,
1994(qu efrom leteroftransmitta). Seealso U.S.Conguess,HouseofRepreseuntie, peranent SelectComeltteen Itelligene, "Iteilligeaca Authariaion Act for FiscalYear 1994,"Rept. 103-162,Pad I, 103dCones, Itessio, Juro29,1993, pp 26-27.
34Joint Secuity Commission,ibid.,pp. 101-113.
85 Ibid.,pp. 127 seq.
N6Ibid. p. 105,fast paragraph.;p. 110, reeenrdatia; pp, 127-130.
87Ibid.,p. vili, top.
as IbidL,p. 130.
89Althoughitis unlaified, PDD-29 hasnotbeenreleased.Thisidiscuio isbased on factsheetprovidedto TAbyNSC;the factsheet
bemng'ior gsremmical oes" Daid S, VanTasl (Dnector
is aidto be a "ecriy verbatir, tet ofthe PM)' ithe onlydiffcrc
Acces Mangement, NSC),letter toJoan Winston(OTA),and el...re, Feb. 16, 1995.
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mittee was retained under the SPB The forum is
composed of senior representatives from over two
dozen defense, inteligence, and civilian agencies
and departments; the forum chair is appointed by
the SPB chair. The Security Policy Forum functions are to: consider security policy issues raised
by its members or others, develop security policy
initiatives and obtain comments for the SPB from
departments and agencies, evaluate the effectiveness of security policies, monitor and guide the
implementation of security policies to ensure coherence and consistency, and oversee application
of security policies to ensure they are equitable
90
and consistent with national goals.
PDD-29 also established a Security Policy Advisory Board of five members from industry. This
independent, nongovernmental advisory board is
intended to advise the President on implementation of the policy principles guiding the "new"
formulation, evaluation, and oversight of U.S. security policy, and to provide the SPB and the intelligence community with a "public interest'
perspective. The SPB is authorized to establish interagency working groups as necessary to carry
out its functions and to ensure interagency input to
and coordination of security policy, procedures,
and practices, with staffs to support the SPB and
any other groups or fora established pursuant to
PDD-29.
PDD-29 was not intended to change or amend
existing authorities or responsibilities of the
members of the SPB, as "contained in the National Security Act of 1947, other existing laws or
Executive Orders."9t PDD-29 does not refer specifically to government information security
policy, procedures, and practices, or to unclassified information security government-wide. Nevertheless, the proposed detailed implementation

ofthe directive with respect to information security, as articulated in the Security Policy staffreport
report, "Creating a New Order in U.S. Security
Policy," is a departure from the information security structure set forth in the Computer Security
Act of 1987. The staffreport appears to recognize
this mismatch between its proposal and statutory
authorities for unclassified information security,
noting the Computer Security Act under information-security
"actions required" to implement
92
PDD-29.
The SPB staff's proposed "new order" for information security builds on the Joint Security
Commission's analysis and recommendations to
93
establish a "unifying body" government-wide.
With respect to information Security, the new SPB
structure would involve organizing an Information Systems Security Committee (ISSC) charged
with "coupling the development ofpolicy forboth
the classified and the sensitive but unclassified
communities" and a "transition
effort" for conver94
sion to the new structure.
This "comprehensive structure" would be the
new ISSC, that would be:
... based on the foundation of the current
NSTISSC [see appendix B of this background paper] butwill have responsibility forboth the classified and the sensitive but unclassified world.
The ISSC would be jointly chaired at the SES
[Senior Executive Service] or General Officer level
by DD and OMB. This new body would consist of
voting representatives from each of the agencies/
departments currently represented on the
NSTISSC and its two subcommittees, NIST and the
civil agencies it represents, and other appropriate
agencies/departments, such as DISA, which are
currently not represented on the NSTISSC. This

9a Ibid.(fact bwt)91Ibid.
92U.S.Siunty PolicyBoardStaff,"Creating a New Orderin U.S. Scuriy Policy,"No. 21, 1994.p. 1S.
93Ibid.,p.3. See ElizabethSiko-ovky, "NSC Prepose To ShiftPolicy-MakingDefies,"FederlComput e ek, Jan.23,1995, pp. 1, 45.
See ato Kenin Power,"Administion Floas Nw infornatilonSeuriny Policy,"Go-ernrnn Crnptri
94U.S.Securiy Policy BoardStaff, op. cit., feornoe 92, pp 11-11,p. 15.

Jan.23, 1995,p. 59.
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body would create working groups as needed to address topics of interest.
The IS$C would eventualy how authcrity over
all classified and unclassified but sensitive systems, and would report to through the [Security
Policy] Formn and Board to the NSC. Thus, policies would have the full force and authority of an
NSC Directive, rather than the relatively "toothless" issuances currently emanating from the
NSTISSC. NSA would continue to provide the secretariat to the new national INFOSEC structure,
since the secretariat is a well-functioning, highlyefficient, and effective body.
... Ajoint strategy would have to be devised for
a smooth transition between the current and new
structures, which would ensure that current momentum is maintained and continuity preserved. In
addition, a new definition must be developedfor
"nationalsecurity information, " and it must bedeterminedhow such informationrelates to the unclasifled arena from a national security standpoint
[emphasis added]. Issues such as voting in such a
potentially
95 unwieldy organization most also be resolved.

At this writing, the extent to which the SPB information-security proposals, ISSC, and the development of a new definition of "national
security information" have or have not been "endorsed" within the executive branch is unclear.
Outside the executive branch, however, they have
been met with concern and dismay reminiscent of
reactions to NSDD-145 a decade ago (see chapter
96
2 and appendix B). Moreover, they rut counter
to the statutory agency authorities set forth in the
104th Congress in the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995 (see below), as well as in the Computer

95

Security Act of 1987. At its March 23-24, 1995
meeting, the Computer Systems Security and Privacy Board that was established by the Computer
Security Act issued Resolution 95-3, recommending that the SPB await broader discussion of issues before proceeding with its plans "to control
unclassified, but sensitive systems."
Concerns have also been expressed within the
executive branch. The ISSC information security
structure that would increase the role of the defense and intelligence communities in govemmentwide unclassified information security runs
counter to the Clinton Administration's "basic assumptions" about free information flow and public accessibility as articulated in the 1993 revision
ofOMB CircularA-1 30,' 9"Management
ofFederal
7
Information Resources.
Moreover, some senior federal computer security managers have expressed concern about what
they consider premature implementation of the
SPB staff report's proposed centralization of information security functions and responsibilities.
In a January 11, 1995, letter to Sally Katzen, Director of the Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, Office of Management and Budget (released March 23, 1995), the Steering Committee
of the Federal Computer Security Program Man9
ager's Forum indicated "unanimous disagreement" with the Security Policy Board's (SPB)
proposal and urged OMB to "take appropriate action to restrict implementation of the SPB report
99
to only classified systems." This type of restriction appears to have been incorporated in the proposed revision to Appendix III of OMB Circular
A-130 (see below).

Ibid.,pp 17-18.
t See appendixB of this paperand OTA,op. er., foooe 5, pp. 132-148 fordiscussionofNSDD-145,the interior the

Computer
Security
Actof1987,andNSTISSC.
96See Neil Munro,"WhiteHouse SecurityPanels RaiseHackles," Wf'ashington
Techolog, Feb.23, 1995,pp. 6, 8.
97OMBCircula A-130--iised, Jun, 25. 1993,Trasmital McmuoandumNo. 1, sec. 7.
98The FederalComputerSecurityProgramManager's Form is made up ofsenior computersecuritymanagersfor tivilei agnis, ieludingthe Dcpantcs fCommrce, HealthandHumanS-i , Justice,and Transporation.The January 1I, 1995letter toSally Kten
Ditectorofthe Officeofinformation and Regulaton, Afltirs, OfficeofManagementand Budget,w signedby LynnMcNult. Forom Chair
(Nation. Institrunof Standardsand Tehotlrg) and SadiePither, Frm C-Chir (DepartmentofCommerce).Textofterr takenfrm the
oslineEPICAsr, vo 2.05,Mat 27, 1995.
99Ibid.
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In March and April 1995, OTA invited the SeAmong its goals, the Paperwork Reduction Act
curity
Policy Board staff to comment on draft
of 1995 is intended to make federal agencies more
OTA text discussing information-securiy centralresponsible and publicly accountable for informaization, including the Joint Security Commission
tion management. With respect to safeguarding
report, PDD-29,and the SPB staffreport. OTA reinformation, the act seeks to:
ceived SPB staffcomments in early May 1995, as
... ensure that the creation, collection, maintethis background paper was in press. According to
nance, use, dissemination, and disposition of inthe Security Policy
Board staffdirector, informaformation by or for the Federal Government is
tion
systems security policy is a "work in progress
consistent with applicable laws, including laws rein its early stages" forthe SPB and the staff report
lating towas intended to be a "strawman" starting point for
(A) privacy and confidentiality, including secdiscussion. Moreover, according tothe SPB staff,
tion 552a ofTitle 5;
"recognizing the sensitivity and complexity ofIn(B) security of information, including the Comformation Systems Security policy, the ISSC was
puter Security Act of 1987 (Public Law
not one of the committees which was established,
100-235); and
" 100
nor was a transition team formed.
In order to
(C) access to information,
including section
°3
provide as much information as possible for con552 of Title 5.1
sideration of information security issues, includWith respect to privacy and security, the Papering the SPB staff perspective, OTA has included
work Reduction Act of 1995 provides that the Dithe SPB staffcomments in box 1-3.
rector of OMB shall:
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
The Paperwork Reduction Act was reauthorized
in the104th Congress. The House and Senate versionsof the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(H.R.830 and S.244) both left existing agency authorities under the Computer Security Act of 1987
10 1
unchanged.
The Paperwork Reduction Act of
1995 (Public Law 104-13) was reported on April
3, 19 9 5 ,102 passed in both Houses on April 6,
1995, and signed by President Clinton on May 22,
1995.

1. develop and oversee the implementation of
policies, principles, standards, and guidelines on privacy, confidentiality, security,
disclosure, and sharing of information coleeted or maintained by or for agencies;
2. oversee and coordinate compliance with
sections 552 and 552a of title 5, the Computer Security Act of 1987 (40 U.S.C. 759 note),
and related information management laws;
and
3. require Federal agencies, consistent with the
Computer Security Act of 1987 (40 U.S.C.
59 note), to identify and afford security

100
Peter
D.Saderholm
(Director,
Security
PolicyBoardStaff),
memorandum
for
JoanD.Winston
andMiles Ewing(OTA),SPB095-95,
May4,1995.
101Senator
William
v. Roth,
I., Congrr .oIRecord, Mar 6, 1995,
p.S3512.
i2 U.S.
Congress,
HouseofRepresentatives,
"Paperwork
Reduction
Actof 1995-Confernce
Report
toAccompany
S.244,"
H.Rpt.
10499,
Apr.
3,1995.
Asthe
"Joint
Explanatory
Statement
ofthe
Committe
ofthe
Confco" (ibid•.,pp.
27-39)
notes,
the1995act
retains
the
legislive
history
fthe Paperwork
Reduction
Actof 1980.
Fnniurnor, thedefinitionof"infomtion
technologyin the1995act
isintended
topresrve
the
exemption
for military
andintelligence
information
technologythat
isfound
incurrnt
statutory
definitions
of"automatie
data
premning." The1995ataccomplishes this
byreferring
totheso-called
Warner
Amendment
exemptions
tothe BrooksAc of1965and,
thus,
tosection11Iofthe
Federal
Property
and Administraive
S'icesAct(ibid.,pp.
28-29).
Seealso
discussion
ofthe
Warner
Amendment
exrptions
from rheFIPSand theComputer
Security
Acti appendi, B of this
background
paper.
103
Ibid.,
sec. 350i(8).
Theact
amnds chapter
35oftitle
44 U.S.C.
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protections commensurate with the risk and
magnitude of the harm resulting from the
loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or
modification of information collected 04
or
maintained by or on behalf of an agency.
The latterrequirement forcost-effective security implementation and standards is tied to the
roles ofthe Director of NIST and the Administrator of General Services in helping the OMB to:
(A) develop and oversee the implementation of
polices, principles, standards, and guidelines for information technology functions
and activities of the Federal Government,
including periodic evaluations of major information systems; and
(B) oversee the development and implementation of standards under section I 11(d) of the
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (40 U.S.C. 759(d)).10s
Federal agency heads are responsible for ensuring
that their agencies shall:
1. implement and enforce applicable policies,
procedures, standards, and guidelines on
privacy, confidentiality, security, disclosure,
and sharing of information collected or
maintained by or for the agency;
2. assume responsibility and accountability for
compliance with and coordinated management of sections 552 and 552a of title 5, the
Computer Security Act of 1987 (40 U.S.C.
759 note), and related information management laws; and
3. consistent with the Computer Security Act
of 1987 (40 U.S.C. 59 note), identify and afford security protections commensurate
with the risk and magnitude of the harm
resulting from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of in-

formation collected 106
or maintained by or on
behalf of an agency.
Proposed Revision ofAppendix INI
of OMB Circular A-130
At this writing, OMB had just completed the proposed revision of Appendix III. The proposed revision is intended to lead to improved federal
information-security practices and to make fulfillment of Computer Security Act and Privacy Act
requirements more effective generally, as well as
with respect to data sharing and secondary uses.
As indicated above, the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995 has affirmed OMB's government-wide
authorities for information security and privacy.
The new, proposed revision of Appendix III
("Security of Federal Automated Information")
will be key to assessing the prospect for improved
federal information security practices. The proposed revision was posted for public comment on
March 29, 1995. According to OMB, the proposed new government-wide guidance:
... is intended to guide agencies in securing information as they increasingly rely on an open and
interconnected National Information Infrastructure. It stresses management controls such as individual responsibility, awareness and training, and
accountability, rather than technical controls...

The proposal would also better integrate security into program and mission goals, reduce the need
for centralized reporting of paper security plans,
emphasize the management of risk rather than its
measurement, and revise government-wide security responsibilities to0 7be consistent with the Computer Security Act.
According to OMB, the proposed new security
guidance reflects the significant differences in ca-

- Ibid.,sec. 3504(g). The OMBDiceot delegtes authorityto administerthesefunctionsto the Admsinistetorof OB's Offiu of taformationand RegulatotyAffairs.
5 ibid.,secion 35040)(1). See also"Joint Explanatorystatementofie Committeeofthe Conference,"ibid., pp. 27-29.
35

ibid.,asction 06(e).
107Office oftaagenentand Budget,"Scuity orFedml AtmatedInf

aton," ProposedRcision ofOMB CircularN. A-130 Appendix III transitata memoranndam),
aailable via Wold Wide Webat h.p:fce recuteist.t acplcyas <a130app3.tx>.
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OTA note. This material presents Security Policy Board staff views on information security issues and
the SPB staff report. It was excerpted fromSPB staff comments to OTA and has been edited for length.
.F..
[lhe general area afInformation Systems Security presents us all with one ofthemost difficult and
controversial aspects ofsecutypolicy. Because ofthis, there has been a great deal ofrecent analysisand
activity in the area ofInformation Systems Security policy involving
the Security Policy Board (SPB), the
Security
Policy Forum (SPF), and out supporting Staff. Because ofthe fast pace of recent events, and the
fact that forthe SPB!SPF, Information
Systems Security
policy is a 'workin progress" in its eady stages,we
havenotdonethe bestjob in getting the word out tothe community beyond the 26 agencies and departments that are represented intheSPB on thecurrent status ofour Information
Systems Secudty-related
activities. [The OTA background paper] may provide an excellent vehicte forpresenting a balanced view of
Executive Branch analysis and activity in this critical policy area.
...The [section aboveon intormation-secudty policy initiatives] begins by accurately noting that network security issues areofgreat concern, and then suggests that DOD activity under the name of"information
Warfare" (iW) is raising awareness ofthreats to networks, and is contdbuting
to the momentum
for consolidating Information
Systems Security authorities
government-wide, thereby
increasing the role of
the defenseand intelligence agencies. While that may be true to some extent, the draft
is silent on other
masons why there may be a "momentum"foratleast considering the advisability ofconsolidating some
aspects ofgovernment Information Systems Security policymaking, e.g., the increasing intemetworking
acrossthe "classified' and 'unclassifed" communities.
Others may argue that the splitting ofInformatin
Systems Security responsibilities by Public Law
-0-235
simply isn't
working to provide
the level
ofsystems security bothcommunities need-failing for many ofthe same reasonsthe PDD-24 failed when it
attempted
tosplit CommunicationsSecurity (COMSEC)authorities along similar lines.
However, it is not the
role ofthe SPBISPF Staff
to take a position on these issues, but rather toact as a. "honest broker" within
the Executive Branch to ensure that all aspects ofsecurity policy receive an informed,
balanced review. In
pursuing this role,
we have recognized
the relationship of defensive IW to Information
Systems Secuity
policy, but do notsee it as the only,
oreven the primary, driver ofwhatever momentum exists to consolidate Executive
Branch Information
Systems Security responsibilities. Many ofthe issues surrounding the
"consolidation"
question-e. g.,efficient
use oflimited governmentresources-have no trace ofthe Defense/Intelligence flavor
ofDOD Information
Warfare activities...
[OTA!S description) of PDD-29 and its organization
creations
is mostly accurate although you err in implying
that the structure is DOD and Intelligence Communityoented. Actually, quite theopposite
is Irue.
In
fact,
if OTA were to be challenged todevelopa seniorlevel government-wide board toserve as a "fair
court" toadjudicate information systems security and other secunty policy issues, you would quite likely
develop
an entity verysimilar ifnot the same as the SPB. The majority ofthe SPB itself
comes from the civil
agencies... T]hevery important Security Policy Forum (SPF)includes among its 26 members the Departments ofCommerce, Energy, Justice, State, Treasury, Transportation, and representatives fromOMB, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office ofPersonnel
Management, General Services Administration, and Federal Emergency Management Agency. Again, the
majority of the SPF membership is fromthe civil agencies. Quite frankly,
we find it ironic
that yourdraft
gives significant credence to negative commentsaboutthe SPB efforts credited to representativesofCommerce and the OMB when both the Deputy Secretary of Commerceand the Deputy Director of the OMB sit
on the SPB and have been active participants in the SPB deliberations to date.
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In PDD-29,the President observed, "We require a new security process based on sound threat analysis
and risk management practices. A process which can adapt our security policies, practices and procedures as the economic, political and military challenges to our national interests continue to evolve." The
President further charged the SPB to conduct a review of all of our nation's secudty policies, practices and
procedures and make recommendations for needed change after such proposals have been coordinated
with all US. departments and agencies affected by such decisions.
At the first SPB meeting on 27 September 1994. the SPB Staff was chargedwith starting a governmentwide dialogue on the various elements of secuoty policy by developing a "strawman" proposal. The Staff
attempted to start this by publishing the "New Order" paper, which simply contained proposals [emphasis
in original] for how the government might more effectively address the vadous security disciplines, as recommended by the Joint Security Commission (JSC). Many of the Staff recommendations were "no brain" In
ers.
the field of personnel secorty, for example, the government had already consolidated its efforts
into one entity. In essence, the SPB Staff attempted to begin the dialogue by suggesting the most simple
structure possible to address government-wide security policy. The SPB and SPF subsequently acted on
some of the report's proposals and established transition teams and committees for four of the six committees proposed in the report. A fifth will be established in mid-May. However, recognizing the sensitivity and
complexity of Information Systems Security policy, the ISSC was not one of the committees which was established, nor was a transition team formed. Those who view the establishment of the other committees as
somehow transforming the Staff Report into official administration policy are mistaken, and it is unfortunate
that so many have chosen to misrepresentthe Staff Report. I can assure you that the SPP, SPF, and Staff
have not presented the "New Order" report as anything other than an early effort at establishing a starting
point for serious dialogue on overall security policy.
The idea of an ISSC with government-side scope has, as fully expected, met with opposition from vadous parties for vadous reasons. It is our goal to facilitate an informed discussion of the information systems
security issues facing our nation, and to have that informed discussion occur at the appropriate levels
within the government. Our review to date has focused almost exclusivety on the ever growing area where
the classified community and the unclassified community intersect. Therein are any number of government
owned systems which may be considered cotical to the safety and security of our nation and its people:
systems such as the Federal Election System, air traffic control and those that control our nation's power
grid, for example. It has generally been assumed that the private sector, to the extent possible, will develop the needed securty for these systems. This may be true, but the question remains that if an "Oklahoma
City" like incident occurs in one or more of these systems,who will our nation,the Congress, and our President tam to. To that end, we framed the 'scope" issue for the SPF, which, in turn, raised the issue at the 24
Apri 1995 meeting of the SPB. The outcome of that meeting was directionby the SPp to its memberagencies to attempt development of Terms of Reference for an interagency group to study these issues and
report back to the SPB. The SPB Staff has, therefore, scheduled a meeting to begin that process which
[took] place on 4 May 1995. In keeping with our efforts to be the "honest broker," the Staff has invited all
member agencies, Office of Science and Technology Policy and other interested departments and agencies representing the widely divergent points of view with regard to this subject.
(continued
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Intaking this initiative, the Deputy Secretaries that comprise the SPB recognize that
they mabhe subject to criticism. However, their concerns about taking positive action to avoid catastrophe in any number
of these critical systems was best summed up when one observed,
"Shame on us if we don't atleast
try!"
The SPB, SPF, and Staff have not and never will propose that anyinformation systems secudtyactions
will be taken which arecontrary to law, government regulations, or directives. It does not necessarily follow,however, that issues cannot be explored, that ideascannotbe considered, or that new approaches
to
difficult security problems cannot be explored which areoutside
the context of preexisting policies, laws,
regulations,
and organizational structures. Itisentirely possible that what was appropiate in 1987may not
be completely adequate in 1995.Information
technology
has advanced manyfold since then; the National
Information
Infrastructure
has developed
and the information systems security challenges
facing
thecassified andunclassified communities have become more similar, Indeed, the veryreasonfor establishing
the JSC was to develop nvapproaches to security that would "assure the adequacyof protection within
the contours of a security system that is simplified,
mom uniform,
and more costeffective
[emphasis in
original],
As referencedearlier inPDD-29,the President directed that "The SPB will be the principal mechanism forreviewing andproposing to the NSC legislative initiatives and executive orders pertaining to U.S.
security policy, procedures, and practices.. ." Ifan informed dialogue within the government, across the
Executive
and Legislative Branches,
teadsto a commonsenseview tomake Information
SystemsSecurity
policy in a manner different from the way it is currently done, then laws,policies, regulations,
andorganizetional
structures could certainly be adjusted
to accomplish
national Information Systems Security gools.
Again, it is our role on the SPBjSPF Staff to facilitate
that informed dialogue.
SOURCE.E.mtd fr.omPtr D. aeholm(Dircr,
Serity
Poicy
Soard
staffi,
memande t Joan D.Wioand Ms
EwnlOtTA),
May4.195,

pabilities, risks, and vulnerabilities of the present
computing environment, as opposed to therelatively closed, centralized processing environment
of the past. Today's processing environment is
characterized by open, widely distributed information-processing systems that are interconnected with other systems within and outside
government and by an increasing dependence of
federal agency operations on these systems.
OMB's "federal information technology world"
encompasses over 2 million individual workstatirms (e.g., PCs), but only some 25,000 medium
and large computers. Accordingly, a major focus of OMB's new guidance is on end users and
decentralized information-processing systems--

and the information-processing applications they
use and support.
According to 0MB, the proposed revision of
Appendix UI stresses management controls (such
as individual responsibility, awareness, and training) and accountability, rather than technical controls. OMB also considers that the proposed
security appendix would better integrate security
into agencies' program and mission goals, reduce
the need for centralized reporting of paper security
plans, emphasize the management of risk rather
than its measurement, and revise governmentwide security responsibilities to be consistent
with the Computer Security Act.\

"EdSprner, OMB,peronal commivion, Mar.23, 1995.
"Office f anagemt ard Budget,op. it., foonoe 107.
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OMB's proposed new security appendix:
... proposes to re-orient the Federal computer
security program to better respond to a rapidly
changing technological environment. It establishes
government-wide responsibilities for Federal computer security and requires Federal agencies to
adopt a minimum set of management controls.
These management controls are directed at individual information technology users in order to refleet the distributed nature of today's technology,
For security to be most effective, the controls must
be a part of day-to-day operations. This is best accomplished by planning for security not as a separate activity, but as part of overall planning.
"Adequate security" is defined as "security
commensurate with the risk and magnitude of harm
from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or
modification of information." This definition explicitly emphasizes the risk-based policy for costeffective security established by the Computer
Security AcLiI0
The new guidance assigns the Security Policy
Board responsibility for (only) "national security
policy coordination in accordance with the appropriate Presidential directive [e.g., PDD
29]."I11With respect to national security information:
Where an agency processes information which
is controlled for national security reasons pursuant
to an Executive Order or statute, security measures
required by appropriate directives should be included in agency systems. Those policies, procedures, and practices will be coordinated with the
U.S. Security
Policy Board as directed by the Presi112
dent.
Otherwise, the proposed OMB guidance assigns
government-wide responsibilities to agencies that
is "consistent with the Computer Security Act."
These agencies include the Department of Commerce, through NIST; the Department of Defense,

through NSA; the Office of Personnel Management; the General Services
1 13Administration; and
the Department of Justice.
A complete analysis ofthe proposed revision to
Appendix III is beyond the scope of this background pap er. In brief, the proposed new guidance
reflects a fundamental and necessary shift in emphasis from securing automated information systeats to safeguarding automated information
itself. It seeks to accomplish this through:
* controls for general support systems (including
hardware, software, information, data, applications, and people) that share common functionality and are underthe same direct management
control; and
* controls for major applications (that require
special attention due to their mission-critical
nature).
For each type of control, OMB seeks to ensure
managerial accountability by requiring management officials to authorizein writing, based on review of implementation of the relevant security
plan, use ofthe system or application. For general
support systems, OMB specifies that use should
be re-authorized at least every three years. Similarly, major applications must be authorized before operating and reanuthorized at least every three
years thereafter. For major applications, management authorization implies accepting the risk of
each system used by the application. 114
This type of active risk acceptance and accountability, coupled with review and reporting requirements, is intended to result in agencies ensuring
that adequate resources are devoted to implementing "adequate security." Every three years (or
when significant modifications are made), agencies must review security controls in systems and
major applications and correct deficiencies. Depending on the severity, agencies must also con-

i111bid.,
p. 4.
11lbid.,p. 15.
I12
Ibid.,
pp.3-4.
11 Ibid.,pp.
14-16.
1141bid.,
pp. 2-6.
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sider identifying a deficiency in controls pursuant
to the Federal Manager's Financial Accountability Act. Agencies are required to include a summary of their system security plans and major
application security plans in the five-year plan required by the Paperwork Reduction Act.
IMPLICATIONS FOR
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
Appendix D of this paper, based on chapter 1 of
the 1994 OTA report on information security and
privacy, reviews the set of policy options in that
report. OTA identified policy options related to
three general policy areas:
1. national cryptography policy, including federal information processing standards and export
controls;
2. guidance on safeguarding unclassified information in federal agencies; and
3. legal issues and information security, including electronic commerce, privacy, and intellectual property.
In all, OTA identified about two dozen possible
options. The need for onenness, oversight, and
giskio accuntability -- given the broad public
and business impacts of these policies-runs
throughout the discussion of possible congressional actions. During its follow-on work, OTA
found that recent and ongoing events have relevance for congressional consideration of policy
issues and options identified in the 1994 report,
particularly in the first two areas noted above.
In OTA's view, two key questions underlying
consideration of options addressing cryptography
policy and unclassified information security within the federal government are:
1. How will we as a nation develop and maintain
the balance among traditional "national security" (and law enforcement) objectives and other
aspects ofthe public interest, such as economic
vitality, civil liberties, and open government?
2. What are the costs of government efforts to
control cryptography and who will bear them?
Some of these costs-for example, the incremental cost of requiring a "standard" solution that is

less cost-effective than the "market" alternative in
meeting applicable security requirements-may
be relatively easy to quantify, compared with others. But none of these cost estimates will be easy
to make. Some costs may be extremely difficult to
quantify, or even to bound-for example, the impact of technological uncertainties, delays, and
regulatory requirements on U.S. firms' abilities to
compete effectively in the international marketplace for information technologies. Ultimately,
however, these costs are all borne by the public,
whether in the form of taxes, product prices, or
foregone economic opportunities and earnings.
The remainder of this chapter discusses possible congressional actions related to cryptography policy and government information security,
in the context of the policy issues and options
OTA identified in the 1994 report. These options
can be found in appendix D of this background paper and pp. 16-20 of the 1994 report. For the reader's convenience, the pertinent options are
discussed in boxes 1-4 through 1-7 in this chapter.
I

Cryptography Policy and
Export Controls

In the 1994 study and its follow-on work, OTA has
observed that many of the persistent concerns surrounding the Clinton Administration's escrowedencryption initiative focus on whether key-escrow
encryption will become mandatory for government agencies or the private sector, if nonescrowed encryption will be banned, and/or if these
actions could be taken without legislation. Other
concerns still focus on whether or not alternative
forms ofencryption wouldbe available that would
allow private individuals and organizations the
option of depositing keys (or not) with one or
more third-party trustees-at their discretion (see
pp. 8-10,14-18, 171-182ofthe 1994 OTAreport).

Congressional Review of
Cryptography Policy
OTA noted that an important outcome of a congressional review of national cryptography policy
would be the development of more open processes
to determine how cryptography will be deployed
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OTA concluded that information to support a congressional policy review of cryptography is out of
phase wilh impementation.Therefore, OTA noted that
OPTION: Congress could consider placing a hold en furtherdeployment of key-escrow encryption, pending a congressional policy review.
More open processeswouldbuild trust and confidence in government operations and leadership. More
openness wouldallow diverse stakeholders to understand how their views and concerns were being balanced with those of others, in establishing an equitable deployment of these technologies, even when
some of the specifics of the technology remain classified. More open processes would also allow for public
consensus-building, providing better information for use in Congressional oversightof agency activities.
Toward these ends, OTA noted that:
OPTION. Congress could address the extent to which the current working relationship between
the National Institute of Standards and Technologyand National Security Agency willbe a satisfactory part of this open process, or the extent to which the current arrangements should be reevaated and revised.
Another important outcome of a broad policy review would be a clarification of national informationpolicy principles in the face of technological change:
OPTION: Congress could state its policyas to when the impacts of a technology (like cryptography) are so powerful and pervasive that legislation is needed to provide sufficient public visibility
and accountabilityfor government actions.
SOURCE:Officeof Tchinooy
Aseneit, 1995;basedon Into aon SecurniyandPrcy in NetworkEnronments (OTATCT-606,
September
1994).

throughout society, including development of the open policy implementation, and public visibility
public-key infrastructures and certification authoand accountability. Thesearestill germane, especially given theNSA's expectation of alarge-scale
rities that will support electronic delivery of government services and digital commerce.
investment in FORTEZZA cards and the likeliIn 1993,
Congress
asked the National Research hood that nondefense agencies will beencouraged
Council to conduct a major study that would supby NSA to join in adopting FORTEZZA.
port a broad review of cryptography and its doThere hasbeen very little information from the
ployment; the results areexpected to beavailable Clinton Administration as to the current and proin 1996. The NRC study should be valuable in jected costsof the escrewed-encryption initiative,
helping Congress
to understand the broad range of including costsof the current escrow agencies for
technical and institutional alternatives. However, Clipper and Capstone
chips and total expenditures
if implementation of the EES and related technolanticipated for deployment of escrowed-encrypogies continues at thecurrent pace,OTA hasnoted tion technologies. (NSA hasindicated that aFORthat key-escrow encryption may already be emTEZZA procurement contract on the order of $20
bedded in information systems before Congress million to $40 million may be awarded in fall
can act on the NRC report.
1995.)
Therefore, OTA's options for congressional
consideration (seebox 1-4) included an option to
Export Controls
place ahold on forther deployment of eserowed
Reform of the current export controls on cryptogencryption within the government, pending a congressional review, as well asoptions addressing
raphy was certainly the number one topic at the
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As part of a broad national cryptography policy, OTA noted that Congress may wish to periodically examine export controls on cryptography, to ensure that these continue to reflect an appropriate balance between the needs of signals intelligence and law enforcement and the needs of the public and business
communities. This examination would take into account changes in foreign capabilities and foreign availability of cryptographic technologies.
Information from an executive branch study of the encryption market and export controls that was
promised by Vice President Gore should provide some near-term information. The Department of Commerce and the National Security Agency (NSA) are assessing the economic impact of U.S. export controls
on the U.S. computer software industry; as part of this study, NSA is determining the foreign availability of
encryption products. The study is scheduled to be delivered to the National Security Council deputies by
July1,1995.
OTA noted that the scope and methodology of the expart-control studies that Congress might wish to
use in the future may differ from those used in the executive-branchstudy. Therefore:
OPTION: Congress might wish to assess the validity and effectiveness of the ClintonAdministration's studies of export controls on cryptography by conducting oversight hearings, by undertaking
a staff analysis, or by requesting a study from the Congressional Budget Office.
SOURCE:
OffIn of TenovogyAssessennt, 1995:based on InformatonSeity and Pray inNeorrk Enmenoas (OTA
TCT-606,
September
1994).

December 1994 OTA workshop. More generally,
the private sector's priority in this regard is indi-

cated by the discussion of the industry statements
of business needs above. Legislation would not he
required to relax controls on cryptography, if this
were done by revising the implementing regulations. However, the Clinton Administration has
previously evidenced a disinclination to relax
controls on robust cryptography, except perhaps
for certain key-escrow encryption products."
The Export Administration Act is to be reauthorized in the 104th Congress. The issue of export controls on cryptography may arise during
consideration of export legislation, or if new export procedures for key-escrow encryption products are announced, and/or when the Clinton
Administration's market study of cryptography
and controls is completed this summer (seebox
1-5).

Aside from any consideration of whether or not
to include cryptography provisions in the 1995export administration legislation, Congress could
advance the convergence of government and private sector interests into some "feasible middle
ground" through hearings, evaluation of the Clinton Administration's market study, and by encouraging a more timely, open, and productive
dialogue between government and the private sector (seepages 11-13, 150-160, 174-179 of the
1994 OTA report.)
Responses to Escrowed
Encryption Initiatives
The 1994 OTA report recognized that Congress
has anear-term role to play in determining the extent to which-and how-the EES and other escrowed-encryption systems will be deployed in

"'See
appendix
C of this backgrend
paper,
ostecially
footnote
10andacopaying text.
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In responding to current escrowed-encryptioninitiatives like the Escrowed Encryption Standard (lES),
end in determining the extent to which appropriated funds should be used in implementing key-escrow
encryption and related technologies, OTA noted that:
OPTION: Congress could address the appropriatelocations of the key-escrow agents, particularly
for federal agencies, before additionalinvestments are made in staff and facilities for them. Public
acceptance of key-escrow encryption might be improved-but not assured-by an escrowing system
that used separation of powers to reduce perceptions of the potential for misuse.
With respect to current escrowed-encryptioninitiatives like the EES, as well as any subsequent key-escrow encryption initiatives (eg.,for data communications or file encryption), and in determining the extent
to which approprated fundsshould be used in implementing key-escrow encryption and related technologies, OTA noted that
OPTION: Congress could address the issue of criminal penalties for misuse and unauthorized
disclosure of escrowed key components.
OPTION: Congress could consider allowing damages to be awarded for individualsor organizations who were harmed by misuse or unauthorized disclosure of escrowed key components.
SOURCEOfficeof Techology
Assessmet. 1995;basedon Intmation eseunlyandPracy i Ne,,k Environments
IOTATCT-606,
Septemoer
1994).

the United States. These actions can be taken
within a long-term, strategic framework. Congressional oversight of the effectiveness of policy
measures and controls can allow Congress to revisit these issues as needed, or as the consequences of previous decisions become more
apparent.
Tie Clinton Administration has stated that it
has no plans to make escrowed encryption mandatory, or to ban other forms of encryption. But, absent legislation, these intentions are not binding
for future administrations and also leave openthe
question of what will happen if the EES and related technologies do not prove acceptable to the
private sector. Moreover, the executive branch
may soon be using the EES and/or related escrowed-encryption technologies (e.g., FORTEZZA) to safeguard-among other things-large
volumes of private and proprietary information.
For thesereasons,
OTA concluded that theEES
and other key-escrowing initiatives are by no
means only an executive branch concern. The
EES and any subsequent escrowed-encryption
standards (e.g., for data communications in computer networks, or for file encryption) also war-

rant congressional attention because
of the public
funds that will be spent in deploying them. Moreover, negative public perceptions of the EES and
the processes by which encryption standards are
developed and deployed may erode public confidenceand trust in government and, consequently,
the effectiveness of federal leadership in promoting responsible safeguard use. Therefore, OTA
identified options addressing location of escrow
agents, aswell as criminal penalties and civil liabilities for misuse or unauthorized disclosure of
escrowed key components (see box 1-6). These
arestill germane, and theliability issues
areeven
more timely, given recent initiatives by the intemational legal community and the states.

I Safeguarding Unclassified Information
inthe Federal Agencies
The needfor congressional oversight of federal information security and privacy is even more urgent in a time of government reform and
streamlining. When the role, size, andstructure of
the federal agencies
are being reexamined, it is important to take into account the additional in-
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formation security and privacy risks incurred in
downsizing and the general lack of commitment
on the part of top agency management to safeguarding unclassified information.
A major problem in the agencies has been lank
of top management focus on, not to mention responsibility and accountability for, information
security. As the 1994 OTA report noted:
The single most important step toward implementing proper information safeguards for networked information in a federal agency or other
organization is for top management to define the
organization's overal objectives and a security
policy to reflect those objectives. Only top management can consolidate the consensus and apply
the resources necessary to effectively protect networked information. For the federal government,
this means guidance from OMB, commitment from
top agency management, and oversight by Congross. (p. 7)
All too often, agency managers have regarded
information security as "expensive overhead" that
could be skimped on, deferred, or foregone in favor of other expenditures (e.g., for new computer
hardware and applications). Any lack of priority
and resources for safeguarding information is increasingly problematic as we move toward increased secondary use of data, data sharing across
agencies, and decentralization of information
processing and databases. If this mindset were
permitted to continue during agency downsizing
and program consolidation, the potential-and
realized-harms from "disasters waiting to happen" can be much greater. (See pages 1-8, 25-31,
and 40-43 of the 1994 OTA report.) For example,
without proper attention to information security,
staffing changes during agency restructuring and
downsizing can increase security risks (due to unstaffed or understaffed security fnctions, redntions in security training and implementation,
large numbers of disgruntled former employees,
etc.).
OTA's ongoing work has spotlighted important
elements of good information-security practice in
the private sector, including active risk acceptance
by line management. The concept of management
responsibility and accountability as integral com-

ponents of information security, rather than just
"handing off' security totechnology, isvery important.
Sound security policies as a foundation for
practice are essential; these should betechnology
neutral. Technology-neutral policies specify what
must be done, not how to do it. Because they do
not prescribe implementations, technology-neutral policies are longer lived. They are notsoeasily obsoleted by changes in technology or business
practices; they allow for local customization of
implementations to meet operational
requirements. Once these are in place, security implementation should be audited against policy, not
against implementation guidelines. This helps
prevent confusing implementation techniques and
tools (e.g., use ofa particular type ofencryption or
use of an computer operating system with a certain
rating) with policy objectives, and discourages
"passive risk acceptance" like mandating use of a
particular technology. This also allows for flexibility and customization.
In the federal arena, however, more visible energyseems to have been focused on debates over
implementation tools-that is, federal information processing standards like the Data Encryption
Standard, Digital Signature
Standard, and Escrowed Encryption Standard than on formulatingenduring, technology-neutral policy guidance
for the agencies.
Direction of Revised OMB Guidance
In the 1994 report, OTA identified the need for the
revised version of the security appendix (Appendix III)
of OMB Circular A-130 to adequately address problems of managerial responsibility and
accountability, insufficient resources devoted to
information security, and overemphasis on technology, as opposed to management. In particular,
OTA noted the importance of making agency line
management (not just "information security officers") accountable for information security and
ensuring that privacy and other policy objectives
are met. Moreover, OTA noted that the proposed
new OMB guidance would have to provide sufficient incentives-especially in times of budget
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cuts-to ensure that agencies devote adequate resources to safeguarding information. Similarly,
the OMB guidance would have to ensure that information safeguards are treated as an integral
component when systems are designed or modified.
The proposed revision to Appendix III of OMB
Circular A-130, as discussed above, shows promise for meeting these objectives. OMB's proposed
guidance is intended to incorporate critical elements of the following: considering security as integral (rather than an add-on) to planning and
operations, active risk acceptance, line management responsibility and accountability, and focus
on management and people rather than technology. Taken as a whole, these elements are intended
to provide sufficient incentives for agency managements to devote adequate resources to security; the review and reporting requirements offer
disincentives for inadequate security. Moreover,
if implemented properly, the new OMB approach
can make significant progress in the ultimate goal
oftracking and securing the information itself, as
it is gathered, stored, processed, and shared
among users and applications.
However, OMB's twofold approach is somewhat abstract and a significant departure from earlier, "computer security" guidance. Therefore,
congressional review and oversight of OMB's
proposed revisions to Appendix HI, as suggested
in the 1994 OTA report (see box 1-7), would be
helpful in ensuring that Congress, as well as federal agencies and the public, understand the new information-security guidance and how OMB
intends for its new approach to be implemented.
This congressional review and oversight might
also provide additional guidance on how NIST's
security activities might best be refocused to meet
federal information-security objectives. For example, in addition to Commerce's (i.e., NIST's)
traditional responsibilities for security standards
and training and awareness, the new Appendix III
assigns Commerce responsibilities for providing

agencies with guidance and assistance concerning
effective controls when systems are interconnected, coordinating incident response activities
to promote information-sharing regarding incidents and related vulnerabilities, and (with Defense Department technical assistance) evaluating
new information technologies to assess their security vulnerabilities and apprising agencies of these
in a timely fashion.116
,Locus ofAuthority
Another reason for the importance and timeliness
ofcongressional oversight ofgovermentwide information-security policy guidance is that there is
renewed momentum for extending the defense/intelligence community's centralization ofinformation-security responsibilities throughout the civil
agencies as well. If initiatives such as the Information Systems Security Committee structure presented in the Security Policy Board staff report
come to fruition, information-security responsibilities for both the civilian agencies and the defense/intelligence agencies would be merged.
An overarching issue that must be resolved by
Congress is where federal authority for safeguarding unclassified information in the civilian agencies should reside and, therefore, what needs to be
done concerning the substance and implementation of the Computer Security Act of 1987. If Congress retains the general premise of the act-that
responsibility for unclassified information security in the civilian agencies should not be placed
within the defense/intelligence community-then
vigilant oversight and clear direction will be needed to ensure effective implementation, including
assigning and funding a credible focal point(s) for
unclassified information security (see discussion
ofOMB Appendix III above and also pp. 19-20 of
the 1994 OTA report).
Without doubt, leadership and expertise are
needed for better, more consistent safeguarding of
unclassified information government-wide. But it

116OMB, p cit.,footnote 82, p.7.
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Congress has an even more direct rote i establishing the policy guidance within which federal agencies safeguard information, and in onersight of agency and Office of Managementand Budget measuresto
implement information security and privacy requirements. The new, proposed revision of Appendix III ("Security of Federal Automated Information") of OMB Circular A-130 is intended to lead to improved federal
information-security practices and to make fulfillment of Computer Security Act and Privacy Act requirements more effective generally, as well as with respect to data sharing and secondary uses.
The options presented below are in the context of the 1994 report and the previous version of Appendix
Ill. However, OTA expects that congressional oversight and analysis as indicated belowwill remain useful
for understanding OMB's new guidance and assessing its potentialeffectiveenss.OTA noted that, after the
revised Appendix Illof OMB Circular A-1 30 issued:
OPTION Congress could assess the effectiveness of the OMB's revised guidelines, including improvements in implementing the Computer Security Act's provisions regarding agency security
plans and training, in order to determine whether additional statutoryrequirements or oversight
measures ae needed.
This might be accomplished by conductingoversight hearings, undertaking a staff analysis, and/or requesting a study from the General Accounting Office. However.the effects of OMB's revised guidance may
not be apparent for some time after the revised Appendix Ill is issued.
Therefore, a few years may pass before GAO is able to report government-wide findings that would be
the basis for determining the need for further revision or legislation. In the interim:
OPTION: Congress could gain additional insight through hearings to gauge the reaction of agencies, as wel as privacy and security experts from outside government, to OMB's revised guidelines.
Oversight of this sort might be especially valuable for agencies that are developing major new information systems. in the courseof its oversight and when considering thedirection of any new legislation, OTA
noted that:
OPTION: Congress could ensure that agencies include explicit provisions for saleguarding information assets in any information-technoogy planning documents.

is not clear that there are no workable alternatives
to centralizing government-wide informatin-security responsibilities under the defense/intelli-

derfunding of the designated civilian agency-at
present, NIST. (See pp, 13-16, 20, 138-150, and
182-183 of the OTA report.)

gence community. Proposals to do so note current

Proposals for centralizing security responsibi-

information-security deficiencies; however, many
of these can be attributed to lack of commitment to
and funding for establishment of an alternative

lilies for both classified and unclassified information government-wide offer efficiency arguments
to the effect that:

source of expertise and technical guidance for the

1. security policies, practices, and procedures (as

civilian agencies. For example, the "efficiency"

well as technologies) for unclassified informa-

arguments (see below) made in the Joint Security

tion are for the most part spin-offs from the

Commission report and the Security Policy Board
staff report for extending the responsibilities of

classified domain;
2. the defense and intelligence agencies are expert

the defense/intelligence community to encompass

in classified information security; and there-

govemment-wide security for classified and unclassified information capitalize on the vacuum in
leadership and expertise created by chronic un-

fore
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OPTION: Congress could ensure thatagencies budget sufficient resources to safeguard informationassets, whether as a percentage of information-technology
modernizaion and/or operating
budgets, orotherwise.
OPTION: Congress could ensure that the Department of Commerce assigns sufficient resources
to the National Institute ofStandards and Technology tosupport its Computer Security Act responsibilities, as well as NET's other activities related to safeguarding information and protectingprivacy innetworks.
Regarding NIST'scomputer-security
budget,
OTA didnotdetermined the extent to which additional
funding
is needed, or the extent
to which additional funding would improve the overall
effectiveness of
NEST's information-secuty
activities.
Additionalresources,whether from overall increases
inNIST's budget
or otherwise, could enhance NIST's technical capabilities, enable it to be more proactive, and hence be
more useful
tofederal agencies
and toindustry. OTA foundthat NIST activities regarding standards and
guidelines related Iocryptography are a special case,however.
Increasedfunding alone will not be sufficient toensure NISTs technological leadership orits
fulfillment
ofthe"balancing" role as envisioned by the ComputerSecudtyAct of 987.With respect to cryptography,
OTA concluded that national security
constraints
setforth in executive
branch policy directives appear to
be binding. These constraints have resuled,
forexample, in the closed processes bywhich the FIPS
known as the Escrowed Encryption Standard (Clipper) was developed andimplemented.
Increasedfunding could enable NIST tobecome a more equalpartner tothe National Security Agency,
at least in deploying (if
not developing) cryptographic
standards. But,If NISTINSA processes and outcomesare toreflect a different balance ofnational
secur/ty
and otherpublic interests, or more openness,
then has been evidenced over the pastiveyears, OTA concluded
that clear policy
guidance and oversight
fet just
funding) willbe needed.
SOURCEovs ofTechnology
Asssessment.
1995;
binnsed
on nform
TCT-06,
September
1994).

SecuinyandPicy inNwk Envirenents
IOTA-

3. the unclassified domain can best beserved by
Security
Act of 1987, the Paperwork Reduction
extending theauthority of the defense/intelliAct of 1995, and the new, proposed revision of
genceagencies.
0MB Appendix Ill allrequire
agencies
toidentify
The validity of the "spin-off' assumption
about and employ cost-effective safeguards, for example:
security is questionable.
unclassified information
There are real questions about NSA's ability to
With respecttoprivacy andsecurity,
the Direcplace the right emphasis on cost-effectiveness as
opposed to absolte effectiveness, inflexibly de-

tor[of OMB] shall ... require Federal agencies,
consistent
with the Computer Security Act of 1987

termining the most appropriate means for safe-

(940U.S.C. 759 note)
security protections corm-

guarding unclassified information. Due to its

mensurate with the risk and magnitudeofthe harm

in securing classified informsprimary mission

acfrom theloss,misuse,orunauthorized
resulting

tion, NSA's traditional culture tends toward a
standardof absolute effectiveness, not tradingoff

cess to or modification of information collected or
maintainedby or on behalf of an agency.

cost
and effectiveness. By contrast, theComputer

F""aNek1Redxu

Actof1995"
(S.
244),
senion 3504(g)(3),
Mar.7,1995,Federav
Red.p.S3557.
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Moreover, the current state ofgovernment security practice for unclassified information has been
depressed by the chronic shortage of resources for
NIST's computer security activities in fulfillment
of its government-wide responsibilities under the
Computer Security Act of 1987, Since enactment
of the Computer Security Act, there has been no
serious (i.e., adequately funded and properly
staffed), sustainedeffort to establish a centerofinformation-security expertise and leadership outside the defense/intelligence communities.
Even if the efficiency argument is attractive,
Congress would still need to consider whether the
gains would be sufficient to overcome the concomitant decrease in "openness" in informationsecurity policymaiking and implementation,
and/or whether the outcomes would fall at an acceptable point along the "efficiency-openness"
possibility frontier. In the area of export controls
on cryptography, for example, there is substantial
public concern with the current tradeoff between
the needs of the defense/intelligence and the business/user communities. With respect to information-security standards and guidelines, there has
been continuing concernwith the lack ofopenness
and accountability in policies formulated and implemented under executive order, rather than
through the legislative process. It would be difficult to formulate a scenario in which increasing
the defense/intelligence community's authority
government-wide would result in more openness
or assuage public concerns. (In the 1980s, concerns over NSDD-145's placement of governmental authority for unclassified information

security within the defense/intelligence community led to enactment of the Computer Security
Act of 1987.)
Oversight of the implementation of the Computer Security Act is also important to cryptography
policy considerations. The cryptography-related
FIPS still influence the overall market and the development ofrecent FIPS (e.g., the DSS and EBS)
demonstrates a mismatch between the intent of the
act and its implementation by NIST and NSA (see
pp. 160-183 of the 1994 OTA report). The attributes of these standards do not meet most users'
needs, and their deployment would benefit from
congressional oversight, both in the strategic context of a policy review and as tactical response to
the Clinton Administration's escrowed-eneryption initiative (see pp. 16-20 of the OTA report).
If the Computer Security Act is revisited, Congress might wish to redirect NIST's activities
away from "picking technologies" for standards
(i.e., away from developing product-oriented
FIPS like the EES) and toward providing federal
agencies with guidance on:
* the availability of suitable commercial technologies,
* interoperability and application portability, and
* how to make best use of existing hardware and
software technology investments.
Also, targeting NIST's information-security activities toward support of OMB's proposed guidance (with its focus on end users and individual
workstations) might enable NIST to be more effective despite scarce resources.
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Overview of the
1994 OTA Report
on Information
Security
and Privacy
rity and privacy issues, explains why cryptography policies are so important, and reviews policy findings and
his
chapterhighlights
the importance
ofinformation
secuoptions
from the September
1994 OTA
report Information Security and PrivacyinNeiworkEnvironments.Chapter 3 reviews the December 1994 OTA workshop and identifies key
points that emerged from the workshop discussion, particularly
export controls and the international business environment, federal cryptography policy, and information-security "best practices." Chapter 4 presents implications for congressional action,
in light of recent and ongoing events.
This background paper is a companion and supplement to the
September 1994 OTA report and is intended to be used in conjunction with that report. For the reader's convenience, however,
pertinent technical and institutional background material, drawn
from the September 1994 report and updated where appropriate,
is included in appendices B ("Federal Information Security and
the Computer Security Act"), C ("U.S. Export Controls on Cryptography"), and D ("Summary of Issues and Options from the
1994 OTA Report").
T

INFORMATION SECURITY AND PRIVACY
IN A NETWORKED SOCIETY
Information technologies are transforming the ways in which we
create, gather, process, and share information. Rapid growth in
computer netvorking is driving many of these changes; electronic transactions and electronic records are becoming central to everything from business to health care. Government connectivity
is also growing rapidly in scope and importance. Within the feder-

6mu
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al government, effective use of information
technologies and networks is central to government restructuring and reforr.
The transformation being brought about by networking brings with it new concerns for the security of networked information and for our ability
to maintain effective privacy protections in net2
worked environments. Unless these concerns can
be resolved, they threaten to limit networking's
full potential in terms of both participation and
usefulness. Therefore, information safeguards
(countermeasures) are achieving new prominence.3 Appropriate safeguards for the networked
environment must account for-and anticipatetechnical, institutional, and social changes that increasingly shift responsibility for security to the
end users.
Computing power used to be isolated in large
mainframe computers located in special facilities;
computer system administration was centralized
and carried out by specialists. In today's networked environment, computing power is decentralized to diverse users who operate desktop
computers and who may have access to computing power and data at remote locations. Distributed computing and open systems can make every
user essentially an "insider." In such a decentral-

ized environment, responsibility for safeguarding
information is distributed to the users, rather than
remaining the purview of system specialists. The
increase in the number and variety of network service providers also requires that users take responsibility for safeguarding information, rather than
relying on4 intermediaries to provide adequate
protection.
The new focus is on safeguarding the information itself as it is processed, stored, and transmitted. This contrasts with older, more static or
insulated concepts of "document" security or
"computer" security. In the networked environment, we need appropriate rules for handling
proprietary, copyrighted, and personal informa-5
tion-and tools with which to implement them.
Increased interactivity means that we must also
deal with transactional privacy, as well as prevent
fraud in electronic commerce and ensure that safeguards are integrated as organizations streamline
their operations and modernize their information
systems.

REVIEW OF THE 1994 OTA REPORT
In September 1994, the Office ofTechnology Assessment released the report Information Security

ISeeU.S.Congress,
Office
ofTechnoogy
Assesrment,
Maktg Goernmet rkt E -ectron/
D bteyofc ercoaeat Saiceo, OTATCT-578(Washington,DC:U.S.GovenumentPrintingOffice,September
1993).See alsoElera Varon,
"Sen...
WPaelTakesupITM
...
agemen
cIsse,
"Federal Conputer iek,Feb.6,1995,
p. 6;andCharles
A.Bowsher,
Comptroller
General
ofteUnited Sates,"Government
Reform:
UsingReengineing andTechnology
ToImprove
Government
Perfoanence,"GAO/T-OCG-95-2,
testimony
presented
before
theCommittee
onGovernmentat
Affairs,
U.S.Senate, Feb. 2, 1995.
2Forexample,
measuresto stremline
pertn viainfoantiion
ichnology
aeqire carefulattention
both
totechnical
safeguards
andto
relatedinstiutioal nmsue-s,
such
a.employectraining
andawaeness.
Si/ilarly,
computernetorks allowmoreinemetivity,
ht the
resultingtransactonat
data mayrequire
addit/onal
saeguards to protect
personal
privacy.
SSe.Michael
Ncubatht al.,
"Inten5acScrty
(Special
Saction):'
Interet
World,February
1995,
pp.3t-72. S, also
RussellMitchell,
"ba KeytoSafe
Business
onthe
Net"andAmy Corct a,"Warding
Offthe CybespacnInedner Busi
ness
tc" hek,
Mar 13,1995,
pp.
86,
92-93.
4The trend
istoarrd decetralized,
distributd
computing,
rather
thancomerald,ainfraet
computng.
Distributed
computing
is
racttiely informal
and "botaom
up," compared
with
mainframecomputing,
andsystems
administration
my beless
rigorous.
SeeU.S.
Congress,
Of/ceof
Mchnocgy AssessmentIcformattc
SeutityndPivacyt Netwk Entoner es OTA-TCT-606
(Washngtno,DC:
U.S.GvernmeatPrinting
Office,
September
1994),pp. 3-5,25-32. Available
from
OTA Online
via
anonymous
file
transfer
protocol (ftp://bbseta.gev
publinfoation.seaity
orWorld
WideWcb (htp:fww.tegv).
5Seeibid.,
chapter
3."Security"
technologies
like
encypion
canbeusedtohelp
protect
privacy
andthe confldentiaty ofpropritary
infoaration;
some,
Iike
digital
signatures,
couldbeusedto faoilitate
copyright-mnageennt
systems.
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6

and Privacy in Network Environments. The report was prepared in response to a request by the
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and
the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications
and Finance that OTA study the changing needs
for protecting unclassified information and for
7
protecting the privacy of individuals. The request
for the study was motivated by the rapid increase
in connectivity within and outside government
and the growth in federal support for large-scale
networks. The report focused on safeguarding informationin networks, not on the security or survivability of the networks themselves, nor on the
reliability of network services to ensure information access.
The report identified policy issues and options in
three areas: 1) cryptography policy, including federal information processing standards and export
controls; 2) guidance on safeguarding unclassified information in federal agencies; and 3) legal
issues and information security, including eleetromc commerce, privacy, and intellectual property. The report concluded that Congress has a vital
role in formulating national cryptography policy
and in determining how we safeguard information
and protect personal privacy in an increasingly
networked society (see outline of policy issues
and options in the last section of this chapter and
the expanded discussion in appendix D).

I Importance of Cryptography
COyptography (see box 2-1) and related federal
policies (e.g., regarding export controls and stan-

dards development) were a major focus ofthe re8
port. That focus was due in part from the
widespread attention being given the s-called
Clipper chip and the Clinton Administration's escrowed-encryption initiative. Escrowed encryption, or key-escrow encryption, refers to a
cryptosystem in which the frnctional equivalent
of a "spare key" must be deposited with a third
party, in order to ensure easy access to decryption
keys pursuant to lawful electronic surveillance.
The Clinton Administration's escrowed-encryption initiative, first announced in 1993, required
the "spare keys" to be held within the executive
branch. The Escrowed Encryption Standard
(EES), promulgated as a federal information processing standard (FIPS) in 1994, is approved for
use in encrypting unclassified voice, fax, or data
9
communicated in a telephone system.
However, a focus on cryptography was inevitable, because in its modem setting, cryptography
has become a fundamental technology with broad
applications. Modem, computer-based cryptography and cryptanalysis began in the World War II
era.O Much of this development has been
shrouded in secrecy; in the United States, governmental cryptographic research has historically
been the purview of the "national security" (i.e.,
defense and intelligence) communities.II
Now, however, cryptography is a technology
whose time has come-in the marketplace and in
society. Cryptography is not arcane anymore. Despite two decades of growth in nongovernmental
research and development, in the United States,

6Ibid.
7 Ibid., pp. 5-6 and appendixA (congressionalleters of request).
I Ibid., pp, s-1aand ehapter4.
aspcifi
es efassied,lsammerMeeervtion
'Th. EESis implemented hsardware
containinghe Clippeehip. TheEES(FIPS-S)
aigorithm,called"Skipak," vwhihsad.as. lopedby theNationalSeuity Agency.The "Capstnechip" impleents theSkipjackalgorithm
ead"(a PCMCIAcard formerlycalled"TESSERA")onfor use in compue-neeork applicaions.The Defens Department's"FORTEZZA
tes the Cepilaee chip.
0See, e.g., DavidKahn, The Cadebrca.crs(New York,NY. MaMillan, 1967).
iAltogh therehas aways been some leel of nongavernmeal cryptographyresearch in the United States, from the end of WWI
thioughthe mid-1970sthe federalgovernmentwas almostthe sole U.S.sourceoftechnologyand know-hewformodem cryptographicsafee-manopoly
in developmen and use of cryptographyhas been e ding,howeser.
geads The gvernment's faer
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Durng the long history ofpaper-based"information systems"forcommerce and communication,a number of safeguards were developed to ensure the confidentiality,
integrity,and authenticity of documentsand
messages. These traditional safeguards included
secret codebooks and passwords, physical"seals" toauthenticate signatures, and auditable
bookkeeping procedures. Mathematical analogues
of these safeguards
are implemented
in the electronic environment. The most powerful of these are basedon cryptography.
The recorded history ofcryptography is more than 4,000 years old, Manualencryption methods using
codebooks, letter and number substitutions, and transpositions havebeen used for hundreds of years-for
example,theLibrary of Congress has letters
fromThomas Jefferson to James Madison containing encrypted passages. Modern, computer-based cryptography and cryptanalysts began in the Wodd War It
era, withthe successful
Allied computational efforts to break the ciphers generated by theGerman Enigma
machines, and with the Bdtish Colossus computing machines used to analyze a crucial cipher used in the
mostsensitive German teletype
messages.
Inthe post-WWII era, the premiere
locus of U.S. cryptographic research and (especially) research in
cryptanalysts has beenthe Defense Depariment's
National Security Agency (NSA). NSA's preeminentposition results fromits extensive
rolein U.S. signals intelligence
and in securing classified communications,
and the resulting need to understand cryptography as a tool to protect information and as a tool used by
adversaries.
Inits modem setting, cryptography is a field
of applied
mathematics/computer science.
Cryptographic
algorithws-specific techniques fortransforming the original input intoa form that is unintelligible without
special knowledge of some secret (closely
held) information-are used to encrypt and decrypt messages,
data, or othertext.
The encrypted text is often referred to as ciphertext; the original or decrypted text is
often referred to as plaintext or cleartext. Inmodern cryptography, the secret information is the cryptographic keythat "unlocks"
the cphertext and reveals the plaintext.
The encryption algorithms and key or keys areimplemented in a cryptosystem. The key used to decrypt can bethesame as the one usedto encrypt the odginal plaintext, or the encryption and decryption
keyscan be different (butmathematically related), One key is used forboth encryption and decryption in
symmetric, or"conventional" cyptosystems; in asymmetric, or "public-key' cryptosystems, the encryption

the federal government still does have the most two common forms of encryption: I) secret-key,
expertise in cryptography. Nevertheless, cryptogor symmetric, enceryption and 2) public-key, or
raphy is not just a "government" technology anyasymmetric, encryption. Note that key managemore, either. Because
it is a technology of broad
ment-the generation of encryption and decrypapplication, the effects of federal policies about
tion keys, aswell astheir storage, distribution,
cryptography arenot limited to technological decataloging, and eventual destruction-is crucial
velopments in the field, or even to the health and
for the overall security of any encryption system.
vitality of companies that produce
or useproducts
In some cases
(e.g., for archival records), when
incorporating cryptography. Instead, these polifiles or databases
are encrypted, the keys have to
cies will increasingly affect the everyday lives of remain cataloged andstored for very long periods
most Americans.
of time.
Encryption (see box 2-2) transforms a message Encryption can be used asa tool to protect the
or data files (called "plaintexf') into a form(called
confidentiality of information in messages or
"ciphertext") that is unintelligible without special
files-hence, to help protect personal privacy.
knowledge of some secret information (called the
Other applications of cryptography canbe used to
"decryption key"). Figures 2-I and 2-2 illustrate protect the integrity of information (that it has not
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anddecryptionkeysaredifferentandoneof themcan bemadepublic.Withtheadventof "pubtic-key"
techniques,
cryptography
also
came into usefordigitalsignaturesthatare of widespread
interestas a
meansfor
electronically
authenticating andsigningcommercial transactions
likepurchaseorders, taxreturns,
andfunds
transfers,
aswellas ensudng
thatunauthorized changesor errors
are detected.
Cryptanalysis
is thestudyanddevelopment
of vadous
"cdebreaking" methods todeducethecontents
of
theodginalplaintext
message.
Thestrength
of an encrypgn algorithm
is a functionofthe numberofsteps,
storage, andtime
required
tobreak
thectpherandreadanyencrypted
message,
withoutprior
knowledge
of
the key.Mathematical
advances,
advances
in cryptanaysts,
andadvances
incomputing,
all canreducethe
securityafforded
byaeryptosystern
thatwaspreviously
considered
'unbreakable"
in practice.
Thestrengthofa modern
encryptionscheme
is determined
bythealgorithmitself andthelengthof the
key,Fora givenalgorithm,
strength
increases
withkeysize. However,
keysizealone
is a nota valid
means
of comparing
the strength
of twodifferentencryption
systems.Differences
in thepropertiesof thealgorithmsmaymeanthata system
usinga shorterkeyis stronger
overallthanoneusinga longerkey.
Keymanagement
is fundamental
andcrucialtothesecurityaffordedbyanycryptography-based
safeguard.Keymanagement
includesgeneration
of theencryption
key orkeys,aswellas theirstorage,distribution,
cataloging,
andeventualdestruction.
If secretkeysarenotcloselyheld,the resultis thesameas
if a physicalkeyisleft
"tyingaround"to be stolenor duplicated
withouttheowner'sknowledge.
Similady,
poorlychosenkeysmayofferno moresecurity
thana lockthatcan be openedwitha hairpin.Changing
keys frequentlycanlimit
theamountof information
or thenumberof transactions
compromised dueto unauthorized
accessto a givenkey.Thus,a well-thought-out
andsecurekey-management infrastructure
is
necessary
foreffective
useof encryption-based
safeguards
in network
environments.
Sucha supportintrostructure
mightincludemeansfor
issuing
keysand/ormeansfor
registering
users'
publickeysandlinking
owner-registration
certificatestokeyssothat
the authenticity
of digita signaturescan beverified.
This
mightbedonebya certificate
authorityas partof apublic-key infrastructure.
SOURCE:Offin
eTrfchn1gy
Assenent. 1995drawingromoTA,
Ieoenation
Seuftya
andrtcyiNetwork
Enuireomns
(OTA-TCTO6,
Sepnmber
1994)
o..112-113
and.uns cited
theein.

been subject to unauthorized or unexpected
changes) and to authenticate
its origin (that it
comes
from thestated
source
ororigin andisnota
forgery).
Thus, cryptography is a technology that
will
help speedthe
way to electronic commerce. With
the advent of what arecalled public-key
techniques, cryptography came into
usefor
digital
signatures
(seefigure 2-3) that
areof widespread
interest asa meansfor electronically authentirat-

ingandsigning commercial transactions
like
purchase orders, tax returns,
andfunds transfers, as
well asfor
ensuring
that unauthorized changes or
errors are
detected (seediscussion
of message
authentication anddigital signatures
in box 2-2).'
These functions arecritical for electronic commerce. Cryptographic techniques like digital
signatures canalso
beusedto help manage copyrighted material inelectronic form.
13

"OTA,op.cir.,
footnote
4,pp.69-77.
Seealso
Lisa
Morgan.
"Cashing
In:
TheRmh IsonTo MakeNetComoereHappen"
Oitmei l~orld,
February
1995,
pp.48-51;
andRichard
W.Wigins,
"Business
BroserA Tool
To MakeWek Commerce
Secure,"
iteirt Itorld.
Febrary
1995,
pp.52-55.
"OTA,ibid.,
pp.96-10.Freample,
digital
signatures
n be edio roateopa "ropyright
tokens"
foruseinregistries;
rurpruon
ould
beusednocreareperoratioud "opyright
euopes"fordirecieltroni deli.ery
of arinatl io customers.
Seealso
WorkingGroup on
Intlectual
ProperryRights,
ITF,"Intellectual
Propenyandthe NationalInformation frasruoe (Green
Paper)"July 1994,
pp.139-140.
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Different cryptographic methods are used to authenticate users, protect confidentiality, and assure integty of messages and files. Most systems use a combination of techniques to fulfill these functions.
Encryption
Cryptographic algorithms are either symmetric or asymmefric, dependongon whether or not the same
cryptographic key is used for encryption and decryption. The key is a sequence of symbols that determines the transformation from unencrypted piaintext to encrypted ciphetext,and vice versa.
'Symmetric" cryptosystems-also called secret-key or single-key systems-use the same key to encrypt and decrypt messages. Both the sending and receiving parties must know the secret key that they
will use to communicate (see figure 2-1 in the main text). Secret-key algorithms can encrypt and decrypt
relatively quickly, but systems that use only secret keys can be difficult to manage because they require a
courier, registered mail, or other secure means for distdbuting keys. The federal Data Encryption Standard
(DES) and the new Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) each use a different secret-key algodthm.
"Asymmetric" cryptosystems-also called public-key systems-ase one key to encrypt and a different,
but mathematically related, public key to decrypt messages (see figure 2-2). For example, if an associate
sends Carol a massage encrypted with Carol's public key, in principle only Carol can decrypt it, because
she is the only one with the correct private key This provides confidentiality and can be used to distribute
secret keys, which can then be used to encrypt messages using a faster, symmetdc cryptosystem (see
figure 2-3).
The security of public-key systems rests en the authenticity of the public key (that it is a valid key for
the stated individual or organization, not 'recalled" by the owner or presented by an impostor) and the
secrecy of the private key, much as the security of symmetdc ciphers rests on the secrecy of the single
key. Although the public key can be freely distributed, or posted in the equivalent of a telephone directory,
its authenticity must be assured (e.g., by a certificate authority as part of a pubtic-key infrastructure).
Commonly used public-key systems encrypt relatively slowly, but are useful for digital signatures and
for exchanging the session keys that are used for encryption with a faster, symmetric cryptosystem. The
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm is a well-known, commercial public-key algorithm.
Authentication
The oldest and simplest forms of message authentication use =secref authentication parametersknown
"
eny to the sender and intended recipient to generate "message authentication codes. So long as the secret authentication parameter is kept secret from all other parties, these techniques protect the sender and
the receiver from alteration or trgery of a message by all such third parties. Because the same secret
information is used by the sender to generate the message authentication code and by the receiver to
validate it, these techniques cannot settle "disputes between the sender and receiver as to what message, if any, was sent. For example, message authentication codes could not settle a dispute between a
stockbroker and client in which the broker claims the client issued an order to purchase stock and the
client claims he never did so.
For authentication, if a hypothetical user (Carol) uses her private key to sign messages, her associates
can verify her signature using her public key. This method authenticates the sender, and can he used with
hashing functions (see below) for a digital signature that can also check the integrity of the message.
Digital Signatures
Digital signatures provide a higher degree of authentication by allowing resolution of disputes. Although
it is possible to generate digital signatures from a symmetric cipher like the DES, most interest centers on
signature systems based on public-key cryptosystems.
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in principle,
tosigna messageusinga pubic-key encryption
system,a usercouldtransform
it withhis
privatekey.andsendboththeoriginalmessageandthetransformed
versiontotheintended
receiver.
The
receiver
wouldvalidatethemessage
by actingonthetransformed
message
with thesender'spublickey
(obtained
fromthe"electronic
phonebook")andseeingthatthe resultmatched
the odginal message.
Because thesigningoperation
depends
onthesender'sprivatekey(knownonly
tohimor her),it is impossiblefor
anyone elsetosignmessages
in thesender'sname. Buteveryonecanvalidatesuchsignedmessages,sincethe validationdepends
onlyon thesender's"public"key.
Inpractice,digitalsignatures
signshorter"message digests"ratherthan
thewholemessages.
In most
public-hey
signaturetechniques,
a one-way
hashfunction
is usedtoproducea condensed
version
of the
message, whichis then "signed."
Forexample, Carol processes her message with a '(hashing algorithm"

thatproducesa shortermessagedigest-the equivalent
ofa verylong
checksum.
Becausethe hashing
method
is a "one-way
function,themessage
digestcannotbe reversed
to obtainthemessage.
Bobalso
processes the receivedtextwith thehashingatgodthm andcompares
the resultingmessage
digestwith
the oneCarolsigned andsent
alongwith the message. If themessagewas alteredin any way during
transit,thedigestswill be different,
revealing
the alteration(seefigure
2-4).
Signature Alternatives
Withthecommercial
RSAsystem,thesignatureis createdbyencrypting themessagedigest,using
the
senders privatekey.Because inthe RSA system
eachkeyis theinverse
of theother,therecipient
canuse
the sender'spublickeyto decryptthe signature,
therebyrecovering
the originalmessagedigestTherecipientcompares
thiswiththeonehe orshehas calculated
usingthe samehashingfunction-if theyare
identical,thenthemessagehasbeenreceivedexactly
assent and,furthermore, themessagedidcome
from
the supposed
sender(otherwise
his orher public
keywouldnot haveyieldedthecorrectmessage
digest).
ThefederalDigitalSignature Standard
(DSS)defines
a somewhat
differentkindof public-key
cryptographicstandard
for
generating
andverifying
digitalsignatures.
TheDSS isto beusedinconjunction
with
a federalhashingstandardthatis usedtocreatea messagedigest,asdescribed
above.The message
digestis then
used,
in conjunction
with thesender'sprivate
keyandthealgorithmspecifiedintheDSS, to
producea message-specific
signature.
VerifyingtheDes signaturetnvoves
a mathematical
operation
on
thesignatureandmessage
digest,using
thesender'spublickey andthe hashstandard.
TheDes differsfromthe RSA digitalsignature
method
in thattheDeS signature
operation
is notreversible,
andhencecanonlybe usedfor
generating
digitalsignatures.
DS signatureverification
is different
thandecryption.
Incontrast,
the RSAsystemcan encrypt,aswell asdo signatures.
Therefore,theRSA
systemcan alsobe usedtosecurelyexchange
cryptographic keysthatare to be usedfor
confidentiality
(e.g.,"secret"
keysfor usewitha symmetac
encryptionalgorithmlikethe DES).Thislack of encryption
capability
for
securekeyexchange
was onereasonwhy thegovernment
selected
the aSS technique
for
the standard.
SOURCEOff-ofrTehnologpyAssessment,
tOOdravingfromOTh
hforeay uevsvyaudPvvavyusetcrknvrenvens
(OTA-TCT-06,
September
994),
pp.39and124-125
andsousces
crod t"re! SeealsoU.S.
Department
ofComrre. Natsotl
IsstitteofStandards
andTchnoogy,
"Data
Emrypar
n Standard(DE),'FIPS
P
' nsk 4-2.0e 301993"Diigail
Srgnatuire
Standard(tnS."
FIPSPobtiration
186,
May19.1994
and"Ecrowed
Sncrypton
Standard
(EES).'
FIPSPublication
180.
Febry
lqq4.
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O

Carol

Ca==aO=

Ted

(

"domestic" and "export" markets for strong encryption products (see section on export controls
below and also appendix C."User-friendly cryptographic safeguards that are integrated into products (as opposed to those that the user has to
acquire separately and add on) are still hard to
come by-in part, because of export controls and
other federal policies that seek to control cryptography."

I Government Efforts To
Carol encrypts
her messages to
Ted with their
shared secret key

Ted decrypts
messages from
Carol with the
same secret key
Ted

Carol

Caroldecrypts
Ted's messages
with the same
secret key

Ted sends
messages back
to Carolusing
their secret key

NOTE:Secrtydepends
onthe
seereryof thesharedkey.
SOURCE:Office
of Technology
Assessment,
1994.

The nongovernmental markets for cryptography-based safeguards have grown over the past
twodecades, butarestill developing. Good commercial encryption technology is available in the
United States andabroad. Research incryptography is international. Absent government regulations, markets for cryptography would also be
intemational. However, export controls create

Control Cryptography
In its activities as a developer, user, and regulator
of safeguard technologies, the federal government
faces a fundamental tension between two policy
objectives, each of which is important: 1) fostering the development and widespread use of
cost-effective information safeguards, and 2) controlling the proliferation of safeguard technologies that can impair U.S. signals-intelligence and
law enforcement capabilities. Cryptography is at
the heart of this tension. Export controls and the
federal standards process (i.e., the development
and promulgation of federal information processing standards, or FIPS) are two mechanisms the
government can use to control cryptography."
Policy debate over cryptography used to be as
arcane as the technology itself. Even five or 10
years ago, few people saw a link between government decisions about cryptography and their daily
lives. However, as the information and communications technologies used in daily life have
changed, concern over the implications of policies
traditionally dominated by national security objectives has grown dramatically.
Previously, control of the availability and use of
cryptography was presented as a national security
issue focused outward, with the intention of maintaining a U.S. technological lead over other countries and preventing encryption devices from

"OTA,ibid., pp.1l-S, 15O-l6
"Ibid.,
pp.115-123,
12S-132,154-160.
"Fermoredcail,,seeibid.,
chepes I and 4, andappendixC. Othermeansor control
hacehistoricallyincluded
inclcde national
secity
clanifietion
andpatent-secrecy
orders
(sec
ibid.,
p. 128andforroote33).
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SOURCEOfficeofTechnology
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Carol uses a hash
algorthm to generate
amessage digest

Carol

I Carol4

'signs" the

message digest usingI
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the text and

her privte key

-signed digest

to Bob
Bob

75
Bob separates
the nut aI d
signed digest

Bob uses the same hash algorithm
on the test be received and generates
another message digest
_

Bob compares
the two digests.
Any difference
- C
tle
hal e
V.1 ,,as aller-zc

-

Bob verifes Caro's signature
using her public key and
recovers
her message digest

6
NOTE:
Differentmethods
for generatng andveying sgnalurnes
(as inthefederalDgitalSignaturstandard)are possible.Measurestopost the
signaturandtnt mayas. bused.

SOURCE:
Offis frTeohnolgyAssessm.nt,1994

falling into the "wrong hands" overseas. More
widespread foreign use-including use of strong
encryption by terrorists and developing countries-makes U.S. signals intelligence more difficult.
Now, with an increasing policy focus on domestic crime and terrorism, the availability and use of
cryptography has also come into prominence as a
domestic-security, law enforcement issue. Within
the United States, strong encryption is increasing-

ly portrayed as a threat to domestic security (public safety) and a barrier to law enforcement if it is
readily available for use by terrorists or criminals.
There is also growing recognition of potentials for
misuse, such ns by disgruntled employees as a
means to sabotage an employer's databases. Thus,
export controls, intended to restrict the international availability of U.S. cryptography technology and products, are now being joined with
domestic cryptography initiatives, like key-es-
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crow encryption, that are intended to preserve
U.S. law enforcement and signals-intelligence capabilities (see box 2-3).
Standards-development and export-control issues underlie a long history of concern over leadership and responsibility (i.e., "who should be in
charge?" and "who is in charge?') for the security of unclassified information government7
wide. 1 Most recently, these concerns have been
revitalized by proposals (presented by the Clinton
Administration's Security Policy Board staff) to
centralize information-security authorities government-wide Under joint control of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) and Department
18
of Defense (DOD) (see discussion in chapter 4).
Other manifestations of these concerns can be
found in the history of the Computer Security Act
of 1987 (Public Law 100-235-see the next section and appendix B) and in more recent developments, such as public reactions to the Clinton
Administration's key-escrow encryption initiative and the controversial issuances of the Es19
crowed Encryption Standard
and Digital
2°
Signature Standard (DSS) as federal information processing standards. Another important
manifestation of these concerns is the controversy
over the present U.S, export control regime,
which includes commercial products with capabilities for strong encryption, including massmarket software, on the Munitions List, under
State Department controls (see below and appendix C).

The Escrowed Encryption Standard has been
promulgated by the Clinton Administration as a
voluntary federal encryption standuard (i.e., a voluntary, rather than mandatory, FIPS), The EES announcement noted that the standard does not
mandate the use of escrowed-encryption devices
by government agencies or the private sector; the
standard provides a mechanism for agencies to use
key-escrow encryption without having to waive
the requirements of another, extant federal encryption standard for unclassified information,
21
the Data Encryption Standard (DES).
The EES is intended for use in encrypting
unclassified voice, facsimile, and computer information communicated over a telephone system. The encryption algorithm (called Skipjack)
specified in the EES can also be implemented for
data communications in computer networks. At
this writing, there is no FIPS specifying use of
Skipjack as a standard algorithm for data communications or file encryption.
However, DOD is using Skipjack for encryption
in computer networks (e.g., in the "FORTEZZA"
PCMCIA card). As of April 1995, according to
the National Security Agency (NSA), approximately 3,000 FORTEZZA cards have been produced and another 33,000 are on contract; some
100 to 200 are being tested and used in applications development by various DOD organizations, mostly in support of the Defense Message
22
System. According to the NSA, plans call for

17Ibid.,pp. 8-20and chapter 4.
1 U.S.Security PolicyBoardStaff,"Creiga

NewOderin U.S. SecurityPolicy,"No. 21, 1994,pp. 11-1,14-18.

19Seabo, 2-3 and OTA,op. cit., footnole 4, ch. 4.
20See box2-2 and OTA,ibid., appeadixC.
21Sea redeIaRee,
vol. 59, Feb. 9,1994, pp. 5997-6005 Approel f endaeral
i
ationProcessingStandards Publication185,
E
ed EnecryptionStandard
(EES)"),especiallyp. 5998.Note,however,that theDES is appaoed forenyptionofuclassified datacommunicationsand files,whilathe ES is only, standardfor telephonecommunicationsat this time.
22BobDrake, Legislav Affai, Offk, NSA, personalcemamication, Apr.7, 1995.
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The federal Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) was approved by the Commerce Department as a
federal information processing standard (FIPS) in February 1994Acccording to the standard (described in
FIES PUB 185). the EES is intended for voluntary use by all federal departments and agencies and their
contractrs to protect unclassified information. Implementations of the EES are subject to State Department
export controls. In 1994, however, the Clinton Administration indicated that encryption products based on
the EES would be exportable to most end users and that EES products will qualify for special licensing
arrangements.'
The National Securty Council, Justice Department, Commerce Department, and other federal agencies
were involved in the decision to propose the EES, according to a White House press release and information packet dated Apdl 16, 1993, the day the EES initiave was announced.The EES algornthmis said to be
stronger than the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm, but able to meet the legitimate needs of law
enforcement agencies to protect against terrorists, drug dealers, and organized crime.'
EES Functions
The EES is intended to encrypt voice, fax, and computer data communicated in a telephone system. It
may, on a voluntary basis, be used to replace DES encryptiondevices now in use by federal agencies and
contractors. Other use by the pdvate sector is voluntary. The EES specifens a symmetric encryption algorithm, catled "Skipjack." The Skipjack algodthm is a classified algorithm,developed by the National Secudty Agency (NSA) in the 1980s.'An eady implementation was catted Clipper, hence the colloquial use of
Clipper or Clipper Chip to describe the EES technology.'
The EES also specifies a method to create a Law EnforcementAccess Field (LEAF), in order to provide
for easy decryption when the equivalent of a wiretap has been authorized.'The Skipjack algodithm and
LEAF creation method are implemented only in electronic devices (i.e., very-large-scale integration chips).
The chips are "highly resistant" to reverse engineering and will be embedded in tamper-resistant cryptographic modules that approved manufacturers can incorporate in telecommunications or computer equipment. The chips am manufactured by VLSI Logic and are programmed with the algorithms and keys by
Mykotronx. The programming is done under the supervision of the two "escrow agents" (see below).

'See FederalRegister, no
59, Feb. , 1994p.
pp 597-6005.
'ManthsHarris,DepntyAssisianit
Secrery of StateforPeolarMilary Affaio,"Statement
on Encrypto-EporaControl
Reform."Feb.4.1994IOTAnote he anticipatedrinor hcadoaettnaaied o1nsoring.]
"Becauseam EESalgorithmci
ed,the ovenll strength
of the EEScarr.etbeexaminedexceptunderseciry ceerace
(se hecw. Th. enlcsified,pubicanatysescic strangthsandweaes.se are notPossible.The onlypblic staements made
bythe ClintonAdmnissan concnming
Ume
sength of ihe erise to the DESrefertothe sert-key cico:80bis fr the EES
versus O6bis fortheDES
'The NSAspectficationsforSkipjack
andthe LEAFcreationmethodamclassitedatthe Secretlevel.IOTAprojectstaffdidnot
access thnse.or anyotherclassifiedinformation.)
'TheClipperChiprpiemenration
ofSkiplackis for use insecue telephonecommunications.
Anenhaed n.cnod-encrypti
chipwth additionalftnctios, caltedCapstne, is used indatacocmncatrons.
Capston is inthe FORTEZZA
PCMCIA
cardbeing
used inthe DefenseMesageSystem
'SoeJ. AnnHrs, AssisantAtsorneyGeneral,Cminal Divsion,DepartmentofJic, testmncy
beforsse
tSbocoicee cn
Technology
andtheLow.Committee
enthe Judiciry,U.S.Senat., May3,1994;andJamesK.Kaistas, OpcalAgentinCharge.
Special
Operations
Diesen, FederalBureauofInvestigation,tectimony
beforethe Subcommittee
onTechnology.
Environment.
and
Aviation,
Coiee en Science,Spoc, andTehnology,U.S.Hose ofRepresentatves.
May3,1994 Fore dis.ssion of lawonfraementconcemsandtherationale
forgovernment
keyescrowing,
see alsoDorothy
E. Conning,"TheCLipper
Encrypto System."
AmericanScientist vo. 81, Joy-Anust 1993,pp.319-322 and'Encryption
andLowEnforcement,"
Feb.21, 1994,asil bietom
deeningtrs.georgeton.edu
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After eectronic suveiliance has been authorized,
the EESfacilitates lawenforcement
accessto encryptedcommunications.
Thisis accomplished
throughwhatis calleda "key escrowing"
scheme.Each
EESchiphas a chip-specific
keythatis split intotwopartsafterbeing programmed
intothechips.These
partscan be recombined
to gainaccessto encryptedcommunications.
Onepartis heldbyeach of two
designated
government
keyholders, or 'escrowagents."AttorneyGeneral Renodesignated
the National
Instituteof Standards
andTechnology
(NIST)and theTreasuryDepartments
Automated
Systems
Division
as the odiginal
escrowagents.Theonlypublicestimate
(by NIST,in eady1994)of thecostsof establishing
the escrow
systemwas about$14million,withestimated
annualoperating
costsof$16million.
Whensurveillance hasbeen authorized andtheintercepted communications
are foundtobe encrypted
using theEES, law enforcement agencies can obtainthe twopartsof theescrowedkeyfromtheescrow
agents.Thesepartscan then beused to obtain theindividual
keysused toencrypt (and,thus,to decrypt)
the telecommunications
sessionsof interest.The
LEAFis transmitted
alongwiththe encrypted
message;
it
containsa deviceidentifierthatindicates
whichescrowed
keysare needed.
EESHistory
Theproposed
FIPSwas announced
in theFederalRegister
on July30, 1993,andwas alsosenttofedanalagencies
forreview.TheEES was promulgated
after a commentperiodthatgenerated
almostuniversallynegativecomments.
AccordingtoNST, comments
werereceivedfrom22 government
organizations
intheUnitedStates,22 industry
organizations,
and276individuals.
Concerns andquestionsreported
by
NISTincludethe algorithm
itself andlackof publicinspection
andtesting,theroleofNSAin promulgating
the standard,
use of key escrowing.
possibleinfringement
of individual
rights,effectsof thestandardon
U.S.firms'competitiveness in foreignmarkets,costof establishing theescrowing
system,andcost-effectiveness of the new standard.'
Duringthe reviewperiod,theSkipjackalgorithmwasevaluated by outside experts,pursuanttoPresidentClinton'sdirectionthat'respectedexpertsfromoutsidethegovernment
will be offeredaccesstothe
confidential detailsof the algorithm
to assessits capabilities andpubicly reporttheir findings. mFivereviewers accepted NIST'sinvitationtoparticipatein a classifiedreviewof Skipjack
andpubliclyreporttheir
findings:Ernest Brickell(SandiaNationalLaboratories),
DorothyDenning(Georgetown University),
StephenKent(BoltBeranekand Newman,
Inc.),DavidMaher(AT&T),and WalterTuchman
(AmpedfCorp.).
Their interimreporton thealgorithm itself foundthat: 1)there is nosignificant riskthat Skipjack will be
brokenby exhaustive
searchin thenext30 to40 years;2) thereis nosignificantdsk thatSkipjackcanbe
brokenthrougha shortcutmethodof attack;and 3) whilethe internalstructureof Skipjackmustbe classified in ordertoprotectlawenforcement
andnationalsecurityobjectives,
thestrengthof Skipjack
againsta
cryptnalytic attackdoesnot depend
on the secrecyof the algorithm.'
'Requirementsfor tederalandstatelee enforcementagents to terfify
that eiectronicsurveilancehasbeenauthorized,andfor
whatpeod o time.as omias requireen, forauthorized
useof ecrowedkeycomponents
areoeplaredinOeparmentofJustice,
AuthorfaoinProceduresforReleaseofEncryption
Key ComponensinConunction
wn InterceptsPursuanttoTitleIII,"Authoriaion Prosedures
forReleaseofEncrtion KeyComponents
inConjunction
sithIntercepas
pursuantto StateStatutes.'and"AuthorationPromdumes
for Release ofEncryptionoy Components
inConjunction
withIntersepts
Pursuant
toFISA."Feb.4. 1994.
'Foeda Register
(Feb.9.1994). op.cit footnote1. pp.5998-6002.
'E. Brckei (SandaNationalLabomtores) tel.. 'SKIPJACKReviewIner, Repo-TheSKIPJACK
Algorithm,"
July 28.1993
See also Fa Sheett-NoT Cryptography
Accities. Feb. 4.1994
(continued)
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Based on its review of thepublic comments, NISTrecommendedthat the Secretary of Commerce issue
ofthe comments reprocessing standard.' NtST noted that almost all
the EES as a federal information
"many of these comments reflected
the review period were negative, butconcluded that,
ceived during
Administration
misunderstanding or skepticism thatthe EES would be avoluntaeystandard." "The Clinton
alsocarded out a 10-month encryptionpolicy review that presumably playeda role in choosing to issuethe
EES as a FIPS,butthe substance of thatreview hasnot been made public and was not available to OTA.
group on encryption and telecomAdditionally, theClinton Administration created an interagency working
munications that includes representatives of agencies thatparticipated in the policy review. The interegene., EES],to evaluate poscy group was to "workwith industry on technologies like the Key Escrow chip [i.
sible altemaives to the chip, and to review Administration policies regarding encryption as developments
warrant. ""
1995,an alternative,
commercial key-escrow encryption system being developed byTrusted
In early
Information Systems, Inc. (TIS) was undergoing internal government review to determine whether suchan
approach couldmeet national security and lawenforcement objectives. The TIS key-escrow system does
software-based escrowing and encryption usingthe 'triple-DES" Versionof the DataEncryption Standard."Theinitial version of the system is designed for usein encrypting files or email, but the TIS approach could alsobe usedfor real-time telecommunications.
In January 1995,AT&T Corp. and VLSI Technology, Inc., announced plans Iodevelopchips implementingthe RSA algorithm and 'trple DES" forencryption. The chips would be used ina personal computers,
digital telephones, and videodecoder boxes."
'Ibid.,
andFreralReg, er(Feb. 9 .1994),
OP.Ci.,footnote
1.
"Ibid.
onEncryptionandTeleommunicatiers.
"White
Housepressriale ardensiaores b.41994,Woking roup
"T IS
Nwund ForheFre,
Rpot No.541,
T.Walker
etl, CommerialKeyEs-r: So..ething
for
Everyane
Staphe
Trsited
Inforation
systems,
Inc.,Jan.3,1995.
WallSreiJourThat
Offer
Data
SeurityThe
ToDevelop
Mieships
"5T. VLSITeuheology
Jared
Sandberg
andconClrk,
natJan.
31.1995.
duranu9
from
OTA.Information
SeouunqAndpncyinNetvward
Evionenas
SOURCE Off
ie [Tecorlgy Assesnmet,
1995;
September
1994),
pp.118-119
andsoures
died therin
ard bleuo.
(OTA-TcT-606,

eliciting and aggregating bulk orders for FORTEZZA in order to support the award of a large-

Skipjack is 80 bits;a key-escrowing scheme is
built intoensure "lawfully authorized" electronic

scaleproduction contract in the fall, ideally for
200,000 to 400,000 unitsin order to achieve the
target unit priceof $100.

surveillance. "The algorithm is classified and is
intended to be implemented only in tamper-resishardware modules.e This approach makes
tant,

The algorithm specified in the EES has not been

the confidentiality function of the Skipjack en-

published. The secret encryption key length for

ofwhich
about
S98isfor
the
prices
o,FORTEZZAsadein small
quantities
amon therdrofS150,
Ibid. AreordingtotheNSA,unit
(1SS)fun.tios.
theSkipjack
algorithm,
plusry-ensge noddigital-sigature
Capuone uhip TheCaputone
shipiplements
:'Federa
Register
ibid., p.6003.
'FedrlRegistenr
ibid., pp.5997-6005.
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cryption algorithm available in a controlled fashion, without disclosing the algorithm's design
principles or thereby increasing users' abilities to
employ cryptographic principles. One of the reasons stated for specifying a classified, rather than
published, encryption algorithm in the EES is to
prevent independent implementation of Skipjack
without the law enforcement access features.
The federal Data Encryption Standard was first
approved in 1976 and was most recently reaffirmed in 1993. The DES specifies an algorithm
that can be used to protect unclassified infornation, as needed, while it is being communicated or
26
stored. The DES algorithm has been made public (i.e., it has been published). When the DES is
used, users can generate their own encryption
keys; the secret encryption key for DES is 56 bits
long. The DES does not require the keys to be "escrowed" or deposited with any third party.
The 1993 reaffirmation of the DES-now in
software, as well as hardware and firmware implementations-may be the last time it is reaffirmed
as a federal standard. FIPS Publication 46-2
("Data Encryption Standard") noted that the algorithm wilI be reviewed within five years to assess
its adequacy against potential new threats, including advances in computing and cryptanalysis:
At its next review (1998) [the DES algorithm]
willbe overtwentyyears old.NIST [National Institte of Standards and Technology] will consider attematives which offer a higher level of security.
One of these alternatives may be proposed
2 7 as are
placement standard at the 1998 review.

Given that the Skipjack algorithm was selected as
a standard (the EES) for telephony, it is possible
that an implementation of Skipjack (orsome other
form of key-escrow encryption) will be selected as
a FIPS to replace the DES for computer conmunications and/or file encryption.
An alternative successor to the DES that is favored by nongovernmental users and experts is a
variant of DES called triple-enctyption DES. In
"triple DES," the algorithm is used sequentially
with three different keys, to encrypt, decrypt, then
re-encrypt. Triple encryption with the DES offers
more security than having a 112-bit DES key.
Therefore, nongovernmental experts consider that
triple DES "appears inviolate against all adver28
saries for the foreseeable firture." There is, however, no FIPS for triple-encryption DES.
Unlike the EES algorithm, the algorithm in the
federal Digital Signature Standard has been pub29
lished. The public-key algorithm specified in
theDSS uses a private key in signature generation,
and a corresponding public key for signature verification (see box 2-2). However, the DSS technique was chosen so that public-key encryption
30
functions would not be available to users. This
is significant because public-key encryption is extremely useful for key management and could,
therefore, contribute to the spread and use of non31
escrowed encryption. At present, there is no
FIPS for key exchange.
While other means of exchanging electronic
32
keys are possible, none is so mature as public-

6 NIST,"Daia Encryption
Sandard(DES),"PIPS PUB46-2(Gaithersburg,
MD:U.S. Departmentof Commern, Dec. 30,1993).
27Ibid.,p. 6.
28Martin Hellman,ProfessorofElectricalEngineering,Stanfrd Uiverst, prsonal enosumniain, Stay24,1994; alsosee box 4-3 of
the 1994report.
29Seeappendix CofOTA, op. ci., footnote 4, fort histry of the DS.
30AccoardingtoF.LynnMeNultyNIST AssociateDirectorfor ComputerSerity, the ationae foradoptingthetechniqueusedin theDSS
,as tht,"We nted a technology hathdidsignatures-and nothingelse- erywell."(Responseto aquestionfron ChairmanRick Boucherin
testimonybefore the Suhammintee en Scienceofthe House Com asme
on Sxience,Space.and Technology,Mat. 22,1994.)
31Public-keyeneryptin Canbeused for onfidentialityand, thereby,for secure key exchange.Thus, public-keyencryptioncan facilitate
theuse of symmetic encryptionmethodslike the DESa, triple DES.See figure2-3.
32Se, e.g., TomLcighton (Departmentof Mathematics,MassachusettsInstituteofTeshology), andSilo Sisal (lT Laboratoryfor
ComputerScience),"Secret-KeyAgreementWithoutPublic-Key Cryptography(extended shast," obtained rn S. Micali, 1993.
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key technology. In contrast to the technique cho-

2-4). Another public-key technique, called the

senfor the DSS, the technique used in the most
widely
used commercial digital signature system
on the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman, or RSA,
(based
algorithm) can also encrypt. Therefore, the RSA
techniques can be used for secure key exchange
(i.e., exchange of "secret"keys, such
asthose used
with the DES), aswell asfor signatures (seefigure

Diffie-Hellman method, canalso be used
to generate
encryption keys (seefigure 2-5), but does not
encrypt.
The 1994 OTA report concluded that both the
EES and the DSS are federal standards that are
part of a long-term control
strategy
intended tore-

"The pcbli-key
concept
asfirst
published
byWhitfield
OiffieandMaoniHallman
in"ewNDirections
inCrefogreph;
"IEEETrans-a
aionon Inforon Theer, vol. IT-22,
No.6,November
1976,
pp.644-654.Diffne
andHellean
described
hoe such
a sstm couldbewed for
keydistribution
andto"sign"
individual
messages.
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tard the general availability of "unbreakable" or
"hard to break" encryption within the United
States,
for reasons of national security and law enforcement. "OTA viewed the EES and DSS as
complements in this overall control strategy, intended to discourage future development anduse
of encryption without built-in law enforcement
access, in favor of key-escrowed and related encryption technologies. If the EES and/or other

key-escrow encryption standards (e.g., for use in
computer networks) become widely used-or enjoy a large, guaranteed government market this
could ultimately reduce the variety of alternative
cryptography products through market dominance that makes alternatives more scarce or more
costly.

'SocOTA op.ci., footsote4, ch. 4
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FederalStandards and the
Computer SecurityAct of1987
The Computer Security Act of 1987 (Public Law
100-235) is fundamental to development offederal standards for safeguarding unclassified information, to balancing national security and
other objectives in implementing security and privacy policies within the federal government, and
to other issues concerning government control of
cryptography. Implementation of the Computer
Security Act has been controversial, especially regarding the respective roles of NIST and NSA in
standards development and the chronic shortage
of resources for NIST's computer security program to fulfill its responsibilities under the act
(see detailed 3discussion
in chapter 4 of the 1994
5
OTA report).
The Computer Security Act of 1987 was a legislative response to overlapping responsibilities for
computer security among several federal agencies, heightened awareness of computer security
issues, and concern over how best to control information in computerized or networked form.
The act established a federal government computer-security program that would protect all unclassified, sensitive information in federal
government computer systems and would develop standards and guidelines to facilitate such
protection.
Specifically, the Computer Security Act assigned responsibility for developing governmentwide, computer-system security standards (e.g.,
the FIPS) and guidelines and security-training
programs to the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS). NBS is now the National Institute of Standards and Technology, or NIST. According to its
responsibilities under the act, NIST recommends
federal information processing standards and

guidelines to the Secretary of Commerce for approval (and promulgation, if approved). These
PIPS do not apply to classified or "Warner
36
Amendinent" systems. NIST can draw on the
technical expertise of the National Security
Agency in carrying out its responsibilities, but the
NSA's role according to Public Law 100-235 is an
advisory, rather than leadership, one.
Section 21 of the Computer Security Act established a Computer System Security and Privacy
Advisory Board. Theboard, appointedby the Secretary of Commerce, is charged with identifying
emerging safeguard issues relative to computer
systems security and privacy, advising the NBS
(NIST) and Secretary of Commerce on security
and privacy issues pertaining to federal computer
systems, and reporting its findings to the Secretary of Commerce, the Director of OMB, the Director of NSA, and Congress. Additionally, the act
required federal agencies to identify computer
systems containing sensitive information, to develop security plans for identified systems, and to
provide periodic training in computer security for
all federal employees and contractors who manage, use, or operate federal computer systems. Appendix B, drawn from the 1994 OTA report,
provides more background on the purpose and implementation ofthe Computer Security Act and on
the PIPS.
Federal Standards and the Marketplace
As the 1994 OTA report noted, not all government
attempts at influencing the marketplace through
the FIPS and procurement polices are successful.
For example, the government made an early commitment to the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) protocols for networking, but it is the ubiquitous Transmission Control Protocollnsernet

35Id.,chapter
4 andappendixB.NIST'sFY1995compuoeeur niiy budget
was ontheorder
of $6.5
million,
wit 4.5milli,
ofthis
coming
from appropriated
funds
for"core"oities
andtheremainde,
from "reimbursable"
funds fromother
agencies,
mainlytheDefense
Department.
36ThWameAmendment (Public
Law97-86)scluded
intypes ofmiliuyannd intelligence
"automati
data proessing
equipment"
procuremenusfrom theeqairements
of section
11Iof theFednra
PoperyandAdminirtive
Snvies Act 1949(40 U.S.C. 795).
Publi
La 100-235
pertains
tofederal
comput systmthat
come
undersecion
11Iof theFederal
PropertyandAdministraive
services
Actof
1949.
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Protocol (TCP/IP) that has enjoyed wide use
throughout the world in the Internet and other networks. However, the FIPS usually influence the
technologies used by federal agencies andprovide
a basis for interoperability, thus creating a large
and stable, "target market" for safeguard vendors.
If the attributes of the standard technology are also
applicable to the private sector and the standard
has wide appeal, an even larger but still relatively
stable market should result. The technological stability means that firms compete less in terms of
the attributes of the fundamental technology and
more in terms of cost, ease of use, and so forth.
Therefore, firms need to invest less in research and
development (especially risky for a complex
technology like cryptography) and in convincing
potential customers of product quality. This can
result in higher profits for producers, even in the
long run, and in increased availability and use of
safeguards based on the standard.
In the 1970s, promulgation of the DES as a
stable and certified technology-at a time when
the commercial market for cryptography-based
safeguards for unclassified information was
emerging-stimulated supply and demand. Although the choice of the algorithm was originally
controversial due to concerns overNSA's involvement, the DES gained wide acceptance and has
been the basis for several industry standards, in
large part because it was a published standard that
could be freely evaluated and implemented. Although DES products are subject to U.S. export
controls, DES technology is also widely available
around the world and the algorithm has been
adopted in several international standards. The
process by which the DES was developed and
evaluated also stimulated private sector interest in
cryptographic research, ultimately increasing the
variety of commercial safeguard technologies.
The 1994 OTA report regarded the introduction
of an incompatible new federal standard-for example, the Escrowed Encryption Standard-as

destabilizing. At present, the EES and related
technologies have gained little favor in the private
sector-features such as the government key-escrow agencies, classified algorithm, and hardware-only implementation allcontribute to its
lack ofappeal. But, if the EES and related technologies (e.g., for data communications) ultimately
do manage to gain wide appeal in the marketplace,
they might beable to "crowd out"safeguards that
are based upon other cryptographic 3techniques
7
and/or do not support key escrowing.
The 1994 OTA report noted that this type of market distortion, intended to stem the supply of alternative products, may be a long-term objective of
the key-escrow encryption initiative. In the long
term, a loss of technological variety is significant
to private sector cryptography, because more diverse research and development efforts tend toincrease the overall pace of technological advance.
In the near term, technological uncertainty may
delay widespread investments in any new safeguard, as users wait to see which technology prevails. The costs of additional uncertainties and
delays due tocontrol interventions are ultimately
borneby theprivate sector and the public.
Other government policies can also raise costs,
delay adoption, or reduce variety. For example,
export controls have the effect ofsegmenting domestic and export encryption markets. This
creates additional disincentives toinvest in the development--or use-of robust, but nonexportable, products with integrated strong encryption
(see discussion below).
Export Controls
Another locus of concern is export controls on
38
cryptography (see appendix C). The United
States has two regulatory regimes for exports, depending on whether the item tobe exported is military in nature, or is "dual-use," having both
civilian and military uses. These regimes are ad-

37Ibid.,pp. 128-132.A large, stable,lucratilvefederalmarketcould disert vendors from producingaltenuatise, skierproducts;
product
availabilitycould drawprivatesector cstomeas.
38Formoe detail,see ibid., chapters I and4.
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ministered by the State Department and the Commerce Department, respectively. Both regimes
provide export controls on selected goods or
technologies for reasons of national security or
foreign policy. Licenses are required to export
products, services, or scientific and technical data
originating in the United States, or to re-export
these from another country. Licensing requirements vary according to the nature of the item to
be exported, the end use, the end user, and, in some
cases, the intended destination. For many items
under Commercejurisdiction, no specific approval is required and a "general license' applies (e.g.,
when the item in question is not military or dualuse and/or is widely available from foreign
sources). In other cases, an export license must be
applied forfrom either the State Department orthe
Commerce Department, depending on the nature
of the item. In general, the State Department's licensing requirements
are more stringent and
39
broader in scope.
Software and hardware for robust, user-controlled encryption are under State Department
control, unless State grants jurisdiction to Corn-

merce. This has become increasingly controversial, especially for the information technology and
0
software industries.A The impact of export controts on the overall cost and availability of safeguards is especially troublesome to business and
industry at a time when U.S. high-technology
firms find themselves as targets for sophisticated
foreign-intelligence attacks and thus have urgent

need for sophisticated safeguards that can be used
in operations worldwide, as well as for secure
communications with overseas business partners,
4 1

suppliers, and customers.
Software producers
assert that, although other countries do have export and/or import controls on cryptography, several countries have more relaxed export controls
42
on cryptography than does the United States.
On the other hand, U.S. export controls may
have substantially slowed the proliferation of
cryptography to foreign adversaries

over the

years. Unfortunately, there is little public explanation on the degree of success of these export con43

trols
and the necessity for maintaining strict
44
controls on strong encryption in the face of for-

39Ibid.,
pp, 150-154.
'Ta e
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theState
Department
announced
nw licensingproedure onFeb.
4,1994.
The changecereexpected
toinclude
license
reform
measures
for
expedited
distribution(to reducedhneed toobtainindividuallcenses
foreach
enduser),
rapid
rviewof
aposlicense
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personal-os
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temporarily
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xpnditndstrilution
reormwer
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(FedraIRegir,
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2,1994,pp. 4562145623),but
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(KarenHopkinson,
Office
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peonalcommunication,
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41See,
e.g.,
U.S.Congress,
House
oRprenativs, Sbcommittenoiioimiand CommercialLaw,ComminneonheJudiciar
The
40
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65(MWashington,
DC:U.S.
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Printing
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Sealsodiscussiono
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eign supply and networks like the Internet that
seamlessly cross national boundaries.
Appendix C drawn from the 1994 OTA report,
provides more background on export controls on
cryptography. In September 1994, after the OTA
report had gone to press, the State Department announced an amendment to the regulations implementing section 38 of the Arms Export Control
45
Act. The new rule implements one of the reforms applicable to encryption products that were
announced on February 4, 1994 by the State Departnent (seefootnote 47 below and also chapter
4 of the 1994 OTA report). Itestablished a new licensing procedure to permit U.S. encryption
manufacturers to make multiple shipments of
some encryption items covered by Category
XIII(b)(1) ofthe Munitions List (see appendix C)
directly to end users in approved countries, with46
out obtaining individual licenses.
Other announced reforms, still to be implemented, include
special licensing procedures allowing export of
key-escrow encryption products to "most end us'' 47
ers.
The ability to export strong, key-escrow
eneryption products would presumably increase
the appeal ofescrowed-encryptionproducts to private sector safeguard developers and users.
In the 103d Congress, legislation intended to
streamline export controls and ease restrictions on
mass-market computer software, hardware, and
technology, including certain encryption software, was introduced by Representative Maria
Cantwell (H.R. 3627) and Senator PattyMurray
(S.1846). In considering the Omnibus Export Administration Act of 1994 (H.R. 3937), the House

Committee on Foreign Affairs
reported a version
of the bill in which most computer software (ineluding software with encryption capabilities)
was under Commerce Department controls and in
which export restrictions for mass-market software with encryption were eased. In its report, the
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence struck outthis portion of the bill and replaced it with a new section calling for the
President to report to Congress within 150 days of
enactment, regarding the current and future international market for software with encryption
and the economic impact of U.S. export48controls
on the U.S. computer software industry.
At the end of the 103d Congress, the omnibus
export administration legislation had not been enacted. Both the House and Senate bills contained
language calling for the Clinton Administration to
conduct comprehensive studies on the international market and availability of encryption
technologies and the economic effects of U.S. export controls. In a July 20, 1994, letter to Representative Cantwell, Vice President Gore had
assured her that the "best available resources of
the federal government" would be used in conducting these studies and that the Clinton Administration would "reassess our existing export
49
controls based on the results of these studies."
At this writing, the Commerce Department and
NSA are assessing the economic impact of U.S.
export controls on cryptography on the U.S. com50
puter software industry. As part of the study,
NSA is determining the foreign availability of en-

45iDepaitmentofSate,BureauofPliica-MiliuyAffai.,22CFRpars
123and i24,Federal eier,neol.
59,N. 170,Sipt.2,1994,
pp.
4562145623.
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47Martha
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Seetaryfor
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ofState,
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Feb.
4,1994SeeOTA, ip.eit.,
faono 4, pp, 159-160.
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(see
below)
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49ViePresident
A Gore,
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cryption products. The study is scheduled to be
delivered to theNational Security Council (NSC)
by July 1, 1995. According to the Council, it is anticipated that there will be both classified and unclassified sections of the study; there may be some
51
public release of the unclassified material. In
addition, an ongoing National Research Council
study that would support a broad congressional review ofcryptography (and that is expected to address export controls) is due to be completed in
1996.52 At this writing, the NRC study committee
is gathering public input on cryptography issues.
In the 104th Congress, Representative Toby
Roth has introduced the "Export Administration
Act of 1995" (H.R. 361). This bill does not include any specific references to cryptography; at
this writing, itis not clear whether or when the
contentious issue of cryptography export controls
will become part of legislative deliberations. Alternatively, the Clinton Administration could ease
export controls on cryptography without legislation. As was noted above, being able to export
key-escrow encryption products would presumably make escrowed-encryption products more attractive to commercial developers and users.
Therefore, the Clinton Administration could ease
export requirements for products with integrated
key escrowing as an incentive for the coumerial
development and adoption of such products (see
discussion of cryptography initiatives in chapter
4).

I Overview of Issues and Options
As noted above, the 1994 OTA report Information
Security and Privacy in Network Environments
focuses on three sets ofpolicy issues:
1.national cryptography policy, including federal
information processing standards and export
controls;
2. guidance on safeguarding unclassified information in federal agencies; and

52

3. legal issues and information security, including
electronic commerce, privacy, and intellectual
property.
Appendix E of this paper, based on chapter 1 of
the 1994 report, reviews the set of policy options,
about two dozen, developed by OTA. The need for
openness, oversight, and public accountabilitgiven the broad public and business impacts of
these policies-runs throughout the discussion of
possible congressional actions.
Two key questions underlying consideration of
many of these options in particular, those addressing cryptography policy and unclassified information security within the federal government
are:
1. How will we as a nation develop and maintain the balance among traditional "national security" (and law enforcement)
objectives and other aspects of the public interest, such as economic vitality, civil liberties, and open government?
2. What are the costs of government efforts to
control cryptography and who will bear
them?
Some of these costs-for example, the incremental cost of requiring a "standard" solution that is
less cost-effective than the "market" alternative in
meeting applicable security requirements-may
be relatively easy to quantify, compared with others. But none ofthese cost estimates will be easy
to make. Some costs may be extremely difficult to
quantify, or even to bound-for example, the impact of technological uncertainties, delays, and
regulatory requirements on U.S. firms' abilities to
compete effectively in the international marketplace for information technologies. Ultimately,
however, these costs are all borne by the public,
whether in the form of taxes, product prices, or
foregone economic opportunities and earnings.

a1
Bill Clements,NationalSecurity Council,personalcomatuation, Mar. 21, 1995.

F rifaaaionaauhe NRCtudyihahasa ndaedby Publiw 103-l6, actaHebLinNatinalRescahCouni1,21a1
ConsitutionAenue, N.W.,Washington,DC, 20418 (ctpto@nas.edu). See discussion inchaptr I and4 of OTA,op. cit., footnote4.
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A

t the request of the Senate Committee on Governmental
Affairs, the Office of Technology Assessment(OTA) held
a workshop titled "Information Security and Privacy in
Network Environments: What Next?" on December 6,
1994, as part of its follow-on activities after the release of the report Information Security and Privacy in Network Environmentsl The purpose of the workshop was to hear the reactions
from the business and network-user communities to the issues
OTA had identified, as well as their priorities for any government
actions. This chapter will review the workshop discussion and
identify major themes that emerged, particularly regarding export
controls and the business environment, federal cryptography
policy, and characteristics of information-security "best practices" that are germane to consideration of govermment information security.

OVERVIEW
Workshop participants came from the business, legal, university,
and public-interest communities. Individuals' areas of experience and expertise included computer, telecommunication, and
security technologies; information-security education and practice in the private and public sectors; management; and law.
About half of the 20 participants had prior involvement with the
1994 OTA security and privacy report, as advisory panel members for the assessment, workshop participants, and/or reviewers.

IU.S.Cogess,OficeofTehnologyAsemntIformationSecurityadPriray
inNet..rL Enint,

OTA-TCT-606Washington,DC:U.S.Goenment Printig

Offi, Septeber 1994).
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The workshop participants also served as external reviewers for this background paper. The
workshop participantsdo not, however,necessarily approve, disapprove, or endorse this background paper. OTA assumes full responsibility
for the background paper and the accuracy of its
contents.
One workshop objective was to gauge participants' overall reactions to the 1994 OTA report on
security and privacy. Another objective was to
identify related topics that merited attention and
that OTA had not already addressed (e.g., network
reliability and survivability, or "corporate" privacy-see below). However, the intent of the
workshop was not to rehash the issues and controversies described in the report, but rather to build
on the report and push beyond it. A goal for the
workshop was for participants to identify-as
specifically as possible-areas ripe for congressional action.
To spark their thinking and help focus the day's
discussion, participants received a set of discussion topics and questions inadvance (see box 3- I),
along with a copy of the 1994 report. The general
areas of interest were:
1,the marketplace for information safeguards and
factors affecting supply and demand;
2. information-security "bestpractices" in the privatesector, including training and implementation, and their applicability to government
information security;
3. the impacts offederal information-security and
policies on business and the public; and
4. desirable congressional actions and suggested
time frames for any such actions.
The spirited and lively workshop discussion
identified linkages among a wide variety of the
topics and questions posed by OTA. The range of
discussion included cryptography policies (especially
export controls on cryptography), information security in the private sector, privacy
protections, safeguarding proprietary information
and intellectual property, and business needs in
the international marketplace.
OTA has identified some themes from the day's
discussion that have particular significance, espe-

cially in the context of current developments, for
congressional consideration of information-security issues and options identified inthe l994 OTA
report. These themes, which are explored in chapter4 of this background paper, include:
* the mismatch between the domestic and intemational effects of current U.S. export controls on cryptography and the needs of business
and user communities in an international economy;
* the intense dissatisfaction on the part ofthe private sector with the lack ofopenness and progress in resolving cryptography-policy issues;
* the mismatch between the federal standards
process for cryptography-related federal information processing standards (FIPS) and private sector needs for exportable, cost-effective
safeguards;
* the mismatch between the intent of the Computer Security Act and its implementation;
the distinction between security policies and
guidelines for implementing these policies;
* the need for technological flexibility in implementing security policies; and
* the need for line management accountability
for, and commitment to, good security, as opposed to "handing off' security to technology
(i.e., hoping that a "technological fix" will be
a cure-all).
The remainder of this chapter highlights major
points and opinions expressed by the workshop
participants, while attempting to convey a sense
of the variety ofpositions propounded. Itis important to note that this presentation is not intended to
represent conclusions reached by the participants;
moreover, the reader should not infer any general
consensus, unless consensus is specifically noted.

I Cryptography Policy
and Export Controls
The need for reform of export controls was the
number one topic at the workshop and perhaps the
only area of universal agreement. Participants expressed great concern
that the current controls are
impeding companies' implementation ofgood security in worldwide operations and harming U.S.
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The marketplace for information safeguards (supply and demand)
.What factors and considerations affect the demand for and supply of safeguard tools?
.With respect to personal privacy, are database ownerslcustodians and information system administrators sufficiently willing and able to protect pdvacy?
Jls there a market failure that requires government intervention?
Information-security "best practice," training, and technology toots
.What is the state of "best practice" in information security (and implications for agencies and Offce of
Management and Budget guidance)?
.Security training and awareness.
.Technology tools for securing networks and data.
Impacts of federal puticies on business and the public
.What is the likely impact of federal policies and initiatives on business? On agency operations and interactions with the private sector?
.Impact of cryptography policies on business.
.Electronic commerce and contracts.
What should Congress do-and when?
. Priorfiztion of problem areas or needs identified in discussion.
.Is there a possible problem of "having the tail wag the dog"?
.What are specific solutions for high-priority problems/needs?

firms' competitiveness in the international marketplace. More than one participant considered
that what isreally at stake is loss of U.S. leadership in the information technology industry. As
one participant put it, the current system is "amarket intervention by the government with unintended bad consequences for both government
and the private sector."
U.S. export policy restrictions on products implementing the Data Encryption Standard (DES)
and/or the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm areviewed by several participants as anticompetitive and likely to stall U.S. information
technology, because they frustrate both the multinational companies' need to communicate securely worldwide and the U.S. vendors who
frish secure communication products. Multinationals are forced to go elsewhere andhave suppliers build for them abroad, while U.S. vendors face
an artificially limited market. (These
products can

then beusedoverseas andalsobe imported for use
in the United States.)
Several participants asserted that U.S. export
controls have failed at preventing the spread of
cryptography, because DES- and RSA-based encryption, among others, areavailable outside of
this country. They noted that the only "success"
of
the controls has been to prevent major U.S. software companies from incorporating high-quality,
easy-to-use, integrated cryptography in their
products. Many participants also viewed export
controls asthesingle biggest obstacle to establishing international standards for information safeguards; one noted the peculiarity of picking a
national standard and then trying to restrict its use
internationally.
Participants also expressed frustration with the
lack of atimely, open, and productive dialogue between government andthe private sector on cryptography issues and the lack of response by
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government to what dialogue has taken place.
Many stressed the need for a genuine, open dialogue between government and business, with
recognition that business vitality isa legitimate
objective. Participants noted the need for Congress to broaden the policy debate aboutcryptography, with more public visibility and more
priority given to business needs and economic
concerns. In the export control arena, Congress
was seen as having an important role in getting
government and the private sector to converge on
some feasible middle ground (legislation would
not be required, if export regulations were
changed). Leadership and timeliness ("the problem won't wait") were viewed as priorities, rather
than more studies and delay.
Some participants also noted the importance of
increased oversight ofthe Computer Security Act
of 1987 (Public Law 100-235), as well as possible
redirection of National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) activities (e.g., collecting information about what industry is doing, pointing
out commonalities and how to interoperate, rather
than picking out a "standard").
INFORMATION SECURITY IN
THE PRIVATE SECTOR
The workshop discussion emphasized active risk
acceptance by management and sound security
policies as key elements of good information-secrity practice in the private sector. The concept of
management responsibility and accountability as
integral components of information security, rather than just "handing off' security to technology,
was noted as very important by several participants. Sound security policies asa foundation for
good practice were described as technology neutral, consistent across company cultures, minimalist, and as absolutes. Much was made of
technology-nantral policies because properly applied, they do not prescribe implementations, are
not easily obsoleted by changes in technology or
business practices, and allow for local customiza-

tionof implementations to meet operational requirements.

I Information-Security Policies

and "Best Practices"
There was general agreement that direct support
by top management (e.g., the chief executive officerand board of directors ofa corporation) and upper-management accountability are central to
successful implementation of security policy.
Many participants felt that tying responsibility for
the success of security policies-and for the consequences of security incidents-to upper management is critical. Many considered it vital that
the managers not be insulated from risk. According to one participant, it is important to educate
managers on active risk acceptance; another suggested that their divisions could be held financially responsible for lost information.
In some ofthe companies represented, security
policy has been refined to the point of "Thou shalt
... not how thou shalt." Security managers are
charged with developing something resembling
the "Ten Commandments" of security. Importantly, these are not guidelines for implementation.
Rather, they are "minimalist" directives that outline what must happen to maintain information security, but not how it must be achieved.
One of the most important aspects about these
policies is that they are consistent across the entire
company; regardless of the department, information-security policies are considered universally
applicable. The policies have to be designed in a
broad enough fashion to ensure that all company
cultures will be able to comply. Broad policy outlines allow information to flow freely between
company divisions without increased
security
risk.
The workshop discussion noted the importance
of auditing security implementation against
policy, not against implementation guidelines.
Good security policies must be technology neutral,
so that technology upgrades and different

2 See ibid.,pp.1I-13, 150-160,and 174-179.
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equipment in different divisions would not affect
implementation. Ensuring that policies are technology-neutral helps prevent confusing implementation techniques and tools (e.g., use of a
particular type of encryption or use ofa computer
operating system with a certain rating) with policy
objectives, and discourages "passive risk acceptance" like mandating use of a particular technology. This also allows for flexibility and
customization.
Workshop participants noted that, although the
state ofpractice insetting security policy
often
has
notlived up to the ideals discussed above, many
companies are improving. At this point there are
several roadblocks frustrating more robust security for information and information systems. The
primary roadblock is cost. Many systems are not
built with security in mind, so the responsibility
falls on the end user and retrofitting a system with
security can beprohibitively expensive.
Availability ofSecure Products
The question of the availability of secure products
generated some disagreement over whether the
market works or, at least, the extent to which it
does and does notwork. As described above, there
was consensus that export controls and other government policies that segmented market demand
were undesirable interventions. Though the federal government can use its purchasing power to significantly influence the market, most participants
felt that this sort of market intervention would not
be beneficial overall. Many felt the market will
develop security standards and secure systems if
left toits own devices; others took issue with this
position.
Some participants said there are problems in
the marketplace. They asserted that many computer products are not designed with security in mind
and cannot be made secure easily or cheaply. In
particular, the UNIX operating system and the Intemet architecture were cited as examples ofproductsdesigned without "built-in" security. Some
suggested thattoday's fierce price competition
forces product vendors to disregard security features
in favor ofcost savings, leaving the purchas-
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er to add security to the system retroactively, at a
much higher cost.
The perceived propensity for security to be deferred in order to cut costs had one or two participants questioning the ability of the market to
develop reasonably priced secure products for information systems and whether government action is needed to lead the market in the "right"
direction-for example, through standards for
federal procurements or regulations setting baseline product requirements. Though most participants seemed to agree that many products have
been built without security features and that retrofitting a system with security is expensive and difficult, there was strong sentiment from industry
representatives that the market should be left
alone. Many participants described government
interventions into the market, such as export controis and the Escrowed Encryption Standard
(EES, or Clipper), as economically detrimental,
and saw nothing to indicate that interventions
would be more beneficial in the future.
Some pointed out a distinction between the
ability of large businesses and small businesses to
purchase products that incorporate security. Large
businesses are able to demand more security features because of the size of their operations; while
smaller companies must often individually purchase and configure a basic product which may
have been designed without security in mind.
lImplicit in the discussion of the ability of the
market to produce secure products is the extent of
demand for them. Those arguing that market
forces will develop secure systems stated, basically, that when buyers demand secure products, secure products will be available. Participants from
vendor companies were especially adamant about
the strength of the relationship between themselves and the industry users. (One example of
user efforts to work with vendors to develop more
security-oriented products is a group called Open
User Recommended Solutions (OURS), which
has recently developed a single sign-on product
description.) Those who felt the market will not
develop secure products in the near future feel that
the demand for inexpensive products will con-
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tinue to outweigh demand for security, and/or
noted the demand-segmenting effects of export
controls.
Some participants pointed out that the reason
security concerns defer to price concerns is the inability to quantify the value of good security.
Some noted this as a prevalent problem when attempting to convince upper management of the
need for security. Lack of reported breaches, the
inability to evaluate successful security, and the
lack of a direct costlbenefit analysis all lead to an
unclear assessment of need. This in turn reduces
the demand, which drives the market to ignore security.

Many felt that much ofthe responsibility for getting management interested in training rested with
the program manager. Like other elements of information security, financial departments have
difficulty quantiyng the value of training. Some
point out that "an insurance" policy is a poor model, because there are no guarantees, nor are the
risks easily quantifiable. Some suggested it will
take a crisis to convince upper management of the
need to effectively train employees and that anecdotal evidence is the best tool in the absence of
hard definable numbers. This view was not universally accepted.

Training

Common Themes
A common thread to the discussion of information-security practices is the necessity for a
heightened awareness of security needs by upper
management. Making management aware of the
danger of and propensity for financial loss due to
lax security is vital to security policy, product
availability, and the training issue. Some participants felt that the inability to set up acostjustification formula for information security is a major
impediment to convincing management of the
need for it. In addition, the difficulty in evaluating
the success ofa security program limits a security
officer in making a case to management.
A proposed solution to this problem is the establishment of an agreed-upon body ofknowledge
or "common checklist" for security officers to
compare their company policies against. There is
a largecore ofcommonality in security awareness,
training, and education. If made legally binding,
or part of industry consensus as to what constitutes "prudent practice," such a checklist would
also tie directly into the liability issues as well as a
host ofother problems facing companies. For example, when organizations outsource, contractual
specifications are needed to ensure adequate security coverage. Ifthere were a well-known and accepted "common checklist" for security, then it
would be easier to develop contractual specifica-

Most security managers participating in the workshop viewed training as vital to any successful information-security policy. Lack of training leads
to simple errors potentially capable of defeating
any good security system-for example, employees who write their passwords on paper and
tape it to their computers. Several participants
knew of companies that have fallen into the
technology trap and have designed excellent computer security systems without sufficiently emphasizing training.
There is a core of training material that is
technology neutral and ubiquitous across the company. Some companies develop elaborate video
presentations to ensure that training is consistent
throughout the various company cultures. Some
participants felt that employees must be trained in
technology; believing that, if users do not understand the technologies they have incorporated into
their business, then they will be pressed to do what
is necessary to implement security policies.
The necessity for impressing upon employees
their role in information security is paramount.
Because the average individual tends to not recognize the importance of training, it falls to management to demonstrate its value. To this end, several
participants emphasized the importance of demonstrating the value of training to management.
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tions without revealing too much of your operations or levels of security to the contractor.

I Domestic and International
Privacy Issues
Consumers are increasingly concerned with control of personal and transactional data and are
seeking some protection from potential abuse of
this information. Those participants who had been
less inclined than most to trustthe market on seenrity issues found more comfortable ground on privacy, because few participants seemed to feel that
the market will prioritize personal privacy.
The discussion of privacy protection was less
extensive than some other topics covered during
the workshop. Opinions were split on whether
new privacy legislation and/or a privacy commission was desirable. There was a general feeling
that individuals should be protected from abuses
incurred by access to their personal data (e.g.,
transactional data or "data shadows" that could be
reused or sold like a subscribers list), but many
were concerned about limiting business opportunities through new controls.
Some participants pointed out that the globalization of the information infrastructure will increase consumer privacy concerns and present
security questions (e.g., nonrepudiation of transactions) in home-based applications. One participant recommended a close reading of the
Canadian privacy policy as a possible guide for
3
our government. The concepts ofa Privacy Commission or a privacy "Bill of Rights" were also
brought up as omnibus solutions, but specifics regarding how they might protect personal privacy
were not examined.
One of the umbrella points of the privacy debate that most participants agreed to is the need for
a "trusted" infrastructure capable of supporting
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global transactions and trade based on a firm set of
ground rules and fair information practices. This
trusted infrastructure must support authentication
and allow secure transactions. To be implemented
such an infrastructure will have to resolve liabil4
ity and conditional access issues and develop a
system of certification controls. Today, differences between the levels of privacy protection in
the United States and those of its trading partners,
which in general protect privacy more rigorously,
could also inhibit development of this infrastructure.
Some participants felt that the common rules of
the road for a trusted infrastructure could be the responsibility ofa U.S. Privacy Commission. Many
of these felt that a close look at the European privacy system would be helpful in establishing
guidelines (being the "last ones on the block" to
open a Privacy Commission, the United States
should not tryto setthe standard, butshould build
on the European Union model). Unfortunately,
one participant noted, this is a 20-year-old discussion, and asmuch as industry would like a common set of rules with the European Union, he felt
that it is unlikely they will get it in the near future.

I Proprietary Information and

Intellectual Property
A major concern raised by industry participants
was the need to protect intellectual property and
proprietary information in electronic form. Companies need to protect their information and transmit it to business partners and offices here and
abroad. In light ofwhat many perceived as a growing problem, several individuals recommended a
reexamination of"information rights" (e.g., intellectual property rights, confidentiality for proprietary information) in light of the recent changes in
information storage and data collection methods

4

3SeeIndsty Caada, Pri .cyandteC ..nadi-anf-ion Hig y (Otawo, Ontario:
M
fSinisierofaSpplyad
Seie Canada.199 ),
availablebyWWW from http://debn.dgbt.doc.calisc/isc.html.
See alsoCanadianStandard,Association,"ModelCode for the Proction of
PersonalInfomation," CANICSA-Q830-1994,
draft,November 1994.
4 For a disco on, see Michael S. Baum, FederatCerfiatio Authoity Liabilit ad Policy NIST-GCR-94-654,NTiS Doe. No.
PB94-191-202(Springfield,VA:NationalTcchnicalInforation Seice, 1994).
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that allow information to be readily copied, aggregated, and manipulated.
Some participants felt that confidentiality of
company information could be adequately addressed with better
corporate security policies.
For example, it may be more difficult to prosecute
(or deter) an intruder ifa company's log-on screen
says "Welcome to Company X" instead ofproviding a clear statement to inform individuals of the
company's intent to prosecute if information on
the system is misused or accessed without authorization.
Several participants raised the issue of"corporate privacy" regarding to information not protected by intellectual property laws. Many felt
corporations need legal protection for "private"
information that is, information that is proprietarytothe corporation, but does not qualify for
protection under copyright, patent, or trade secret
5
laws. Though some privacy advocates balk at the
6
concept of "corporate privacy, several participants felt that a set of standards protecting research and other proprietary information were
important to both information security and continued product development. The issue of"corporate
privacy" was also raised regarding legal discovery.
A few individuals expressed concern over the
expense corporations face complying with discovery motions during litigation (e.g., with respect to emailand electronic records), but this
topic was not explored at length during the day's
discussion.

Patent issues and confidentiality of lab documents were of major concern to individuals involved in research and development. They saw a
need for evidentiary rules
in electronic environments to prevent research fraud, to ensure that
electronic lab notebooks are a permanent, enforceable record, and to prosecute intruders.
There was some discussion regarding whether
new laws are needed to protect information resources from computer crime-or whether better
enforcement is the solution. Some felt that the legal system is notin tunewith thenew worldof
computer crime; a world where the computer is
the instrument not the target of the crime. Some
also felt that the legal profession may not be familiar with "authentication" in electronic environments. Others feltthat enforcement is the
problem, not the laws. This topic was not examined at length and no consensus was reached.
The question of liability standards for a company in possession of personal data was brought up
as an issue in need of a solution. One participant
made an urgent plea for arapid definition of basic
legal requirements, to prevent costly retrofitting
to meet security and privacy requirements that
could be imposed later on. Some believe there
should be true and active participation atthe federal,state, and local levels to develop consensus on7
information practices"
new principles of "fair
that would take into account the ways businesses
operate and be flexible enough to meet the needs

I GeorgeB Trube, Mahtherad Whiher, Caprase Privacy, essaybased on an article prepared for the "Data Rapest" Gtrbefijls.da.
6 "The scope ofthese lass shouldbe limitedtothe pmeetion fta, privacyoffpers-al saforatn; theyshouldiot be sslandadto ave,
legal persons. Issues relatingto companies, suchas providingadequate protection forcopoue prepritary information,aredifferentand
shouldbethe subjectofa differen bedy afla." (Busines Roudlbtable,"Staemse Tansbeordttas Esa-a Priacy andDataPeoaione" i L. Richard Fisbhar(d.), The,
La faFiaealPrivacy.4CompliaceGuide, 2n Ed.(N Yok, NY:Waen, Goram & Lamont,
1991),appendix 6.3,p. 6-93.)
7 Fraempln, the privacyAct of 1974(PublicLaoo
93-579) embodiedprinciplesaffair informationpractices set forth inComaters and
the Rights
of0Cieu, a repot publishedis 1973byh frme U.S.Departmentofealth, Education,andWelfar. Thoseprinciplesincluded
the requirementhat individualsbe ableis discoverwhat personalinformationis recordedaboutthem ad ho it is used,as el as be ableto
conect or amendinforation aboutthemselves.Otherprinciples includedthe requirementthat organiations -as the reliabilityofp,,oral
data foritsintendeduseandtakereasonable precautionstopreventmisuse.The PrivacyAct is limitedto governinent informationcollectionand
use. Itapproachesprivacyissuesa aeascy-by-agcncy basisand arguablydoes notaddresstoday's increasedcompuneation and linkage
of information.See OTA, op. ait., footnote 1, ch. 3.
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of various types of individuals and organizations,
but that would also offer some stability (or, "safe
havens") for new lines ofbusiness by delineating
acceptable forms of information collection and
use. Others did not see aneed for omnibus privacy
codes or legislation, preferring to deal with problems on an industry-by-industry basis.
As part of the question ofliability, it was noted
that the tension between network providers and
users continues to be unresolved. The dilemma
exists between the network providers' inability to
monitor content (e.g., invasion ofprivacy), while
at the same time being held responsible for the
content of material transferred over their services.
One suggestion was to treat network providers
more like public utilities and less like publishers.

not being given priority by the people making decisions.
Possible Congressional Actions:
* Review export controls and find a feasible
middle ground.
* Review the executive decision on the Clipper
chip.
* Promote consumer use of a public-key infrastructure.
* Open up a public dialogue with NIST, the National Security Agency (NSA), and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on the international availability of cryptography.
State that the international competitiveness of
the United States in information systems and
communications is a priority in considering
cryptography policy.

I Views on Congressional Action
This section outlines suggestions made for government action, particularly by Congress. It does
not represent the consensus of the participants at
the workshop; it only isolates areas that were discussed and lists possible solutions generated during the discussion.
Cryptography Policy and Export Controls
A near consensus was reached regarding the EES
(Clipper chip). The vast majority felt that it was
poorly handled, poorly conceived, and did not
take into account the structure of today's world
economy. It is a national standard in an intemational economy. It will exacerbate the problems
with export controls, by having one system (EES)
in the United States and one system (DES or
another system) outside the United States. Many
felt that it is an enormous distraction that, coupled
with export controls, will allow foreign countries
to get ahead of us in the global information infrastructure.
Several participants felt that the United States
is getting out of step with the international cormunity, and appears pointed in the wrong direction on information security. Many industry
representatives feel that the potential of U.S. policies to damage the economy and U.S. industry is

Federal Standards and Open Dialogue
There was a general consensus on the need for
ground rules and standards for safeguarding information, but much disagreement on how this
should be done. There was sentiment that leadership is needed from the government on these issues. However, many participants did not think
the government should or could set these standards. Many felt the information-policy branches
of the government are unable to respond adequately to the current leadership vacuum; therefore,
they felt that government should either establish a
more effective policy system and open a constructive dialogue with industry or leave the problem to
industry.
The lack of public dialogue, visibility, and accountability, particularly demonstrated by the
introduction of the Clipper chip and promulgation
of the EES, is a constant source of anger for both
industry representatives and public interest
groups.
There were many concerns and frustrations
about the role of the National Security Agency.
Several individuals felt that dialogue on information policy is paralyzed because NSA is not allowing open discussion nor responding in any
tangible way to the needs of industry. Many par-
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ticipants suggested that this country desperately
needs a new vision of national security that incorporates economic vitality. They consider that
business strength is not part of NSA's notion of
"national security," so it is not part of their mission. As one participant put it, "saying that 'we all
have to be losers' on national security grounds is
perverse industrial policy."
The Computer Systems Security and Privacy
Board (CSSPAB) was suggested as one stimulus
for generating dialogue between industry and
government, but according to several participants
the committee is not well utilized. In addition,
there exists an information gap: the CSSPAB was
"kept in the dark" about the Clipper initiative,
then after it gathered information through public
meetings, the information and CSSPAB recommendations were ignored by the Commerce Department.
Possible Congressional Actions:
x Define basic legal requirements to prevent unnecessary and retroactive security measures.
* Revise the export administration act in order to
allow multinationals to set up ubiquitous security standards through U.S. vendors.
* Increase oversight of the Computer Security
Act as it relates to the relationship between
NSA and NIST and review the Memorandum
of Understanding between NSA and NIST. Encourage more open dialogue with and utilization of the CSSPAB.
* Encourage NIST to develop a Certification
Standard to support interoperability across networks, rather than picking technological standards.
* Redefine national security priorities.
Information Security in Federal Agencies
Participants suggested that there needs to be more
emphasis on securing unclassified information
and that there needs to be leadership. According to
some participants: the government should get "its
house in order" in the civilian agencies; few
companies are so badly managed as government
agencies; senior managers are unaware ofresponsibilities and untrained. As a result, participants

noted, the architecture and policy constructs of the
international information infrastructure are being
developed right now, but these are "being left to
the technologists" due to lack ofleadership.
Several felt that there has been overemphasis
on cryptography, to the exclusion of management;
severe problems like enors and dishonest employees ae not addressed by this "technology" focus. Participants considered that the real issue is
management; technology sloganism along the
lines of"buy C2 [a computer security rating] and
you're OK" is not enough. According to participants, existing policies [e.g., the previous version
of OMB Circular A-130, Appendix III] attempt to
mandate cost-based models, but the implementation is ineffective. For example, after the Computer Security Act, NIST should have been in a
position to help agencies, but this never happened
due to lack of resources. Civil agencies lack
resources, then choose to invest in new applications rather than spend on security. This is understandable when the observation that "nothing
happens"-that is, no security incidents are detected-is an indicator of good security. Participants observed that, if inspectors general of
agencies are perceived as neither rewarding or
punishing, users get mixed signals and conclude
that there is a mismatch between security postures
and management commitment to security implementation.
There was widespread support for the Computer Security Act of 1987, but universal frustration
with its implementation. NIST, the designated
lead agency for security standards and guidelines,
was described as underfunded and extremely
slow. There was also a general recognition that
people had been complaining about NIST for a
while, but nothing has happened as a result of
these complaints.
Possible Congressional Actions:
* Implement oversight of the Computer Security
Act with special attention to management of information-security policy.
* Fully fund NIST so it can "sort out the 'tower
ofBabel' in cryptographic capabilities and system interoperability." Several participants sug-
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gested trying to encourage better standards
policy by using the General Accounting Office
to audit agency compliance with NIST standards, or mandating that agencies respond to
CSSPAB recommendations.
* Encourage more attention to managementpractices. Review OMB Circular A-130 with particular emphasis on implementation.
Privacy
The privacy issue in general came up often, but no
one had a detailed solution. There is an urgent
sense that something needs to be done, because
questions of personal privacy and "corporate privacy" continue to cause controversy and the problems will only increase as network access
expands. The only concrete suggestion, which
was not universally endorsed, is the creation of a
Privacy Commission, possibly with a cabinet-level head or as a part of the Conmerce Department.
One frequently mentioned topic was for government recognition of U.S. industry's need for
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consistency between U.S. privacy laws and European privacy laws. This reflects the industry
orientation toward the international nature of the
economy.
Several participants called on Congress to review liability issues and intellectual-property
concerns, with respect to electronic information
and networks. Some participants felt the need to
protect providers from action taken over their networks. Some suggested that network providers be
treated more like a public utility, removed from liability for the content of the material carried over
their networks.
Possible Congressional Actions:
* Establish a Privacy Commission.
* Determine regulatory status and liability ofnetwork providers.
* Review intellectual-property laws for enforcement in electronic environments.
Examine European Union privacy laws and review the possibility of bringing U.S. privacy
protections closer to theirs.
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in Network Environments] was published, security conceres like "sniffing" and "spoofing" by intruders, security
holes in popular World Wide Web software, and intrusions
into commercial and government networks have continued to receive attention:
*Password sniffers capture legitimate users' passwords for later
use by intruders. Spoofing involves the use of fake origination
addresses, so that an incoming connection will appear to come
from somewhere else, usually a "legitimate" or "trusted" Inter2
net network protocol (IP) address.
* The U.S. Department of Energy's computer security response
group alerted Internet users to, and issued corrections for, a
flaw in a version of the free UNIX software commonly used to
create World Wide Web "home pages." Depending on how a
World Wide Web server is configured, the vulnerability could
permit a hacker to access the computer's main, or "root" directory. Commercial Web products under development (e.g., for
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electronic commerce) are
3 incorporating additional security features.
During 1993-94, the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) conducted mock attacks
on 8,932 Defense Department computers. The
DISA team broke into 7,860 of these, but the
systems' computer administrators detected
only 390 of the successful "sting" intrusions.
Only about 20 reported the incident. DISA estimates that real attacks on4 Defense systems average about one per day.
The increasing prominence of the Defense
Department's "Information Warfare" doctrine is
raising awareness of threats from economic espio-5
nage, global organized crime, and terrorism
Awareness of technical countermeasures like
firewalls, active intrusion-detection systems, onetime password generators, and challenge-re6
sponse user authentication systems continues to
rise, although7use lags for a number ofreasons, including cost.
This chapter provides an update of executive
branch and private sector cryptography developments, business perspectives on government policies, congressional consideration of privacy
issues, and govemment-wide guidance on information security in the federal agencies. It also
discusses the most recent attempts within the
executive branch to centralize unclassified-information-security authorities government-wide.

The proposed "new order" presented in the Security Policy Board staff's 1994 report (see below)
would increase the government-wide authorities
of the defense and intelligence agencies for unclassified information security within the federal
government. Such an expansion of authorities
would run counter to the unclassified-information-security structure mandated by the Computer
Security Act of 1987 (see chapter 2 and appendix
B), as well as the agency responsibilities set forth
in the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (see below) and the new, proposed revision to Appendix
II of OMB CircularA-130 (see below). The chapter concludes with a discussion of the implications
of these developments for congressional consideration of issues and options identified in the 1994
OTA report Information Security and Privacy in
Network Environments.
UPDATE ON CRYPTOGRAPHY
INITIATIVES
This section highlights selected government and
commercial cryptography developments since
publication of the 1994 report. This is not a comprehensive survey of commercial information-security products and proposals. Mention of
individual companies or products is for illustrative purposes and/or identification only, and
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should not be interpreted as endorsement ofthese
products or approaches.
8

I Executive Branch Developments
In mid-1994, the executive branch indicated an
openness toward exploring alternative forms of
key-escrow encryption (i.e., techniques not implementing the Skipjack algorithm specified in
the Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES)) for use
9
in computer and video networks. However, there
has been no formal commitment to eventually
adopting any alternative to Skipjack in a federal
escrowed-encryption standard for computer
10
data. Moreover, there has been no commitment
to consider alternatives to the EES for telephony.
The question of whether or when there will be
key-escrow encryption federal information processing standards (FIPS) for unclassified data communications and/or file encryption is still open.
There is at present no FIPS specifying use of Skipjack for these applications. (The EES specifies an
implementation of Skipjack as a standard for use
in telephone, not computer, communications.)
However, the Capstone chip and FORTEZZA
card implementation of the Skipjack algorithm is
being used by the Defense Department in the Defense Message System.
Furthermore, there has been no backing away
from the underlying Clinton Administration commitment to "escrowing" encryption keys. With es-
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crowing, there is mandatory key deposit. In the
future, there may be some choice of"escrow agencies" or registries, but at present, EES and Capstone-chip keys are being escrowed within the
Commerce and Treasury Departments. The notion
of optional deposit of keys with registries, which
OTA referredto as "trusteeship" in the 1994 report
(to distinguish it from the Clinton Administration's concept of key escrowing being required as
an integral part of escrowed-encryption systems),
is not being considered. I1
Implementation ofkey escrowing or trusteeship
for large databases (i.e., encryption for file storage, as opposed tocommunications) has not been
addressed by the government. However, commercial key depositories or data-recovery centers are
being proposed by several companies (see next
section on private sector developments). At present,
there is no FIPS for secure key exchange (e.g.,
for use with the Data Encryption Standard (DES).
Turning from encryption to digital signatures,
acceptance and use of the new FIPS for digital signatures are progressing, but slowly. As the 1994
report detailed in its description of the evolution
of the Digital Signature Standard (DSS), patent
problems complicated the development and pro2
mulgation of the standard. 1 Patent-infringement
uncertainties remain forthe DSS, despitethe government's
insistence that the DSS algorithm does
not infringe any valid patents and its offer to in-

8See also OTA,op. eit., fotnote 1, pp. 171-182.
9 Forbaekground,eeappendix Eofthis backgroundpaperandOTA, op.ci., footnote1, pp. 15-16and 171-174.The EscrowedEncryption
Standard is ds.ribed in box 2-3 of tis background
paper.
10See box 2-3. The Capstone chip refers to a hardware kmplementaionof the EES'sSkipjack algorithm,but for daa communications
FORTEZZA(fennly TESSERA)is a PCMCIAcard inplemnentingSkipjackfor danencryption,as well asthe Digitl Signare Standard
(DSS-see box 2-2) and key-enehangefunctions.
I See OTA,op. cit., footnote ip. 171.
12SeeOTA,op.cit., footnote 1,appendixC, especiallypp. 220-21.Fora nae recentaccountofenenarious
lawsuitandcnteritamong
..
pagnnth deeslier=,and iee-
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demnify vendors that develop certificate authori13
ties for a public-key infrastructure.
Plans to implement the DSS throughout government are complicated by the relatively broad private-sector use of a commercial alternative, the
RSA signature system, and some agencies' desire
to use the RSA system instead of, or alongside, the
Digital Signature Standard (DSS). For example,
some federal agencies (e.g., the Central Intelligence Agency) have already purchased and implemented commercial software packages containing
14
RSA-based security features. Moreover, many
agencies and their contractors are interested in
software-based signature systems, rather than
hardware-based implementations. For example,
the Westinghouse Savannah River Company,
which is the management and operating contractor for the DOE at the Savannah River Site, is
seeking a business partner under a cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) arrangement for collaborative development of
software involving application and integration of
the DSS into business-applications software
packages. The goal of the CRADA project is to
produce a software product or module that can be
used to replace paper-based approval signatures
with digital signatures. These digital signatures
would be used, for example, for time and attendance reporting, travel expense reporting, and
other forms management and routing in local area
networks. 15

Cost, as well as interoperability with the private
sector, is an issue. The DSS can be implemented in
hardware, software, or firmware, but the National
Security Agency's (NSA's) preferred implementation is in the FORTEZZA card, along with
the EES algorithm. The FORTEZZA card (formerly called the TESSERA card) is a Personal
Computer Memory Card Industry Association
16
(PCMCIA) card. The FORTEZZA card is used
for data communications; it implements the Skipjack algorithm, as well as key-exchange and digital-signature functions. FORTEZZA applications
include the Defense Department's Defense Message System, Per-workstation costs are significantly higher for the FORTEZZA card than for a
software-based signature implementation alone.
To use FORTEZZA, agencies must have-or upgrade to-computers with PCMCIA card slots, or
must buy PCMCIA readers (about $125 each).
According to NSA, current full costs for FORTEZZA cards are about $150 each in relatively
small initial production lots; of this cost, about
$98 is for the Capstone chip. About 3,000 FORTEZZA cards had been produced as ofApril 1995
and another 33,000 were on contract. NSA hopes
to award a large-scale production contract in fall
1995 for 200,000 to 400,000 units. In these quantities, according to NSA, unit costs should be below the $100 per anit target established for the
17
program.
Thus, the FORTEZZA production
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contract would be on the order of $20 million to
$40 million.
The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) is working on what is intended to become a market-driven validation system for vendors' DSS products. This isbeing done
within the framework of overall requirements developed for FIPS 140-1, "Security Requirements
for Cryptographic Modules" (January 11, 1994).
NIST is also developing a draft FIPS for "Cryptographic Service Calls" that would use relatively
high-level application program interfaces (e.g.,
"sign" or "verify") to call on any of a variety of
cryptographic modules. The intention is to allow
flexibility ofimplementation in what NIST recognizes is a "hybrid world." Unfortunately, this
work appears to have been slowed due to the traditional scarcity of funds for such core security programs at NIST (see chapter 2 and the 1994 OTA
report, pp. 20 and 164).
Due to lack of procurement funds and to avoid
duplicating other agencies' operational efforts,
NIST did not issue a solicitation for public-key
certificate services. The U.S. Postal Service and
the General Services Administration have at present taken the lead on a government public-key in8
frastructuret The 1996 Clinton Administration
budget proposals reportedly do not specify funds
19
for NIST work related to the DSS, or the EES
However, according to the draft charter of the
Government Information Technology Services
Public-Key Infrastructure Federal Steering Committee, NIST will chair and provide administrative support for the Public-Key Infrastructure
(PKI) Federal Steering Commrittee that is being
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formed to provide guidance and assistance in developing an interoperable, secure public-key infrastructure to support electronic commerce,
electronic mail, and other applications.
The Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), the Defense Information Systems
Agency, and NSA have agreed to establish an Information Systems Security Research Joint
Technology Office (JTO) to coordinate research
programs and long-range strategic planning for
information systems security research and to expedite delivery of security technologies to DISA.
Part of the functions of JTO will be to:
Encourage the U.S. industrial base to develop
commercial products with built-in security to
be used in Defense Department systems. Develop alliances with industry to raise the level of security in all U.S. systems. Bring
together private sector leaders in information
security to advise JTO and build consensus
for the resulting program.
* Identify areas for which standards need to be
developed for information systems security.
* Facilitate the availability and use of NSAcertified cryptography within information
20
systems security research programs.
According to the Memorandum of Agreement establishing JTO, its work is intended to improve
DISA's ability to safeguard the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and availability of data in Defense Department information systems, provide a
"robust first line of defense" for defensive information warfare, and permit electronic commerce between the Defense and its contractors.
(See discussion of the Defense Department's "Information Warfare" activities later in this chapter.)
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I Private Sector Developments
At the end of January 1995, AT&T Corp. and
VLSI Technology, Inc., announced plans to develop an encryption microchip that would rival the
Clipper and Capstone chips. The AT&T/VLSI
chip will have the stronger, triple-DES implementation of the Data Encryption Standard algo21
rithm. It is intended for use in a variety of
consumer devices, including cellular telephones,
television decoder boxes for video-on-demand
22
services, and personal computers. The AT&T/
VLSI chips do not include key escrowing. Under
current export regulations, they would be subject
to State Department export controls.
Industry observers consider this development
especially significant as an indicator of the lack of
market support for Clipper and Capstone chips because AT&T manufactures a commercial product
using Clipper chips (the AT&T Surity Telephone
Device) and VLSI is the NSA contractor making
the chips that Mykotronx programs (e.g., with the
Skipjack algorithln and keys) to become Clipper
and Capstone chips.
The international banking and financial conmunities have long used encryption and authentication methods based on the DES. These have a
large installed base of DES technology; a transition to an incompatible (non-DES-based) new
technology would be lengthy. The Accredited
Standards Committee (ASC X9), which sets data
security standards for the U.S. banking and finan-

cial services industries, has announced that it will
develop new encryption standards based on triple
DES. ASC X9 will designate a subeommittee to
develop technical
standards for triple-DES ap23
plications.
RSA Data Security, Inc., recently announced
another symmetric encryption algorithm, called
24
RC5. According to the company, RC5 is faster
than the DES algorithm, is suitable for hardware
or software implementation, and has a range of
user-selected security levels. Users can select key
lengths ranging up to 2,040 bits, depending on the
levels of security and speedneeded. The RSA digital signature system (see box 2-2), from the same
company, is a leading commercial rival to the Digital Signature Standard. RSA-based technology is
also part of a new, proposed industry standard for
25
protecting business transactions on the Internet.
Another private sector standards group, the
IEEE P1363 working group on public-key cryptography, is developing a voluntary standard for
"RSA, Diffie-Hellman, and Related Public-Key
Cryptography" (see figure 2-5). The group held a
public meeting in Oakland, California,
on May
26
10, 1995, to review a draft standard.
Several companies and individuals have proposed alternative approaches to key-escrow
27
encryption. According to a "taxonomy" by Dorothy Denning and Dennis Branstad, there are
some 20 different alternatives, including:

211i"tiple ES," theDES algorithmis usedsequentiallywiththree differentkeys, toeerypt, decypi, then re-eneUps Tripleencrypion
withtheDESoffersmoresecuity than havinga seret keythat istwice as longas the 56-bitkeyspeifiedin TheFITPS.
Them is, howevernFiPS
specifying iple DES.
22jared SandbergandDon Clark,"AT&T,VLSITechnologyTo DevelopMicrchips ThatOffer DataSecurity,"The WalStretJoural,
Jan.31, 1995; see also Brad Bass, op. elt., footnote 19.
23CIPHER(Nwsletterofthe IEEECompurSocity'sTC n Se...ty
andPriay), El-trnssuoN. 4, Carl Ladwhr(d), Ma. 1O,
1995,availablefrom (htplswsw ,td.nri.nasy.millTD5540ieeelsipher/ipher-arhivs.html).
24RonaldL. Rivest "The RCSEncyption Algorithm,"Ds Dobbk Journal,January 1995,pp. 146, 148.
25Peter H. Lewis,"Accord Is Reachedon a CommonSecurity System for theInteret,' The
York
in Tes, Apr 1i, 1995,p.D5. The
proposedstandardwill be usedis safeguardWorld wide Websersises.
26Ibid. Draftsectons ameavailableviaanonymousRpto rsa.sm inthe"publp 1363"diretory. The workinggroup'selectronicmailinglist
is <pt363@rsacom>; tojoin, send e-mail to <p 363-requesI@tsa.sm>.
27SeeElibeth Ce-omn, "Thre Ways To Catch, Code: as ngton Post, Mar 16, 1995,pp. B1, B 12.The article aIs. discussestha
Hewlett-Packard'sproposed"nationalflag card" approachto goveessnt-appoved encryption.
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* AT&T CryptoBackup,
* Bankers Trust International Corporate Key
Escrow,
* Bell Atlantic Key Escrow,
* Fortress KISS,
* Micali Fair Cryptosystems,
* TECSEC VEIL,
* TIS Commercial Software Key Escrow
System,
* and
28
TIS Software Key Escrow System.
Variously, these use public (i.e., published, unclassified) encryption algorithms, thus potentially
allowing implementation in software as well as
hardware. They use commercial or private key-escrow systems, with data recovery services that can
be made available to individuals and organizations, as well as to law enforcement (with proper
authorization). A brief description of two of the
commercial approaches follows, based on information provided by Trusted Information Systems (TIS) and Bankers Trust. The Bankers Trust
system is hardware based; the TIS system is software-based.
Bankers Trust has proposed its system to the
U.S. government and business community. According to Bankers Trust, its international private
key-escrow system ensures privacy and security,
while preserving law enforcement and national security capabilities. Bankers Trust believes there is
a need for escrowed keys in business applications,
so that encrypted information can be recovered
when a key has been lost or is otherwise unavailable. The Bankers Trust system supports different
encryption methods, thus accommodating different national policies (e.g., regarding export, import, or use controls). The Bankers Trust system

uses a hardware device to encrypt information
stored in and transmitted through global information infrastructures, including voice, fax,
store-and-forward messaging, and data-storageand-retrieval systems. Bankers Trust believes that
the requirement of a device will be consistent with
the rapidly emerging use of smart cards for network financial transactions, together with the
need to secure the global information
infrastruc29
ture against potential abuse.
Under Bankers Trust's system, the owner of the
encryption device selects an encryption algorithm
and escrows the key or fragments of the key with
one or more trusted
entities (escrow agents).
These could be a commercial company. The system allows owners to freely change algorithms,
keys, and agents at any time; owners might make
these changes as part of a standard security policy
or as an added security measure after any suspected problem. Bankers Trust's system enables
owners to access their key(s) to decrypt encrypted
information when necessary. It also permits law
enforcement, with proper legal authorization, to
obtain keys to decrypt information. Additionally,
it contains extensive audit and other30procedures to
ensure the integrity of the system.
The government is looking at various alternative
approaches to key-escrow encryption. At this
writing, the commercial escrowing alternative
proposed by Trusted Information Systems, Inc., is
undergoing internal government review to determine whether such an approach may be feasible to
meetnational security and law enforcement objec3
tives. 1 The TIS approach is software rather than
32
hardware-based. Like the Bankers Trust system,
but in contrast to the BES/Capstone approach to
escrowing, it would also permit the rightful "key

28ScoDorothyE. Denna DennisBmstad, "A Tonomyfor KeyEsrow Enryptionohcming, obtainedfrom the authorIdearnngC.g rowwn.dou).
29NanetteDiTosto,BankensTrust,personalcommunication,Apr.10, 1995.
30Ibid.
31F Lyn, McNuity,Asooia, Dirotor for ComputerSe ity, NIST,p.onal ommunication, Feb. 24,1995 and Mar. 21, 1995.
32StephenT.Walker,etal.,"CommercialKeyEscrow:SomethingforEveryoneNowand fortheFure,"Jan. 3,19955, stedInformation
Sytano, to., TISReport No.541.
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owners"-notjust law enforcement agencies-to
recover the contents of encrypted messages or
files, if the keys became unavailable due to accident, malfeasance, error, or so forth.
In the TIS scheme, a user would register his or
her escrowed-encryption computer program with
a commercial, government, or corporate data recovery center. The interactive registration process
would provide the user's computer program with
information to be used in creating the "data recovery field" (analogous to the LEAF in the EES
method-see box 2-3) that would be appended to
all encrypted communications (or files). Any encryption algorithm could be used but the software
implementation cannot protect the "secrecy" of a
classified algorithm. According to TIS, its proposal relies on "binding" a software key-escrow
system to the chosen encryption algoritun. Implementing this type of software "binding" is difficult, but if done properly, it would prevent
someone from separating the computer program's
encryption functions from the key-escrowing
functions and would prevent use of the program
for encryption using nonescrowed keys. The
"binding" features of the TIS proposal are intended to prevent use of the encryption function if
key escrowing is disabled, or "spoofing" the sys33
tem by creating spurious data recovery fields.
UPDATE ON BUSINESS PERSPECTIVES
Representatives of major U.S. computer and software companies have reaffirmed the importance
ofsecurity and privacy protections in the developing global information infrastructure (GII). According to the Computer Systems Policy Project
(CSPP):
The GIl will not flourish without effective seerity mechanisms to protect commercial transactions. Consumers and providers of products
and services, particularly those involving health

care and international commerce, will not use
GtI applications unless they are confident that
electronic communications and transactions
will be confidential, that the origin of messages
can be verified, that personal privacy can be protected, and that security mechanisms will not
impede
34 the transnational flow of electronic
data.
But there are strong and serious business concerns
that government interests, especially in the standards arena, could stifle conmercial development
and use of networks in the international arena:
Governments have a critical interest in commercial security mechanisms that are consistent
with their own national security needs. As a result, they must participate in private sector efforts to develop and adopt security standards.
However, government needs should not be used
as reasons to replace or overwhelm the private
sector standards processes.
To meet the security goals for the GII (as well
as privacy goals supported by security solutions),
the CSPP recommended that:
All participating countries must adopt standards to support mechanisms that are acceptable to the private sector and suitable to
commercial transactions. These standards
must also ensure privacy and authentication.
This may require nations to adopt commercia security solutions that are different and
separate from solutions for national security
anddiplomatic purposes.
* The U.S. government must cooperatewith industry to resolve U.S, policy concerns that
have blocked acceptance of international encryption mechanisms necessary for commercial transactions.
* The private sector and government should
convene a joint international conference to
address the need for security mechanisms to
support commercial applications and to de-

33 Ste Lipner,TrustedInformationSystems,Inc.,personalcommunication,Jan.9, 1995.Accordingto Lipner,the NationalSecarity
Agencyintroducedthe term bindingto the lexicon,to refer to this teature.
34ComputerSystems Policy Project,Perspectivesoe Ito Global
ttfnitagon
fraetntcture
..
Februry
, p. 9.
199 5
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velop a strategy for35implementing acceptable
security solutions.
In June 1994, the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) issuedareport onthepolicy issues raised by introduction ofthe EES. The ACM
report, prepared by a panel drawn from government, the computer industry, and the legal and
academic communities, discussed the history and
technology of cryptography and the value and importance of privacy, concluding with identification of key questions that need to be considered in
reaching conclusions regarding:
What cryptography policy best accommodates our national needs for secure communications
and privacy, industry success, effective
36
law enforcement, and national security?
The U.S. Public Policy Committee of the ACM
(USACM) issued a companion set ofrecommendations, focusing on the need for:
* open forums for cryptography policy development, in which government, industry, and
the public could participate;
* encryption standards that do not place U.S.
manufacturers at a disadvantage in the global
marketplace and do not adversely affect technological development within the United
States;
* changes in FIPS development, such as placing the process under the Administrative Procedures Act;
* withdrawal of the Clipper chip proposal by
the Clinton Administration and the beginning of an open and public review of encryption policy; and
* development of technologies and institutional practices that will provide real privacy for
future users of the 7National Information Infrastructre (NIt).1

35Ibd., pp. 9-10.
36SmaLandau a

KeyiadConituesin
,,"Codf,
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Also in 1994, the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) issued its "ICC Position Paper
on International Encryption Policy." ICC noted
the growing importance ofcryptography in securing business information and transactions on an
international basis and, therefore, the significance
ofrestrictions and controls on encryption methods
as "artificial obstacles" to trade. ICC urged governments "not to adopt a restrictive approach
which would place a particularly onerous
burden
38
on business and society as a whole." ICC's position paper called on governments to: 1) remove
unnecessary export and import controls, usage restrictions, restrictive licensing arrangements and
the like on encryption methods used in commercial applications; 2) enable network interoperability by encouraging global standardization; 3)
maximize users' freedom of choice; and 4) work
together with industry to resolve barriers byjointly developing a comprehensive international
policy on encryption. ICC recommended that
global encryption policy be based on broad principles:
Different encryption methods will be needed
to fulfill a variety of user needs. Users should
be free to use and implement the already existing framework of generally available and
generally accepted encryption methods and
to choose keys and key management without
restrictions. Cryptographic algorithms and
key-management schemes must be open to
public scrutiny for the commercial sector to
gainthe necessary level of confidence in
them.
Commercial users, vendors, and govemments should work together in an open international forasmin preparing and approving
global standards.

.S.CrptrPolicy,"Assoeiaton for ConputiingMachiry, In,3Jme 1994.

37
1SACM,
Juor 1994.
5
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York,
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* Both hardware and software implementations
of encryption methods should be allowed.
Vendors and users should be free to make
technical and economic choices about modes
of implementation and operation.
* Owners, providers, and users of encryption
methods should agree on ihe responsibility,
accountability, and liability for such
methods.
* With the exceptin of encryption methods
specifically developed for military or diplomatic uses, encryption methods should not be
subject to export or import controls, usage restrictions, restrictive3 9licensing arrangements,
or other restrictions.
The United States Council for International
Business (USCIB) subsequently issued position
papers on "Business Requirements for Encryp' 40
lion
and "Liability Issues and the U.S. Admin' '4 1
istration's Encryption Initiatives.
The USCIB
favored breaking down the "artificial barriers" to
U.S. companies' competitiveness and ability to
implement powerful security imposed by overly
restrictive export controls. The Council called for
international agreement on realistic encryption requirements, including free choice of encryption
algorithms and key management methods, public
scrutiny of proposed standard algorithms, free exportlimport of accepted standards, flexibility in
implementation (hardware or software), and liability requirements for escrow agents if escrowing is used:
Business recommends the removal of unfounded export controls on commercial encryption. In the absence of relief from export
controls, business recommends that the following steps be undertaken in order to achieve an
encryption policy that is internationally acceptable:

(a) the Administration endorse the requirements outlined in this paper
(b) the Administration enter into bilateral and
multilateral discussions with other nations
to achieve the widespread adoption of these
requirements.
If key escrowing is to be used, the USCIB proposed that:
* a government not be the sole holder of the entire key except at the discretion of the user;
* the key escrow agent make keys available to
lawfully authorized entities when presented
with proper, written legal authorizations (including international cooperation when the
key is requested by a foreign government);
* the process for obtaining and using keys for
wiretapping purposes must be auditable;
* keys obtained from escrowing agents by law
enforcement must be used only for a specified, limited time frame; and
* the owner ofthe key must (also) be able
40 2 to obtaonthe keys from the escrow agent.
The USCIB has also identified a number of
distinctive business concerns with respect to the
U.S. government's position on encryption and
liability:
* uncertainty regarding whether the Clinton
Administration might authorize strict government liability for misappropriation of
keys, including adoption of tamperpreof
measures to account for every escrowed unit
key and family key (see box 2-3);
* the degree of care underlying design of Skipjack, EES, and Capstone (given the government's still-unresolved degree, if any, of
liability);
* the confusion concerning whether the government intends to disclaim all liability in
connection with the EES and Capstone initia-

31Ibid.,pp. 3-4.
40United Staes Council forInternationalBusiness,"BusinessRequiremewns
for Encryption,"Nan York,NY,Oct. t, 1994.
41Unied StatesCouncilfor Inenational Business,"LiabilityIssuesandthe U.S.Administron's Eneryption nitiatives,"Ne York, NY
Nv 2, 1994.
a2USCIO,op. air, footne 40, pp, 34.
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tives, and the extent to which family keys,
unit keys, and law enforcement decryption
devices will be adequately secured; and
uneertainties regarding the liability of nongovernmental parties (e.g., chip manufacturers, vendors, and their4 3employees) for
misconduct or negligence.
These types of concerns have remained unresolved (see related discussion and options presented in the 1994 OTA report, pp. 16-18 and
171-182).
Liability issues are important to the development of electronic commerce and the underpinning institutional infrastructures, including (but
not limited to) escrow agents for key-escrowed
encryption systems and certificate authorities for
public-key infrastructures. Widespread use ofertificate-based public-key infrastrctures will require resolution and harmonization of liability
requirements for trusted entities, whether these be
federal certificate authorities, private certificate
(or "certification") authorities, escrow agents,
banks, clearinghouses,
value-added networks, or
44
other entities.
There is increasing momentum toward frameworks within which to resolve legal issues pertaining to digital signatures and to liability. For
example:
* The Science and Technology Section of the
American BarAssociation's Information Secu-

rity Committee is drafting "Global Digital Signature Guidelines" and model digital-signature
legislation.
* With participation by the International Chamber of Commerce and the U.S. State Department the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law has completed a Model Law on electronic data interchange (EDI).
* Utah45has just enacted digital signature legislation.
46

The Utah Digital Signature Act is intended to
provide a reliable means for signing computerbased documents and legal recognition of digital
signatures using "strong authentication techniques" based on asymmetric cryptography. To
assure a minimum level of reliability in digital
signatures, the Utah statute provides for the licensing and regulation of certification authorities
by a "Digital Signature Agency" (e.g., the Division of Corporations and Commercial Code of the
Utah Department of Commerce). The act, first
drafted as a proposed model law, provides that the
private key is the property of the subscriber who
rightfully holds it (and who has a duty to keep it
confidential); thus, tort or criminal actions are
possible fortheft or misuse. It is technology-independent; that is, it does not mandate use of a spe47
cific signature technique. The management of
the system described in the Utah statute can easily

43USCIB,op. cit.,
footnote 4t, pp. 2-6.
4Seefotote13for
discssionoflabiityexposur,
legal
considerations,
tonandconmtrtreedies,government
consent
uabliabh,

and

recommendations
and approaches
t mitigate
liability.
45Information
onthe
American
BarAssociationandUnitedNatio

tiitis
proiddbyMihael Baum,Principal,
Idependent
Montr-

ing,personalcommunication,
Mar.19,1995.
Seealso
Michael
S.
naum,
FederalCertfication
AuahrityLiabili
andPole, Lot aondPoeof
CrifaeBodPbliKy'odDigitctatSignatoros,
NIST.GCR-94-654,NTIS
Doe.No.PB94-191-202
(Spingfield,
VA:Natioal
Technical
Information
Service,
1994).
46Utah
Digital
Signature
Legislative
FacilitationCommitee,
"UtahDigital
Signature
Lsgilation,"Dee.
2 ,1994.
TheUtah,Digital
Signaon March10, 1995,
as section
46-3-101
et seq., UtahCodoAvtosared.
(Prof.
LeeHollam.University
ofUtah.

treActwassigned
into la

personalcommunication,
Mar 22, 1995)
47Utah
Digital
Sigratre
Act,
ibid.
Theods legislation
s ndosed
bythe
American
BarAsoition,
Information
Security
Cmmitte
ofthe
ScienceandTechnology
Section,
EDtInformationTechnologyDivision;
P.L LeeHollaar,University
ofUtah;
Salt LakeLegal
Defendott Assoc.;
StaewtdAssoiationofhblic
Attorneys;
UtahAttorney
Gencral's
Offie;
UtahDept.
afCcnections;
UtahIors

ationTechnolo-

gyCommission;
Utah JudicialCounclI; andUtah StateTaxCommission.
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48

be privatized and globalized. The information at
the Digital Signature Agency can be as little as the
authorizationofone or more private sector certificate authorities; a certificate authority can operate
49
in many states, having authorizations for each.
UPDATE ON PRIVACY LEGISLATION
In the 104th Congress, bills have been introduced
to address the privacy-related issues of search and
seizure, access to personal records, content of
electronic information, drag testing, and immigration and social security card fraud problems.
Inaddition, Representative Cardiss Collins has reintroduced legislation (H.R. 184) to establish a
Privacy Protection Commission.
The "Individual Privacy Protection Act of 1995"
(H.R. 184) is identical to legislation Representative Collins introduced in the 103rd Congress
(H.R. 135). Both bills are similar to legislation
introduced in the 103rd Congress by Senator Paul
Simon (S. 1735). The establishment of a Privacy
Protection Commission was endorsed by the Vice
President's National Performance Review and encouraged in a 1993 statement by Sally Katzen, the
Administrator of the Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management
5°
and Budget. H.R. 184 would establish a fivemember Privacy Protection Commission charged
with ensuring the privacy rights of U.S. citizens,
providing advisory guidance on matters related to
electronic data storage, and promoting and encouraging the adoption of fair information practices and the principle of collection limitation.
Immigration concerns and worker eligibility are
prompting reexamination of social security card
fraud and discussion over a national identification
database. At least eight bills have been introduced

in the 104th Congress to develop tamper-proof or
counterfeit-resistant social security cards (H.R.
560, H.R. 570, H.R. 756, H.R. 785) and to promote research toward a national identification database (H.R_ 502, H.R. 195, S.456, S.269).
Four bills have been introduced modifying
search and seizure limitations: H.R. 3, H.R. 666,
S.3, and S.54. The "Exclusionary RuleReform
Act of 1995" (H.R. 666 and companion S.54),
which revises the limitations on evidence found
during a search, passed the House on February 10,
1995. Similar provisions have been included in
crime legislation introduced in both Houses, S.3
and H.R. 3. The Senate Committee on the Judiciary has held a hearing on Title V ofS. 3, the provisions reforming the exclusionary rule.
Also this session, legislation has been introduced increasing privacy protection by restricting
the use or sale oflists collected by communication
carriers (H.R. 411) and the U.S. Postal Service
(H.R. 434), defining personal medical privacy
rights (H.R. 435, S.7), detailing acceptable usage
of credit report information (H.R. 561), and mandating procedures for determining the reliability
of drug testing (H.R. 153). These bills establish
guidelines in specific areas, butdo not attempt to
address the overall challenges facing privacy
rights in an electronic age.
The "Family Privacy Bill" (H.R. 1271) passed
the House on April 4, 1995. H.R. 1271,
introduced by Representative Steve Horn on
March 21,1995, is intended to provide parents the
right to supervise and choose their children's participation in any federally funded survey or questionnaire that involves intrusive questioning on
51
sensitive issues.
Some have raised concerns
about the bill on the grounds that it might danger-

48The Utahact envisionsuse of sgtaires based on standardssimilarto or includingtheANSI X.9.30 or ITUX.509 standnrs (i5id.).
49Prof.Lee Hotlaar.Universityof Utah,personalcommunication, tav 22, 1595.
50Statementby SIlyKao, Adminisator,jOffice of Infoatiornod RegulatoryAffairs,OMBandChair, InfomatonPolicy Committee, Informationlnfroastrctur Tak Force, Nov.iSh, 1993(CongreosaReordp.S.5131).
5 Reprsntaivo Scott Mcnis, CogressiosnaRevrd,Apr. 4,1995, p. H4126.
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ouslylimit
local police authority to question minors and threaten investigations of child abuse, or
hinder doctors in obtaining
timely patient in52
formation on children.
In addition, the Office of Management and
Budget recently published notice of "Draft Principles for Providing and using Personal Informa53
tion and Commentary. " These were developed
by the Information Infrastructure Task Force's
Working Group on Privacy and are intended toupdate and revise the Code ofFair Information Practices
that was developed in theearly1970sand
used in development of the Privacy Act of 1974.

mentum for consolidating information-security
authorities government-wide, thereby increasing
the role of the defense and intelligence agencies
for unclassified information security overall:
Protection of U.S. information systems is
also clouded by legal
restrictions putforth, for
example, in the Computer Security Act of 1987.

Of concern
to the Task Force is the fact that
IW [Information Warfare] technologies andcapabilities are largely being developed inanopen
commercial market and
areoutside of direct
s
Government control.5
Such a consolidation and/or expansion would run
counter to current statutory authorities and to the
Office of Management and Budget the Office of
UPDATE ON INFORMATION-SECURITY
Management and Budget (OMB's) proposed new
POLICY INITIATIVES AND LEGISLATION
government-wide security and privacy policyThe Defense Department's "Information Warfare"
activities address the opportunities and vulnera- guidance (see below).
bilities inherent in its (and the country's) increasI The Joint Security Commission
ing reliance on information and information
In mid-1993, the Joint Security Commission was
systems. There are a variety of Information Warconvened by the Secretary of Defense andthe Difare activities ongoing in Department services and
rector of Central
Intelligence to develop a "new
agencies, the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
54
approach to security thatwould assure the adequaand elsewhere.
The Department's Defensive
cy of protection within the contours of a security
Information Warfare program goals
focus on techsystem that is simplified, more uniform, and more
nology development to counter vulnerabilities
56
cost effective." The Joint Security Commisstemming from its growing dependence on
sion's
report
made
recommendations across a
information systems and the commercial informacomprehensive range of areas, including:
tion infrastructure (e.g., the public-switched network and the Internet). The Information Systems
* classification management;
Security Research Joint Technology Office estab* threat assessments;
lished by ARPA, DISA, and NSA (see above) will
* personnel
security andthe clearance
process;
pursue research and development pursuant to
* physical, technical, and procedural security;
these goals.
* protection of advanced technologies;
The increasing prominence ofInformation WarSa joint
investigative service;
fare issues has contributed to an increasing ino* accounting forthe costs of security;

52Rpnc ntive Cadiss Collins, CoreessionalRecord, Ap. 4,1995, p. H4126.
53FederalRegisr, Jan.20, 1995,pp. 4362-4370.
54See, e.g.Offite ofthe UnderSecretaryofDense for Acquisitionand Technology,"Report ofthe DefenseScienceBoardSuanerSady
Task Face on infiomatin Architecure for he Battlefield,"October1994.
55Ibid.,p.52.
56Joint SecurityCommrisiont,
RedefiigScury.d Rcor o tiheSecrtayof Df .....
ndDiretor ofCnal huaelligencu,
Feb.28, 1994
(qutefrom lonfitranmitta. Saaciso U.S.Congress,Hose ofRepreaies, PrmaentSelectCommiteeon Intaellgec,"itiiigence
Authcicai, Act for Fi caYear I994,"Oept. 103-162,Part 1, 103dCongress, Iatssion, June 29, 1993,pp. 26-27.
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* security awareness, training, and education;
* information systems security and
* a secait architecture
for the ffiture [empha57
sis added].
The Joint Security Commission report's sec5s
tions on information systems security and a se59
curity architecture for the future are of special
interest. In the context of its charter, the Commission proposes a unified security policy structure
and authority for classified and unclassified information in the defense/intelligence community.60 However, the report also recommends a more
general centralization of information security
along these lines government-wide; the executive
summary highlights the conclusion that the security centralization within the defense/intelligence
community described in the report should be ex6
tended government-wide. ' The report also recommends "establishment of a national level
security policy committee to provide structure and
coherence to U.S. Government
security policy,
62
practices and procedures."

I The Security Policy Board
On September 16, 1994, President Clinton signed
Presidential Decision Directive 29 (PDD-29).
PDD-29, "Security Policy Coordination," established a new structure, under the direction ofthe
National Security Council (NSC), for the coordination, formulation, evaluation, and oversight
63
of U.S. security policy. According to the description of PDD-29 provided to OTA by NSC,
the directive designates the former Joint Security
Executive Committee established by the Secre-

tary ofDefense and the Director ofCentral Intelligence as the Security Policy Board.
The Security Policy Board (SPB) subsumes the
functions of a number ofprevious national security groups and committees. The SPB members include the Director of Central Intelligence, Deputy
Secretary of Defense, Vice Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Deputy Secretary of State, Under
Secretary of Energy, Deputy Secretary of Commerce, and Deputy Attorney General; plus one
Deputy Secretary from "another non-defense related agency" selected on a rotating basis, and one
representative each from OMB and NSC staff.
The Security Policy Forum that had been established under the Joint Security Executive Committee was retained under the SPB. The forum is
composed of seniorrepresentatives from over two
dozen defense, intelligence, and civilian agencies
and departments; the fonun chair is appointed by
the SPB chair. The Security Policy Forum functions are to: consider security policy issues raised
by its members or others, develop security policy
initiatives and obtain comments for the SPB from
departments and agencies, evaluate the effectiveness of security policies, monitor and guide the
implementation of security policies to ensure coherence and consistency, and oversee application
of security policies to ensure they6 4are equitable
and consistent with national goals.
PDD-29 also established a Security Policy Advisory Board offive members from industry. This
independent, nongovernmental advisory board is
intended to advise the President on implementation of the policy principles guiding the "new"

57Joint SecurityComnisson, ibid.
5sIbid.,
pp. 101-113.
59Ibid.,pp. 127 et saq.
to Ibid.,p 10, firs paragraph.;
p. 10, reome ndatia ; pp. i27-130.
61Ibid.,p. viii,
top.
62Ibd.,
p. 130.
63Alihogh it is unclassified,PDD-29hasnotbeen released.Thisdiscussionisbaned a fact she,erovded to TAbyNSC;thactscet
is said tobe a "nearly verbatimtxt ofthe Pun," withtheonly diffeaces being "minorgrammaticalones." DavidS. VanTasuel Director,
Aaces Managesni, NSC), seae to Joan Winston(OTA) andenclossr, Feb. 16,1995.
6iIbid.
(fact
shaat).
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formulation, evaluation, and oversight of U.S. security policy, and to provide theSPB and the intelligence community with a "public interest"
perspective. The SPB isauthorized to establish interagency working groups asnecessary to carry
out its functions and to ensure interagency input to
and coordination of security policy, procedures,
and practices, with staffs to support theSPB and
any other groups or fora established pursuant to
PDD-29.
PDD-29 was not intended to change or amend
existing authorities
or responsibilities of the
members of theSPB, as "contained in the National Security Act of 1947, other existing laws or
65
Executive Orders." PDD-29 does notrefer specifically to government information security
policy, procedures, and practices, or to unclassified information security government-wide. Nevertheless, theproposed detailed implementation
ofthe directive with respect to information security, as articulated in the Security Policy Board's
staffreport, "Creating a New Order in U.S. Security Policy," is a departure from theinformation security structure
set forth in theComputer Security
Act of 1987. The SPB staff report appears to recognize this mismatch between its proposal and
statutory authorities for unclassified information
security, noting the Computer Security Act under
information-security "actions required" to implement PDD-29.66
The SPB staffreport's proposed "new order" for
information security builds on theJoint Security
Commission's analysis and recommendations to
67
establish a "unifying body" government-wide.
With respect to information security, the new SPB
structure would involve organizing an Information Systems Security Committee (ISSC) charged
with "coupling the development of policy for both

the classified and the sensitive but unclassified
communities." The SPB staff report generally
notes that:
Realignment into this new sticture will require a transition effort that will include the necessary coordination to effect changes to several
executive and legislative edicts.
... An endorsement of this proposed reorganization will include authorization for the Director, Board Staff to proceed with the
establishment of a transition team and coordinate all activities necessary to effect the U.S.
Government's
conversion to this new struc6
ture. 8

As motivation for the changes, the SPB staffreport notes that:
Nowhere in the proposed new order does the
goal to create cohesive, cost-effective, and operationally effective security policy encounter a
greater challenge than in the area of protecting
information systems and networks. The national
architecture under development will provide
vast amounts of information to all consumers
rapidly and for a reasonable price. The ability to
link and communicate with a wide variety of
networks will not only be a key to productivity
but will also be an "Achilles heel." Some of this
nation's most significant vulnerabilities lie
within the sensitive but unclassified networks
that perform the basic function that we all take
for granted. The coupling of policy requirements for sensitive but unclassified systems
within those for classified systems dictates the
need for a comprehensive structure
69 to address
these needs in a cohesive fashion.
This "comprehensive structure" would be the new
Information
Systems Security Committee
(ISSC), which would be:

65ibid.
6 U.S.Securty PolicyBoard Staff,"Crating New Order in U.S.Security Policy,"No 21, 1994.p. 18.
67Ibid.,p.3. SeeElibeth Sikorosky,"NSCProposesToShiftPoicy-Makng Duties,"FederalpComptr ekJan. 23,1995,pp. 1,45.
Seeelan KevinPoer, "AdministrationFloatsNe Infmaon Security Policy,"Governient ConputerMe, Jan. 23, 1995,p. 59.
66
0U.S. Serity Policy Board Staff, op. cit., footnote , p. it-lit.
69Ibid.,
p. 15.
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.. based on the foundation of the current
NSTISSC [National Security Telecommunications and Information Systems Security Committee, see appendix B] but will have
responsibility for both the elassified and the sen
sitive but unclassified world.
The ISSC would bejointly chaired at the SES
[Senior Executive Service] or General Officer
level by DOD and OMB. This new body would
consist of voting representatives from each of
the agencies/departments currently represented
on the NSTISSC and its two subcommittees,
NIST and the civil agencies it represents, and
other appropriate ageneiesldepartments, such as
DISA, which are currently not represented on
the NSTISSC. This body would create working
groups as needed to address topics of interest.
The ISSC would eventually have authority
over all classified and unclassified but sensitive
systems, and would report to through the [Security Policy] Fornm and Board to the NSC. Thus,
policies would have the full force and authority
of an NSC Directive, rather than the relatively
"toothless" issuances currently emanating from
the NSTISSC. NSA would continue to provide
the secretariat to the new national INFOSEC
[Information Security] structure, since the secretariat is a well-finctioning, highly-efficient,
and effective body.
.. A joint strategy would have to be devised
for a smooth transition between the current and
new structures, which would ensure that current
momentum is maintained and continuity preserved. In addition,a new definition must be developed for "national security informoation, "
and it niust be deteruiniedhow such infornation
relates to the unclassifiedorenafromi a national
security standpoint [emphasis added]. Issues
such as voting in such a potentially unwieldy organization must also be resolved.70

At this writing, the extent to which the SPB
information security proposals, ISSC, and the
development of a new definition of "national security information" have or have not been "endorsed" within the executive branch isunclear.
Outside te executive branch, however, the proposals have been met with concern and dismay
reminiscent of reactions to National Security Decision Directive-145 (NSDD-145) a decade ago
71
(see chapter 2 and appendix B). Moreover, they
run counter to the statutory
agency authorities set
forth in the 104th Congress in the Paperwork Redntion Act of 1995 (see below), as well as those
in the Computer Security Act of 1987.
At its March 23-24, 1995 meeting, the Computer Systems Security and Privacy Board that was
established by the Computer Security Act issued
Resolution 95-3, recommending that the SPB
await broader discussion ofissues before proceedingwith its plans
"to control unclassified,
but sensitive systems."
Concerns have also been expressed within the
executive branch. The ISSC information-security
structure that would increase the role of the defenseand intelligence communities in government-wide unclassified information security runs
counter
to the Clinton Administration's "basic assumptions" about free information flow and public accessibility as articulated in the 1993 revision
of OMB CircularA- 130, '7"Management
of Federal
2
Information Resources.
Moreover, some senior federal computer security managers have expressed concern about what
they consider premature
implementation of the
SPB staff report's proposed centralization of information-security functions and responsibilities.
In a January 11, 1995, letter to Sally Katzen,
Administrator, Office of Information and Regulatory

tIbid.,pp. 17-18.SeppensCfthispaperandOTA, op. ci.,forstote I, pp. 132-148 fordiscussionofNSDD-145,the intent ofthe
Conputer SecurityAct of 1987,and NSTISSC.
71SeeNl Munrno,"WhiteHoue Srcuity Panel, Rir Hacklrs," Irahegoi T-c-o,gy, Feb. 23, 1995,pp. 6,8.
72OMIB
Cirular A-13-Revised, June 25,1993, Transmitut MemorandumNo. 1, see. 7.
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Affairs (released March 23, 1995), the Steering
Committee ofthe Federal Computer Security Pro73
gram Manager's Fopum
indicated "unanimous
disagreement" with the Security Policy Board's
proposal and urged OMB to "take appropriate action to restrict implementation of the SPB report
to only classified systems" for the following reasons:
I. The establishment of a national security
community dominated Information System
Security Committee having jurisdiction for
both classified and unclassified systems is
contrary to the Computer Security Act. Furthermore, it is not consistent with the authority of PDD-29 which requires coordination
of national securitv policy [emphasis added].
2. This initiative also undercuts a stated Administration goal for an "open government"
in which the free flow ofinformation is facilitated by removing government restrictions
and regulations. For example, the SPB document states that a priority project for the new
committee wilt be to cmfi a broad new definition for "national security related information." This will be viewed by many as an
attempt to impose new restrictions on access
to government information.
3. The SPB proposal may serve to increase
concerns over the government's intentions
in the field of information security. We know
from observing the public debate over
NSDD-145 and the Clipper Chip that the private sector deeply mistrusts the intentions of
the government to use information security
policy as a lever to farther goals and objectives viewed as contrary to the interests of
the business community. Congress passed
the Computer Security Act of 1987 in response to expressions of displeasure from

the private sector regarding the unwelcome
overtures by the national security community towards "assisting" the private sector under the auspices of national security. This
was perceived as having a significant adverse impact upon personal privacy, competitiveness and potential trade markets.
4. We believe that it is inappropriate for the national security and intelligence communities to participate in selecting security
measures for unclassified systems at civilian
agencies. Their expertise in protecting national security systems is not readily tmansferable to civil agency requirements. The
primary focus of security in the classified
arena is directed towards protecting the confidentiality of information with little concern for cost effectiveness. Unclassified
systems, however, which constitute over
90% of the government's IT [information
technology] assets, have significantly fewer
requirements for confidentiality vis-a-vis
the need for integrity and availability. In
these times of diminishing resources, costeffectiveness is of pammount concern lathe
74
unclassified arna.
The letter concludes:
The Steering Committee is most concerned
that the report is being misrepresented as Administration policy. Indicative of this is that
"transition teams" are being formed to implement the report.
Please consider these facts and take action to
restrict the SPB report
implementation to only
75
classified systems.
This type of restriction appears to have been incorporated in the proposed revision to Appendix III
of OMB Circular A-130 (see below).

73The FederlComputerSecuritypgram Manugar'Form is made up fseniorniamputersecuritymanagr for civilianagencies, includingthe DepatmentsafCommerce,Health andHuman ScrvicesJustice, andTranspoatio. ThJan. 1
a995,alette
to SallyKatzenaas
signed byLynn Mesutlty,ForumChair (NationalInstitutecf Standardsand Tochnulugy)andSadiePitches FoemaCo-chair(Departmentof
Commerce).Text oftter taken from the oalinePICAert ol. 2,05,Man.27, 1995.
74Ibid.
75Ibid.
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In March and April 1995, OTA invited the Security Policy Board staff to comment on draft
OTA text discussing information-security centralization, including the Joint Security Commission
report, PDD-29, and the SPB staff report. OTA received SPB staffcomments in early May 1995, as
this background paper was in press. According to
theSecurity Policy Board staff director, information systems security policy is a "work in progress
in its early stages" for the SPB and the staff report
was intended tobe a "strawman" starting point for
discussion. Moreover,according to the SPB staff,
"recognizing the sensitivity and complexity of Information Systems Security policy, the ISSC was
not one of the committees which was established,
76
nor was a transition team formed. " In order to
provide as much information as possible for consideration of information security issues, including the SPB staff perspective, OTA has included
the SPB staff comments in box 1-3 on page 30.
1 The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
The Paperwork Reduction Act was reauthorized
in the 104th Congress. The House and Senate versions of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(H.R.830 and S.244) both leftexisting agency authorities under the Computer Security Act of 1987
77
unchanged. The Paperwork Reduction Act of
1995 (Public Law 104-13) was reported on April
3, 199578and passed inboth Houses on April 6,
1995.

Among its goals, the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995 is intended to make federal agencies more
responsible and publicly accountable for information management. With respect to safeguarding
information, the act seeks to:
... ensure that the creation, collection, maintenance, use, dissemination, and disposition of
information by or for the Federal Government is
consistent with applicable laws, including laws
relating to-(A) privacy and confidentiality, including section 552a ofTitle 5;
(B) security of information, including the Computer Security Act of 1987 (Public Law
100-235); and
(C) access to information,
including section
79
552 of Title 5 .
With respect to privacy and security, the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 provides that the Director of OMB shall:
t. develop and oversee the implementation of
policies, principles, standards, and guidelines on privacy, confidentiality, security,
disclosure, and sharing of information collected or maintained by or for agencies;
2. oversee and coordinate compliance with
sections 552 and 552a oftitle 5, the Computer Security Act of 1987 (40 U.S.C. 759 note),
and related information management laws;
and
3. require Federal agencies, consistent with the
Computer Security Act of 1987 (40 U.S.C.

76PeterD.
Sadehotm
(Director,
Security
Policy BoardSitaff,mmorandam fr Jn D_Winston
andMiles Ewing(OTA),Spa 095-9S,
May4.1995.
77Senator
William
V Roth,
Jr., CongessinIRcrd,Ma 6,1995,
p.S3512.
78U.S.Congress,
HouseofReprenatives,
"Papeoork
Reduction
Act of 1995-Cnfcrene Report
toAccompanyS.244,"
H. Rpt.
104-99,
Apt.
3,1995.As the
"Join Explanatory
SmaemnoftheCmmieeftheConference"
(ibid.,pp.27-39)ncoe,
the1995act
rlaia the
legislatie
history
ofthe
Paperwuedaction Actofi1980.
Fracnore,th,
definition
of"infonaionehninogy"in the1995act
isintended
topreeioe
theexemptionformiltay andintelligence
information
tchnology
that
isfo.nd ine ument
sauiry de
nnetimac
atnii
data
processing."
oTh 1995 ctaccomplishestis by referringto the
so-calledWarner
AmendmentexemptionstotheBrooks
Actof 1965
and, thus,
tosection
I11
oftheFedea
ProprtymndAdmiiistaie
SccaieeAt (ibid.,
pp. 28-29).
Seealso
disusionofthe
WmeAmendmnt exemp.
tions
from theFIPSand theComputer
Security
Actin appendixB of this
paper.
79bid.,section
350t(8). Theact
ameidschapter
35 ftitla
44U.S.C
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59 note), to identify and afford security
protections commensurate with the risk and
magnitude of the harm resulting from the
loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or
modification of information collected or
0
maintained by or on behalf of an agency
The latterrequirement forcost-effective security
implementation and standards is tied to the roles
of the Director of NIST and the Administrator of
General Services in helping the OMB to:
(A) develop and oversee the implementation of
polices, principles, standards, and guidelines for information technology functions
and activities of the Federal Government,
including periodic evaluations of major information systems; and
(B) oversee the development and implementstion of standards under section 111(d) of the
Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 (40 U.S.C. 759(d)).8t
Federal agency heads are responsible for ensuring
that their agencies shall:
1. implement and enforce applicable policies,
procedures, standards, and guidelines on
privacy, confidentiality, security, disclosure,
and sharing of information collected or
maintained by or for the agency;
2. assume responsibility and accountability for
compliance with and coordinated management of sections 552 and 552a oftitle 5, the
Computer Security Act of 1987 (40 U.S.C.
759 note), and related information management laws; and
3. consistent with the Computer Security Act
of 1987(40 U.S.C. 59 note), identify and afford security protections commensurate
with the risk and magnitude of the harm
resulting from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of in-

formation collected0 or
2 maintained by or on
behalf of an agency 8

I Proposed Revision of

OMB Circular A-130 Appendix III
At this writing, OMB has just completed the proposed revision of Appendix 1I1.The proposed revision is intended to lead to improved federal
information-security practices and to make fulfillment of Computer Security Act and Privacy Act
requirements more effective generally, as well as
with respect to data sharing and secondary uses.
As indicated above, the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995 has affirmed OMB's government-wide
authority for information security and privacy.
The new, proposed revision of Appendix III
("Security of Federal Automated Information")
will be key to assessing the prospect for improved
federal information-security practices. The proposed revision was posted for public comment on
March 29, 1995. According to OMB, the proposed new goverament-wide guidance:
...is intended to guide agencies in securing
information as they increasingly rely on an open
and interconnected National Information Infrastructure. It stresses management controls such
as individual responsibility, awareness and
training, and accountability, rather than technical controls.
... The proposal would also better integrate
security into program and mission goals, reduce
the need for centralized reporting of paper security plans, emphasize the management of risk
rather than its measurement, and revise govemment-wide security responsibilities to be
s3 consistent with the Computer Security Act.

According to OMB, the proposed new security
guidance reflects the significant differences in ca-

0

8 Ibid.,
section3504(g).The OMB Diretor delegates
authority
to administerihese functions
to the
Admimistrator
fOMBsOffieofinformation
andRegulatory
Affairs.
t1 Ibid.,section
3504(I)(1).Seealso
"Joint
Explanatory
statement
ofthe Committee
oftheConferece,"
ibid.,
pp.27-29,
82Ibid.,seetion
3506(g).
83Offieo
ofManagementand
Budget,
"Seunrity
o
fFe lAutomated
Information."
ProposedReisioofOMn Circular
No.A-130
Appendix
II1
(am itinalnonandmum),
available
ia WorldWide Webat hepotte noesl.nistgov/secplcy
as <a30app3.txt>.
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pabilities, risks, and vulnerabilities of the present
computing environment, as opposed to the relatively closed, centralized processing environment
of the past. Today's processing environment is
characterized by open, widely distributed information-processing systems that are interconnected with other systems within and outside
government and by an increasing dependence of
federal agency operations on these systems.
OMB's "federal information technology world"
encompasses over 2 million individual workstations (e.g., PCs), but only some 25,000 medium
84
and large computers. Accordingly, a major focus of OMB's new guidance is on end users and
decentralized information-processing systemsand the information-processing applications they
use and support.
According to OMB, the proposed revision of
Appendix III stresses management controls (such
as individual responsibility, awareness, and training) and accountability, rather than technical controls. OMB also considers that the proposed
security appendix would better integrate security
into agencies' program and mission goals, reduce
the need forcentralized reporting of paper security
plans, emphasize the management of risk rather
than its measurement, and revise governmentwide security responsibilities to
be consistent
85
with the Computer Security Act.
OMB's proposed new security appendix:
•. proposes to re-orient the Federal computer security program to better respond to a rapidly
changing technological environment. It establishes government-wide responsibilities for
Federal computer security and requires Federal
agencies to adopt a minimum set of management controls.

These management controls are directed at
individual
information
technology users in order toreflect
the distributed nare of today's
technology. For security to be most effective,
the controls must be a part
of day-to-day operations.
This is best accomplished by planning for
security not as a separate activity, but as part of
overall planning.
"Adequate security" is defined as "security
conmensurate with the risk and magnitude of
harm from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized accessto or modification of information." This
definition explicitly emphasizes
the risk-based
policy for cost-effective security
established by
8
theComputer Security Act. 6
The new guidance assigns the Security Policy
Board responsibility for (only) "national security
policy coordination in accordance with the appropriate Presidential directive [e.g., PDD 291.",87
With respect to national security information:
Where an agency processes information
which is controlled fornational security masons
pursuant to arExecutive
Order orstatute,
security measures required by appropriate directives
should be included in agency systems. Those
policies, procedures, andpractices will becoordinated with the U.S.Security Policy Board as
8
directed by the President.
Otherwise, the proposed OMB guidance assigns
government-wide responsibilities to agencies that
are "consistent with the Computer Security Act."
These include the Commerce Department,
through NIST; the Defense Department, through
NSA; the Office of Personnel Management; the
General Services
Administration, and the Justice
89
Department.
A complete analysis of the proposed revision to
Appendix III is beyond the scope of this back-

84EdSpringer,OM1, remorn communication,Mar.23, 1995.
85Officeof Managementand Budget,op. cit., foono, 83.

a6Ibid.,p.4.
87Ibid.,
p.15.
aaIbd., pp. 3-4.
89Ibid.,
pp. i4-16.
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groundpaper. Inbrief, the proposed new guidance
reflects a fundamental and necessary shift in emphasis from securing automated information systenis to safeguarding automated information
itself. It seeks to accomplish this through:

IMPLICATIONS FOR
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION
The next sections discuss implications of the
above for congressional actions related to cryptography policy and government information se-

* controls for general support systems (including
hardware, software, information, data, applieations, and people) that share common functionality and are under the same direct management
control; and
* controls for major applications (that require
special attention due to their mission-critical
nature).

curity, in the context of issues and options OTA
identified in its 1994 report Information Security
andPrivacyin NetworkEnvironments(see appendix D of this paper and/or chapter 1 of the 1994
report).

For each type of control, OMB seeks to ensure
managerial accountability by requiring management officials to authorizein writing,based on review of implementation of the relevant security
plan, use ofthe system or application. For general
support systems, OMB specifies that use should
be re-authorized at least every three years. Similarly, major applications must be authorized before operating and reauthorized at least every three
years thereafter. For major applications, management authorization implies accepting the risk of
90
each system used by the application.
This type of active risk acceptance and accountability, coupled withreview and reporting requirements, is intended to result in agencies ensuring
that adequate resources are devoted to implementing "adequate security." Every three years (or
when significant modifications are made), agencies must review security controls in systems and
major applications and correct deficiencies. Depending on the severity, agencies must also consider identifying a deficiency in controls pursuant
to the Federal Manager's Financial Accountability Act. Agencies are required to include a summary of their system security plans and major
application security plans in the five-year plan required by the Paperwork Reduction Act.

raphy was certainly the number one topic at the
December 1994 OTA workshop. More generally,
the private sector's priority in this regard is indicated by the discussion of the industry statements
ofbusiness needs above. Legislation would not be
required to relax controls on cryptography, if this
were done by revising the implementing regulations. However, the Clinton Administration has
previously evidenced a disinclination to relax
controls on robust cryptography, except perhaps
91
for certain key-escrow encryption products.
The Export Administration Act is to be reauthorized in the 104th Congress. The issue of export
controls on cryptography may arise during consideration of export legislation, or if new export
procedures for key-escrow encryption products
are announced, and/or when the Clinton Administration's market study of cryptography and controls is completed this summer. Aside from any
consideration of whether or not to include cryptography provisions in the 1995 export administration legislation, Congress could advance the
convergence ofgovernment and private sector interests into some "feasible middle ground"
through hearings, evaluation of the Administration's market study, and by encouraging a more
timely, open, and productive dialogue between

I Export Controls and Standards
Reform ofthe current export controls on cryptog-

90 id., pp. 2-6.
91See appendixC, espeially fooote 10andaccompanyingtext.
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government and the private sector (see pages
11-13, 150-160,174-179 ofthe 1994 OTA report.)
Oversighlt of the implementation of the Computer Security Act is also important to cryptography
policy considerations (see below). The cryptography-related federal information processing standards still influence the overall market, and the
development of recent FIPS (e.g., the DSS and
EES) demonstrates a mismatch between the intent
of the act and its implementation by NIST and
NSA (see pp. 160-183 of the 1994 OTA report.).
The attributes ofthese standards do not meet most
users' needs, and their deployment would benefit
from congressional oversight, both in the strategic
context of a policy review and as tactical response
to the Clinton Administration's escrowed-encryption initiative (see pp. 16-20 of the 1994 OTA report).
If the Computer Security Act is revisited, Congress might wish to redirect NIST's activities
away from "picking technologies" for standards
(i.e., away from developing product-oriented
FIPS like the EES) and toward providing federal
agencies with guidance on:
* the availability ofsuitable commercial technologies;
* interoperability and application portability;
and
* how to make best use of existing hardware and
software technology investments.
Also, targeting NIST's information-security activities toward support of OMB's proposed guidance (with its focus on end users and individual
workstations) might enable NIST to be more effective despite scarce resources.
Finally, there has been very little information
from the Clinton Administration as to the current
and projected costs of the escrowed-encryption
initiative, including costs of the escrow agencies
for Clipper and Capstone chips and prices and expenditures for the FORTEZZA cards. The latter
may be indicative of the likelihood of the
"PCMCIA portfolio" FORTEZZA approach finding favor in the civil agencies and in the private
sector, compared with more flexible and/or disag-

gregate implementation of encryption and signature functions.

I Safeguarding Unclassified Information
in the Federal Agencies
The need for congressional oversight of federal
information security and privacy is even more
urgent in a time ofgovernment reform and streamlining. When the role, size, and structure of the
federal agencies are being reexamined, it is important to take into account the additional information security and privacy risks incurred in
downsizing and the general lack of commitment
by top agency management to safeguarding unclassified information.
A majorproblem in the agencies has been lack of
top management focus on, not to mention responsibility and accountability for, information security. As the 1994 OTA report on information
security and privacy in network environments
noted:
The single most important step toward implementing proper information safeguards for networked inforsation in a federal agency or other
organization is for top management to define the
organization's overall objectives and a security
policy to reflect those objectives. Only top management can consolidate the consensus and apply the resources necessary to effectively
protect networked information. For the federal
government, this means guidance from OMB,
conmiotment from top agency management, and
oversight by Congress. (p. 7)
All too often, agency managers have regarded
information security as "expensive overhead" that
could be skimped on, deferred, or foregone in favor of other expenditures (e.g., for new computer
hardware and applications). Any lack of priority
and resources for safeguarding information is increasingly problematic as we move toward increased secondary use of data, data sharing across
agencies, and decentralization of information
processing and databases. If this mindset were
permitted to continue during agency downsizing
and program consolidation, the potential-and
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realized-harms from "disasters waiting to happen" can be much greater. (See pages 1-8, 25-3 t,
and 40-43 ofthe 1994 OTA report.) For example,
without proper attention to information security,
staffing changes during agency restructuring and
downsizing can increase security risks (due to unstaffed or understaffed security functions, reductions in security training and implementation,
large numbers of disgruntled former employees,
etc.).
OTA's ongoing work has spotlighted important
elements of good information-security practice in
the private sector, including active risk acceptance
by line management. The concept ofmanagement
responsibility and accountability as integral components of information security, rather than just
"handing off' security to technology, is very important.
Sound security policies as a foundation for practice are essential; these should be technotogy neutral. Technology-neutral policies specify what
must be done, not how to do it. Because they do
not prescribe implementations, technology-neutral policies are longer lived. They are not so easily obsoleted by changes in technology orbusiness
practices; they allow for local customization of
implementations to meet operational requirements. Once these are in place, security implementation should be audited against policy, not
against implementation ouidelines, This helps
prevent confusing implementation techniques and
tools (e.g.,use ofa particular type ofeneryption or
use of an computer operating system with a certain
rating) with policy objectives, and discourages
"passive risk acceptance" like mandating use of a
particular technology. This also allows for flexibility and customization.
In the federal arena, however, more visible energy seems to be have been focused on debates over
implementation tools-that is, federal information processing standards like the Data Encryption
Standard, Digital Signature Standard, and Escrowed Encryption Standard-than on formulating enduring, technology-neutral policy guidance
for the agencies.

Implications for Congressional Action [99

Direction of Revised OMB Guidance
In the 1994 report Information Security and Privacy in Network Environments, OTA identified
the need for the revised version ofthe security appendix (Appendix III) of OMB Circular A- 130 to
adequately address problems of managerial responsibility and accountability, insufficient resources devoted to information security, and
overemphasis on technology, as opposed to management. In particular, OTA noted the importance
of making agency line management (not just "information security officers") accountable for information security and ensuring that privacy and
other policy objectives are met. Moreover, OTA
noted that the proposed new OMB guidance
would have to provide sufficient incentives-especially in times of budget cuts-to ensure that
agencies devote adequate resources to safeguarding information. Similarly, the OMB guidance
would have to ensure that information safeguards
are treated as an integral component when systems
are designed or modified.
The proposed revision to Appendix III ofOMB
Circular A-130, as discussed above, shows promise for meeting these objectives. OMB's proposed
guidance is intended to incorporate critical elements of considering security as integral (rather
than an add-on) to planning and operations, active
risk acceptance, line management responsibility
and accountability, and focus on management and
people rather than technology. Taken as a whole,
these elements are intended to provide sufficient
incentives for agency managements to devote adequate resources to security; the review and reportfor
ing requirements offer disincentives
inadequate security. Moreover, if implemented
properly, the new OMB approach can make significant progress in the ultimate goal of tracking
and securing the information itself, as it is gathered, stored, processed, and shared among users
and applications.
However, OMB's twofold approach is somewhat abstract and a significant departure from earlier, "computer security" guidance. Therefore,
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congressional review and oversight of OMB's
proposed revisions to Appendix III, as suggested
in the 1994 OTA report (see appendix D and pages
18-20 of the t994 OTA report), would be helpful
in ensuring that Congress, as well as federal agencies and the public, understand the new information-security guidance and how OMB intends for
its new approach to be implemented.
This congressional review and oversight might
also provide additional guidance on how NIST's
security activities might best be refocused to meet
federal information-security objectives. For example, in addition to Commerce's (i.e., NIST's)
traditional responsibilities for security standards
and training and awareness, the new Appendix III
assigns Commerce responsibilities for providing
agencies with guidance and assistance concerning
effective controls when systems are interconnected, coordinating incident response activities
to promote information-sharing regarding incidents and related vulnerabilities, and (with Defense technical assistance) evaluating new
information technologies to assess their security
vulnembilities and
92 apprising agencies of these in a
timely fashion.
Locus of Authority
Another reason for the importance and timeliness
of congressional oversight of government-wide
information-security policy guidance is that there
is momentum for extending the defense/intelligence community's centralization ofinforationsecurity responsibilities throughout the civil
agencies as well. If initiatives such as the Information Systems Security Committee structure presented in the Security Policy Board's staff report
come to fruition, information-security responsibilities for both the civilian agencies and the defense/intelligence agencies would be merged.
An overarching issue that must be resolved by
Congress iswhere federal authority for safeguarding unclassified information in the civilian agen-

cies should reside and, therefore, what needs to be
done concerning the substance and implementation of the Computer Security Act of 1987. If Congress retains the general premise of the act-that
responsibility for unclassified information security in the civilian agencies should not be placed
within the defense/intelligene community-then
vigilant oversight and clear direction wiII be needed to ensure effective implementation, including
assigning and funding a credible focal point for
unclassified information security (see discussion
of OMB Appendix IlI above and also pp. 19-20 of
the 1994 OTA report).
Without doubt, leadership and expertise are
needed for better, more consistent safeguarding of
unclassified information government-wide. But it
is not clear that there are no workable alternatives
to centralizing government-wide information-security responsibilities under the defense/intelligence community. Proposals to do so note current
information-security
deficiencies;
however,
many ofthese can be attributed to lack of commitment to and funding for establishment of an alternative source of expertise and technical guidance
for the civilian agencies. For example, the "efficiency" arguments (see below) made in the Joint
Security Commission report and the Security
Policy Board stalfreport for extending the responsibilities of the defense/intelligence community
to encompass governmentwide security for classified and unclassified information capitalize on the
vacuum in leadership and expertise created by
chronic underfunding of the designated civilian
agency-at present, NIST. (See pp. 13-16, 20,
138-150, and 182-183 ofthe 1994 OTA report.)
Proposals for centralizing security responsibilities for both classified and unclassified information government-wide offer efficiency arguments
to the effect that:
1. security policies, practices, and procedures (as
well as technologies) for unclassified informa-

92OMB, op. cit., footcc 83, p- 7.
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tion are for the most part spinoffs from the classified domain;
2. the defense and intelligence agencies are expert
in classified information security; and therefore
3. the unclassified domain can best be served by
extending the authority of the defense/intelligence agencies.
The validity of the "spinoff' assumption about
unclassified information security is questionable.
There are real questions about NSA's ability to
place the right emphasis on cost-effectiveness, as
opposed to absolute effectiveness, in flexibly determining the most appropriate means for safeguarding unclassified information. Due to its
primary mission in securing classified information, NSA's traditional culture tends toward a
standard of absolute effectiveness, not trading off
cost and effectiveness. By contrast, the Computer
Security Act of 1987, the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995, and the new, proposed revision of
OMB Appendix III all require agencies to identify
and employ cost-effective safeguards, for example:
With respect to privacy and security, the Director [of OMB] shal ...require Federal agencies, consistent with the Computer Security Act
of 1987 (940 U.S.C. 759 note) security protections commensurate with the risk and magnitude
of the ham resulting from the loss, misuse, or
unauthorized access to or modification of information collected or maintained by or on be93
halfofan agency.
Moreover, the current state ofgovernment security practice for unclassified information has been

50

ImplcationsforCongressionalAction 1101

depressed by thechronic shortage ofresources for
NIST's computer security activities in fulfillment
of its govemment-wide responsibilities under the
Computer Security Act of 1987. Since enactment
of theComputer Security Act, there
has beenno
serious (i.e., adequately funded and properly
staffed), sustained effort toestablish a centerofinformation-security expertise and leadership outside thedefense/intelligence communities.
Even if the efficiency argument is attractive,
Congress would still need to consider whether the
gains would be sufficient to overcome the concomitant decrease in "openness" in informationsecurity policymaking and implementation,
and/or whether theoutcomes would fall at an acceptable point along the"efficiency-openness"
possibility frontier. In thearea of export controls
on cryptography, for example, there
is substantial
public concern withthecurrent
tradeoff between
theneeds of thedefense/intelligence and the business/user communities. With respect to information-security standards and guidelines, there
has
been continuing concern with the lack ofopenness
and accountability in policies formulated and implemented under executive order, rather than
through the legislative process. It would be difficultto formulate a scenario in which increasing
the defense/intelligence community's authority
government-wide would result in more openness
or assuage public concerns. (In the 1980s, concers over NSDD-145's placement of governmental authority for unclassified information
security within thedefense/intelligence community led to enactment of the Computer Security
Act of 1987.)

93"PapetrkReduction
Act of1995"
(S. 244), section3 4tg)(3),
Mar. 7,1995,
Federal
Record,
p.

5 57
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WASHINGTON,
CC20510-0250
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Office of Technology Assessment
United States Congress
Wash
",3
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_n "
._25!_-39-=
Dear Dr. SHerdmans
_
Thank you again for the fine report, Information
seCULIty a tWor iv - - -- Network Environments. As you may
recall, that report was prepared in response to our interest
in how government policies must adapt to changes in
communications network technologies that affect the privacy
and econoic livelihood of every American.
The report
highlights key issues and makes recommendations that should
serve as the basis for hearings and legislation. ToWards that
end, we are Writing to ask for your assistance in working with
our stgff to follow-up and develop ,further the findings of the
report.

-

We Would appreciate it if the project diector, Ms.JoaTuWinm...., .r--.ficient
staff
roes--.td
o
assist our staff in preparing for hearnos
and subsequent
±ega.1aton. In particular, we request analyical
support on
policy requirements and alternatives, including further
survivability and reliability of su
networks. In addition,
the Committee needs information gathered from industry,
aLsed, in the report, including relevant implication-s of_
-emerg//g
tech-nology. -In garying out-thls request, - Would
also lke the office of Technology Assessment to host a
academia to discuss the findings of the report.

1

-Ca -. -

-

~-

--

.

-underscores the-fact that much more work must be done. - There
c- many questibns bnt
e role of goverrmemnt tat the
Governmental Affairs Committee must address. We would
appreciate your continued cooperation.
Sincerely,

William
hn
Ranking Republican Member

--

enn
C-halruan

.....
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Appendix B:
Federal Information
Security and the
Computer Security Act
September 1994 OTA report Information
his appendix deaws on chapter 4 of the
Security andPrivacy in NetworkEnvironients,I with updates as noted herein. That
chapter of the 1994 report examined the policy
framework within which federal agencies formulate and implement their information-security and
privacy policies and guidelines. Because of its importance for federal government information security and cryptography policy, the Computer
Security Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-235) was
examined in detail.
The Computer Security Act of 1987 established a federal government computer-security
program that would protect sensitive information
in federal government computer systems and
would develop standards and guidelines for unclassified federal computer systems to facilitate
such protection. Specifically, the Computer Security Act assigned responsibility for developing
government-wide, computer-system security
standards and guidelines and security-training
programs to the National Bureau of Standards
(now the National Institute of Standards and
Tn

B

Technology, or NIST). The act also established a
Computer System Security and Privacy Advisory
Board within the Commerce Department. Additionally, the act required federal agencies to identify computer systems containing sensitive
information, to develop security plans for identified systems, and to provide periodic training in
computer security for all federal employees and
contractors who manage, use, or operate federal
computer systems.
In Information Security and Privacy in NetwrorkEnvironments, OTA found that implementation of the Computer Security Act has been
problematic (see chapter 4 of the 1994 report). In
workshop discussions and interviews during and
after the assessment, OTA found strong sentiment
that agencies follow the rules set forth by the act
regarding security plans and training, but do not
necessarily fulfill the intent of the act. For exampie, agencies are required to develop security
plans-and do--but may not "do the plan" or update plans and implementation in a timely fashion
to reflect changes in technology or operations (see
section on implementation issues below).

CogrOffviceome chnologyAsssmntInformtionSecurityadPriacynii
I U.S.
to,, DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,September1994).

envorkEvimnme s OTA-TCT-606P(Waihig-
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Implementation of the Computer Security Act
has been especially controversial regarding the
roles of NlST and National Security Agency
(NSA) in standards development for unclassified
federal computer systems. The act was designed
to balance national security and other national objectives, giving what is now the National Institute
of Standards and Technology the lead in developing security standards and guidelines and defining
2
the role of NSA as technical advisor to NIST.
However, events subsequent to the act have not
convincingly demonstrated NIST's leadership in
this area. In OTA's view,NSA has enjoyed de facto leadership in the development of cryptographic
standards and technical guidelines for unclassified information security, and implementation of
the act has not fulfilled congressional intent in this
3
respect.

EVOLUTION OF POLICY FRAMEWORK
FOR UNCLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
SECURITY 4
Statetory guidance on safeguarding information
provides a policy framework-in terms oftechnical and institutional requirements and managerial
responsibilities-for government information
and information-system security. Overlaid on this
are statutory privacy requirements that set forth
policies concerning the dissemination and use of
certain types of information about individuals.
Within this framework, and subject to their own
specific statutory requirements, federal agencies
and departments develop their policies and guidelines, in order to meet individual and governmentwide security and privacy objectives.

The Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-579)
set forth data collection, confidentiality, procedural, and accountability requirements federal
agencies must meet to prevent unlawful invasions
of personal privacy, and provides remedies for
noncompliance. It does not mandate use ofspecific technological measures to accomplish these requirements. Other statutes set forth information
confidentiality and integrity requirements for specific agencies, such as the Internal Revenue Service, Bureau of the Census, and so forth. (Issues
related to the Privacy Act, and other, international
privacy issues are discussed in chapter 3 of the
1994 OTA report.)
The Brooks Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-306)
was enacted to "provide for the economic and efficient purchase, lease, maintenance, operation, and
utilization of automatic data processing [ADP]
equipment by federal departments and agencies."
[OTA note: New procurement legislation in the
104th Congressmay supersede the Brooks Act.]
The Warner Amendment (Public Law 97-86) subsequently exempted certain types of Defense Department procurements from the Brooks Act (and
from section 111 of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949).
Among other provisions, the Brooks Act made
the Commerce Department the focal point for promulgation of government "automatic data processing" (i.e., computer and information-system)
standards and authorized Commerce to conduct a
research program to support standards development and assist federal agencies in implementing
these standards. These responsibilities were car-

SNIST
coarmendsstandar:snd
guidelines
. ie Seasdy ofCor forpromuatio.
Sucha
tandards
dguidelines
would
apply
to federalcomputer
systemrs,
exceptfor. I) those systemsexcludedbysetion 2315of itle
I0,
USC orsection
3502(2)ofTire44,USC;and2)
those
systems
protected
at 11times
byprocedure,
,Wblisd for
inforation
classified
bystatute
orexecutive
order (Public
Law 100-235,
section
3). The first,
'Waner Amendment,"
exclusion
Pertains,
forexample,
tointelligence
ornationa
seurilty
cryptologie
systems,
missioncritical
military
or intelligence
systems,
orsystems
involving
thedirect
commandandcontrol
ofmilitry
force,
3So,OTA,op.cit.,
footnote
pp.
i,13i8-148,182-184.
S, alsoU.S.General Accoauing Office,
ComtrricaonPrcy"Federal
oy
andActios
GAO/OSI-94-2
(Washington,
DC:U.S.
Govnmet Printing
Offic,
Noember1993).
4Thisis taken
fromOTA,op.cii., footnote
1,oh.
4,esp.
pp.132-13i.
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tied out by the National Bureau of Standards (now
NIST).
NBS established its program in computer and
communications security in 1973, under authority
of the Brooks Act; the agency was already developing performance standards for government
computers. This security program led to the adoption of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) as a
federal information processing standard (FIPS)
for use in safeguarding unclassified information.
The security responsibilities of what is now
NIST's Computer Systems Laboratory (CSL)
were affirmed and extended by the Computer Security Act of 1987.
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-511) gave agencies a broad mandate to
perform their information-management activities
in an efficient, effective, and economical manner.
[OTA note: The PaperworkReductionAct of1995
was reportedon April 3, 1995, and was cleared
for the White House on April 6, 1995. The 1995
legislationis discussed in chapter 4 ofthis backgroundpaper The historicaldiscussion below refers to the 1980 lasw]
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 assigned the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) responsibilities for maintaining a comprehensive set of information resources management
policies and for promoting the use ofinformation
technology to improve the use and dissemination
ofinformation by federal agencies. OMB was given authority for the following: developing and implementing uniform and consistent information
resource management policies; overseeing the development of and promoting the use of government information management principles,
standards, and guidelines; evaluating the adequacy and efficiency of agency information management practices; and determining whether these
practices comply with the policies, principles,
standards, and guidelines promulgated by the director of OMB.
OMB Circular A-130 ("Management of Federal Information Resources") was originally issued in 1985 to fulfill these and other statutory
requirements (including the Privacy Act). Circular A-130 revised and consolidated policies and

procedures from several other OMB directives,
which were rescinded. OMB Circular A- 130 has
recently been revised. The first stage
of revisions
(June 1993) focused on information exchanges
with the public; the second stage addressed
agency management practices for information
technology and information systems (July 1994).
The third stage, addressing security controls and
responsibilities in Appendix lIIof the circular, is
ongoing at this writing.
/OTA note: The historicaloverview
of policy
development below refers tothe1985 version of
Appendix 11.OMB ' 1995 proposed revision of
Appendix III is discussed in chapter4 ofthis background paper]1
Appendix In of OMB Circular A-130 (1985)
addressed the "Security of Federal Automated Information Systems." Its purpose was to establish a
minimal set of controls to be included in federal
information systems security programs, assign responsibilities for the security of agency information systems, and clarify the relationship between
these agency controls and security programs and
the requirements of OMB Circular A-123 ("Internal Control Systems"), The 1985 appendix also
incorporated responsibilities from applicable national security directives.
Section 4(a) ofthe 1985version of the security
appendix of OMB Circular A-130 assigned the
Commerce Department responsibility for:
i. developing and issuing standards and guidelines for assuring the security of federal information systems;
2. establishing standards "approved in accordance with applicable national security directives," for systems used to process "sensitive"
information, "the loss of which could adversely
affect the national security interest;" and
3. providing technical support to agencies in implementing Commerce Department standards
and guidelines.
According to the 1985 Appendix Ill, the Defense
Department was to act as the executive agent of
the government for the security of telecommunications and information systems that process information, "the loss of which could adversely
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affect the national security interest" (i.e., including information thatwas unclassified but was considered "sensitive"), and was to provide tecihical
material and assistance to federal agencies conceming the security of telecommunications and
information systems.
These responsibilities later shifted (see below)
in accordance with the Computer Security Act of
1987 and the subsequent National Security Directive 42 (NSD 42). After the Computer Security
Act was enacted, NSD 42 set the leadership responsibilities of the Coimmerce and Defense Departments according to whether the information
domain was outside or within the area of"national
5
security."
The Computer Security Act of 1987 (Public
Lav 100-235) affirmed and expanded the computer-security research and standards responsibilities
ofNBS (now NIST) and gave it the responsibility
for developing computer system security training
programs and for commenting on agency computer system security plans. The Computer Security
Act is particularly important because it is fundamental to the development of federal standards for
safeguarding unclassified information, to the balance between national security and other objectives in implementing security and privacy
policies within the federal govermment, and to issues concerning government control ofcryptogra-

phy. Moreover, review of the controversies and
debate surrounding the Computer Security Actand subsequent controversies over its implementation-provides background for understanding
current issues,
6

THE COMPUTER SECURITY ACT
The Computer Security Act of 1987 (Public Law
7
100-235) was a legislative response to overlapping responsibilities for computer security among
several federal agencies, heightened awareness of
computer security issues, and concern over how
best to control information in computerized or
networked form. As noted above, the act established a federal government computer-security
program that would protect sensitive information
in federal government computer systems and
would develop standards and guidelines for unclassified federal computer systems to facilitate
8
such protection. Additionally, the act required
federal agencies to identify computer systems
containing sensitive information, to develop security plans for identified systems, and to provide
periodic training in computer security for all federal employees and contractors who manage, use,
or operate federal computer systems. The act also
established a Computer System Security and Privacy Advisory Board within the Commerce De-

5 TheComputerSecurityAct of 1987gae the CommerceDapartmentresponsibilityin infonaion dmans that comninedinoration
ibatwa
nsi
but nt classifiedIornaionl security purposes.NationalSecurityDirective42 (NaatiPoic3*or,he SeomrityafNatanaS o [eamphasis
in
added]Tecouniodcaio, andanformamion
System July5,1990)establisheda Natio al SecurityTelecommunications
and InformationSystemsSnecurity
Committee(NSTISSC, madethe SecretaryofnDfenosa
theHaoun Agent fth Goenmoen forNational
SecurityTelecommunicationsand InformationSystems,and designatedthe Dirtor of NSA as the NationalManagerfor NationalSecurity
Telecommunications
andInformationSystems [OTAnone:Thioiformaion-aecrityastn
buaybespersddbanew sntetnre naderihe
Seaity Poiy Board, oe inNTISSCfnncioa o1d be incorporated uio hfncon ofano
sInfarmtion Sysve-s SocmrityCooi e. Seechoapir and bon 1-3 ofti$paperfor dicussion ofiho Scmriy Policy B.ard.]
6 Thisis takennrnm OTA,op. eit., foonme 1, h. 4. See pp. 140-142of that reportforlegisa historyofth ComputerSecurityAct.
7 101 Sim. 1724.
8

The aot was"lt], prvidn for , computerstandardsprogramwithin the NationalBureauof Standards,maprovidefor gnoanment-wide
conpme security,andto prvide for the tamig insemcity ann nfpaons whoam involved inthe management operation,and use or
federalcompe ystems,andforother purposes"(ibid.). Spcdmifialy,
the ComputerSecurityActassignedresponsibilityfor doplaig gov
ement-widi, computer-systemseity standardsand guidelinesand swnnity-tmning programsto the NationalBureauof Standards (now
the NationalInstituteof Standad andTechnology).NBS (now NIST)wonidrecommendthese tothe Secretaryof Commercefor prmulga
tion.
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partment. (The Computer Security Act and a
controversial 1989 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) laying out the working relationship
between NIST and NSA to implement the act are
contained in appendix B of the 1994 OTA report).
Congressional concerns and public awareness
created a climate conducive to passage of the
Computer Security Act of 1987. Highly publicized incidents of unauthorized users, or "hackers," gaining access to computer systems and a
growing realization of the government's dependence on information technologies renewed national interest in computer security in the early
9
1980s.
Disputes over how to control unclassified information also prompted passage of the act. The
Reagan Administration had sought to give the National Security Agency much control over what
was termed "sensitive, but unclassified" information, while the public--especially the academic,
banking, and business communities-viewed
NSA as an inappropriate agency for such responsibility. The Reagan Administration favored an
expanded concept of national security.° This expanded concept was embodied in subsequent
presidential policy directives (see below), which
in turn expanded NSA's control over computer secarity. Questions regarding the role ofNSA in security for unclassified information, the types of
information requiring protection, and the general
amount ofsecurity needed, all divided the Reagan

Administration and the scientific community in
the 1980s.1

I Agency Responsibilities Before the Act
Some level offederal computer-security responsibility rests with the Office of Management and
Budget, the General Services Administration
(GSA), and the Commerce Department (specifically NIST and the National Telecommunications
and Information Administration (NTIA)). OMB
maintains overall responsibility for computer se2
curity policy.1 GSA issues regulations for physical security of computer facilities and oversees
technological andfiscal specifications forsecurity
13
hardware and software. In addition to its other
responsibilities, NSA traditionally has been responsible forsecurity of information thatis classified for national security purposes, including
14
Defense Department information.
Under the
Brooks Act, Commerce develops the federal information processing standards that provide
specific codes, languages, procedures, and techniques for use by federal information systems
managers. 15NTIA serves as the executive branch
developer
of federal telecommunications
16
policy.
These overlapping agency responsibilities hindered the development of one uniform federal
policy regarding the security of unclassified information, particularly because computer security
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Printing
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13Ibid.
i4 Ibid.
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1cIbid.
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and communications security historically have
developed separately. In 1978, OMB had issued
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 (TM-I) to its
Circular A-71, which addressed the management
17
of federal information technology. TM-I required federal agencies to implement computer
security programs, but a 1982 General Accounting Office (GAO) report concluded that Circular
A-71 (and its TM-I) had failed to provide clear
18
guidance.
Executive orders in the 1980s, specifically the
September 1984 National Security Decision Directive 145, "National Policy on Telecommunications and Automated Information Systems
19
created significant
Security" (NSDD-145),
shifts and overlaps in agency responsibilities. Resolving these was an important objective of the
Computer Security Act. NSDD-145 addressed
safeguards for federal systems that process or
communicate unclassified, but "sensitive" information. NSDD-145 established a Systems Security Steering Group to oversee the directive and
its implementation, and an interagency National
Telecommunications and Information Systems
Security Committee (NTISSC) to guide implementation
under the direction of the steering
20
group.

I Expanded NSA Responsibilities

Under NSDD-145
In 1980, Executive Order 12333 had designated
the Secretary of Defense as Executive Agent of the
Govemment for Communications Security.
NSDD- 145 expanded this role to encompass telecommunications and information systems security and responsibility for implementing policies

developed by NTISSC. The Director of NSA was
designated National Manager for Telecommunications and Automated Information Systems
Security. The national manager was to implement
the Secretary of Defense's responsibilities under
NSDD-145. As a result, NSA was charged with
examining government information and telecommunications systems to evaluate their vulnerabilities, as well as with reviewing and approving all
standards, techniques, systems, and equipment
for telecommunications and information systems
security.
In 1985, the Office of Management and Budget
issued another circular concerning computer security. This OMB Circular A-130, "Management
of Federal Information Resources," revised and
superseded Circular A-71 (see previous section).
OMB Circular A-130 defined security, encouraged agencies to consider information security essential to internal control reviews, and clarified
the definition of "sensitive" information to include information "whose improper use or disclosure could adversely affect the ability ofan agency
to accomplish its mission .... 21
In 1986, presidential National Security Adviser
22
John Poindexter issued "National Telecommunications and Information Systems Security
Policy Directive No. 2" (NTISSP No. 2). NTISSP
No. 2 proposed a new definition of"sensitive but
unclassified information." It potentially could
have restricted access to information that previously had been available to the public. Specifically, "sensitive but unclassified information,"
within the meaning set forth in the directive, ineluded not only information which, if revealed,
could adversely affect national security, but also

17Office ofrManagemenana Buaset T emnmetta -Meorandum
No. I to OMB CiecularA-71,1978.
-' U.S. Oent Accounig ettffie, Federatlforeaoonsysien eman Highly rutnerableitoFrad lnt,easefid,Abnire. andIllegal
Practices(Washington,DC:U.S.Goenment PrintingOffice, 1982).
9
1 NSDD-145is classified.Anunclassified veinnwasued tshebasis fohis discasion.
2

0 Thisbecame theNational Seeudi Tnlecmunications andInformationSystems SecurityCommittee,or NSTISSC.Se footnote5.
21Officeofanagement andBudge, OMBCircularA-130(1S85).At thiswiting, theproposedrevisionofAppendixIII ofA-130hadjust
been published.The mainsection ofA- 30 was revised andissuedin 1993.
22Adm. Poindexterwas also chairmanof the NSDD-145 SystemsSecurity Steeing Group(NSDD-145, c 4).
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information that could adversely affect "other federal government interests" if released. Other federal government interests included economic,
financial, technological, industrial, agricultural,
and law enforcement interests.
Such an inclusive directive sparked enormous,
negative public response. As the Deputy Director
ofNBS stated during 1987 hearings on the Computer Security Act, the NTISSP No. 2 definition
of sensitive information was a "totally inclusionsry definition... [tjhere is no data that anyone
would spend money on that is not covered by that
23
definition."
Opponents of NSDD-145 and
NTISSP No. 2 argued that NSA should not have
control over federal computer security systems
24
that did not contain classified isfonnation. The
business community, in particular, expressed concern about NSA's ability and suitability to meet
the private sector's needs and hesitated to adopt
NSA's cryptographic technology in lieu of the
DES. At the time, the DES was up for recertifica25
tion. In the House Report accompanying H.R.
145, the Committee on Science, Space and
Technology noted that:
NSDD-145 can be interpreted to give the national security community too great a role in setting computer security standards for civil
agencies. Although the [Reagan] Administration has indicated its intention to address this issue, the Commitee felt it is important to pursue
a legislative remedy to establish a civilian authority to develop standards
26 relating to sensitive, but unclassified data.

In its explanation of the bill, the committee also
noted that:
One reason for the assignment ofresponsibility to NIESfor developing federal computer system security standards and guidelines for
sensitive information derives from the committee's concern about the implementation of National Security Decision Directive- 145.
... While supporting the need for a focal
point to deal with the government computer security problem, the Comnmittee is concerned
about the perception that the NTISSC favors
military and intelligence agencies. It is also concerned about how broadly NTISSC might interpret its authority over "other sensitive national
security infornation." For this reason, H.R. 145
creates a civilian counterpart, within NBS, for
seing policy with regard to unclassified information... NBS is required to work closely
with other agencies and institutions such as
NSA, both to avoid duplication and to assure
that its standards and guidelines are consistent
and compatible with standards and guidelines
developed for classified systems; but the final
authority for developing the standards and
guidelines 7 for sensitive information rests with
the NBS.2
In its report on H.R. 145, the Committee on
Government Operations explicitly noted that the
bill was "neutral" with respect to public disclosure
of information and was not to be used by agencies
to exercise control over privately owned information, public domain information, or information
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24SeeU.S.
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andMaterials
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27Ibid.,
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disclosable under the Freedom of Information Act
28
or other laws.
Furthermore, the committee
noted that H.R. 145 was developed in large part to
ensure the delicate balance between "the need to
protectnational security and the need to pursue the
promise that the intellectual genius ofAmerica offers us." 29 The committee also noted that:
Since it is a natural tendency of DOD to restrict access to information through the classification process, it would be almost impossible
for the Department to strike an objective balance between the need to safeguard information
and the need
30 to maintain the free exchange of information.
Subsequent to the Computer Security Act of
1987, the Defense Department's responsibilities
underNSDD- 145 were aligned by National Security Directive 42 to cover "national security" tele31
communications and information systems.
NSD 42 did not rescind programs, such as those
begun under NSDD-145, that pertained to national security systems, but these were not construed
as applying to systems within the purview of the
Computer Security Act of 1987,32
NSD 42 established the National Security Telecommunications and Information Systems Security Committee, made the Secretary of Defense
the Executive Agent of the Government for National Security Telecommunications and Information Systems, and designated the Director ofNSA
the National Manager for National Security Tele33
communications and Information Systems. As
such, the NSA Director was to coordinate with

NIST in accordance with the Computer Security
Act of1987.
[OTA note: The proposalfor a new,government-wide centralizationoftunclassifiedinformation security, aspresented in the November 1994
Security Policy Board staff report, would place
the functions of NSTISSC, along with OMB '
functions pursuant to CircularA-130, within a
new Information Systems Security Comntittee
chairedby DOD and OMB, with NS,asthe secretariat. The staff report noted that this was contrasy to the ComputerSecurity Act and suggested
the needfora strategytoensure a "snooth transition " to the new structure, including creating a
new definitionfor "nationalsecurity related in34
formation. " See chapter 4 and box 1-3 of this
background paper for discussion of theBoard
staffproposal,along with discussionsof other developments, including OMB ' proposed revision
ofAppendix III of OMB CircularA-130 and the
PapenrorkReduction Act of 1995.]

I Agency Information-System Security
Responsibilities Under the Act
Under the Computer Security Act of 1987, all federal agencies are required to identify computer
systems containing sensitive information, and to
35
develop security plans for identified systems.
The act also requires mandatory periodic training
incomputer security forall federal employees and
contractors who manage or use federal computer
systems. The Computer Security Act gives final

2 U.S.Congress,Houseo'Reprcnautis, Cmmiucnovenmentopetions, ComputrSc ityAc ofS8-RepriuoAccpnyf.R. 145,H. Rept. 100-153,PItt, thc
, 1stse-.,
1987ivashinigto,,DC: U.S.GoomnPrintingOfTice, 1997),p 30.
t11,
Ibid., p. 29.
9
30Ibid., p. 2 .
-

5

1 NationalSecurity Diriv 42,op. eit.,
Conacot, 5. The NationalSecuity Councieat anc cnified, paial tetfNSD 42 tothe
ComputerProfesionas frSocia Responsibilityon April1, 1992,in responsetoFreedom of nsonation Act (FOIArqusts made in 1990.
32Ibidnnein 10.ThWarAmdmesnt (PubieLow 97-86)hadcoptedocertaitypes olensuDapartpn..c.cmntrmth
BrooksAct.
33NSD42 (nclassified partial text),op. cit., footnote31, secticn 1-7.
34SecurityPolicy Board Staff,"Creatinga Nw Order inU.S.Secuity Policy,"No. 21, 1994 pp. 17-18.
35Public Law 100-235,scticn 6.
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authority to NIST [then NBS] for developing
government-wide standards and guidelines for
unclassified, sensitive information, and for developing government-wide training programs.
In carrying outthese responsibilities, NIST can
draw upon the substantial expertise of NSA and
other relevant agencies. Specifically, NIST is authorized to "coordinate closely with other agencies and offices," including NSA, OTA, DOD, the
36
Department of Energy, GAO, and OMtB. This
coordination is aimed at "assur[ing] maximum
use of all existing and planned programs, materials, studies, and reports relating to computer systems security and privacy" and assuring that
NIST's computer security standards are "consistent and compatible with standards and proceduresdeveloped for the protection of information
infederal computer systems which is authorized
under criteria established by Executive order or an
Act ofCongress tobe kept secret in the interest of
37
national defense or foreign policy." Additionally, the Computer Security Act authorizes NIST to
"draw upon computer system technical security
guidelines developed by [NSA] to the extent that
[NIST] determines that such guidelines are consistent with the requirements for protecting sensi38
tive information in federal computer systems."
The act expected that "[t]he method for promulgating federal computer system security standards
and guidelines is the same as for non-security
standards and guidelines." 39The intent of the act
was that NSA not have the dominant role and to
recognize the potential market impact of federal
security standards:
...
[I]n
carrying outits responsibilities to develop standards and guidelines for protecting
sensitive information in federal computer sys-

tems and to perform research, NBS [now NIST]
is required to draw upon technical security
guidelines developed by the NSA to the extent
that NBS determines that NSA's guidelines are
consistent with the requirements of civil agencies. The purpose of this language is to prevent
unnecessary duplication and promote the highest degree of cooperation between these two
agencies. NBS will treat NSA technical security
guidelines as advisory, however, and, in cases
where civil agency needs will best be served by
standards that are not consistent with NSA
guidelines, NBS may develop standards that
best satisfy the agencies' needs.
It is important to note the computer security
standards and guidelines developed pursuant to
H.R. 145 are intended to protect sensitive information in Federal computer systems. Nevertheless, these standards and guidelines will
strongly influence security measures implemented in the private sector. For this mason,
NBS should consider the effect of its standards
onthe ability of U.S. computer system manufacturers to remain
4 0 competitive in the international
marketplace.
In its report accompanying H.R. 145, the Committee on Government Operations noted that:
While the Committee was considering H.R.
145, proposals were made to modify the bill to
give NSA effective control over the computer
standards program. The proposals would have
charged NSA with the task of developing "technical guidelines," and forced NBS to use these
guidelines in issuing standards.
Since work on technical security standards
represents virtually all of the research effort being done today, NSA would take over virtually
the entire computer standards from the National

36 Ibid.,setion 3(b)(6).
37tbid.
38 bid.
39H. Rept. 100-153,PartI, op. cit., footnote 12,p.26. AccordingtoNIST,seurity FIPSamrissuedin thesame manneras for noseeity
FIPS.Althoughthe EscrowedEnryptiou Standard(EES)has classifiedreferences,it had thesame promulgationmethod.(F. LynnMeNulty
Associate Directorfor ComputerSecurity,NIST,prsona communication,Mar. 2I, 1995.)
27
40 tbid.,p. .
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Bureau of Standards. By putting NSA in charge
of developing technical security guidelines
(software, hardware, communications), NBS
would be left with the responsibility for only administrative and physical security measureswhich have generally been done years ago.
NBS, in effect, would on the surface be given the
responsibility for the computer standards program with little to say about most of the program-the technical guidelines developed by
NSA.
This would jeopardize the entire Federal
standards program. The development of standards requires interaction with many segments
of our society, i.e., government agencies, computer and communications industry, international organizations, etc. NBS has performed
this kind of activity very well over the last 22
years [since enactment of the Brooks Act of
1965]. NSA, on the other hand, is unfamiliar
with it. Further, NSA's products may not be useful to civilian agencies and, in that rare, NBS
would have no alternative but to issue standards
based
on these products or issue no standards at
41
all.
The Committee on Govemment Operations also
noted the concerns of industry and the research
community regarding the effects of export controls and NSA involvement in private sector activities, including restraint of innovation in
cryptography resulting from reduced incentives
for the private sector to invest in independent research, development, and production
of products
42
incorporating cryptography.
The Computer Security Act of 1987 established a Computer System Security and Privacy

Advisory Board (CSSPAB) within the Commerce
Department:
The chief purpose of the Board is to assure
that NBS receives qualified input from those
likely to be affected by its standards and guidelines, both in government and the private sector.
Specifically, the duties of the Board are to identify emerging managerial, technical, administrative and physical safeguard issues relative to
computer systems security and privacy and to
advise the NBS and the Secretary of Commerce
on security and privacy4 3issues pertaining to federal computer systems.
The Chair of the CSSPAB is appointed by the Secretary of Commerce. The Board is required to report its findings relating to computer systems
security and privacy to the Secretary of Commerce, the OMB Director, the NSA Director, the
House Committee on Government Operations,
and the
4 4 Senate Committee on Governmental Affai

I Implementation Issues
Implementation ofthe Computer Security Act has
been controversial, particularly with respect to the
roles ofNIST and NSA in standards development.
The two agencies developed a Memorandum of
Understanding in 1989 to clarify the working relationship, but this MOU has been controversial as
well, because of concerns in Congress and elsewhere that its provisions cede NSA much more
45
authority than the act had granted or envisioned.
Chapter 4 of the 1994 OTA report examined these
implementation issues in depth. It concluded that
clear policy guidance and congressional oversight

41 H.Rept. 100-153,Part 1i,op. cit., footnote 28,pp. 25-26.
2

3

Ibid.,pp. 2-25,30- 5. in 1986,NSAhadannouncedaprrgrantodrvelop tamperprofeyigaphi modulesthat qualifiedeomnamnitirsmuuacturouldembed in their products.NSAs developmentofthese emheddablr module was part ofNSA's Development
CenteseoroEmbeddedCOMSECProducts.(NSA press relie far Deveopntr Centerfor EmbeddedCOMISECProducts.Jan.10,1906.)
43 H.Rept. 100-153,Pars 1,op. oit, footnote 12,pp. 27-28.
- Public Law 00-235,section 3.
45
The amnnerinwhichNIST andNSA piannedto ecute theirfunctionsundertheComputerSecurityAct of 1987 as evidencedbythe
MOU,ws theubject ofhe atngs
in 1989.SeeUS. Congress,Hoa-flRtrciactati,
Subcommitteeon LegislationandNationalSecurity,
CommtteeonnttGvenmntOperation, MilitaryandiCiSnCronifCprerSuuylsus,101stCong., 1stsea., May4.199
tWashngtan,DC:U.S.Govnment PrintingOffic, 1989).The NIST-NSAworkingrelationshiphas subsequnly be. mistrdaantisur, withregard
tothe EESand the DSS. See OTA,op. cit., footnote 1, ch.4 and app.C.
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will be needed if NIST/NSA processes and outcomes are to reflect a different balance ofnational
security and other objectives, or more openness,
than have been evidenced since 1989.
The Computer Security Act of 1987 requires all
federal agencies to identify computer systems
containing sensitive information, and to develop
46
security plans for these systems. The act also requires mandatory periodic training in computer
security for all federal employees and contractors
who manage, use, or operate federal computer
systems. In its workshops and discussions with
federal employees and knowledgeable outside observers, OTA found that these provisions of the
Computer Security Act are viewed as generally
adequate as written, 4but
7 that their implementation
can be problematic.
During the course of the assessment and follow-on work, OTA found strong sentiment that
agencies follow the rules set forth by the Computer Security Act, but not necessarily the fill intent
of the act. In practice, there are both insufficient
incentives for compliance and insufficient sanctions for noncompliance with the spirit of the act.
For example, though agencies do develop the required security plans, the act does not require
agencies to review them periodically or update
them as technologies or circumstances change.
One result of this is that "[s]ecurity of systems
tends to atrophy over time unless there is a stimu48
lus to remind agencies of its importance."
Another result is that agencies may not treat secu-

rity as an integral component when new systems
are being designed and developed.
Ongoing NIST activities in support of information security and privacy are conducted by NIST's
Computer Systems Laboratory. In the 1994 report, OTA noted that NIST's funding for these security functions ($4.5 million in appropriated
funds for FY 1995) has chronically been low, given NIST's responsibilities under the Computer
Security Act. "Reimbursable" funds received
from other agencies (mainly DOD) have been substantial ($2.0 million in FY 1995) compared with
appropriated funds for security-related activities.
Since FY 1990, they have represented some 30 to
40 percent of the total funding for computer-security activities and staffat CSL. This is a large fraction of what has been a relatively small budget
(about $6.5 million total in FY 1995).
Some of the possible measures to improve implementation were mentioned during OTA staff
interviews and workshops circa 1993-94 including the following: increasing resources for OMB
to coordinate and oversee agency security plans
and training; increasing resources forNIST and/or
other agencies to advise and review agency security plans and training; setting aside part of agency
budgets for information security (to be used for
risk assessment, training, development, etc.); and!
or rating agencies according to the adequacy and
effectiveness of their information-security policies and plans and withholding funds until performance meets predetermined accepted levels.

46Public
Law 100-235,
sction
6.
47Some ofthc
possiblenasures
so inprove
impleetationtha
weresuggested
duringthese
discussions
were:
in asingorourcsfor
OMB tocoordinateand -oeee gcy secury plans and training;
increasingone,
ureNIST a-do,
...
agences
toadise
andreview
agencyse.uityoplans
andtraining;settigasido
parto
fgencybudges
forinforma
onsecurity
(to
beusedfor
risk
aseint.training,
devl.
opment,
and so forth);
and/rrating
agencies
according totheadequacyand fficti-eni oftheir infonation-ecurity policies andplans and
withholding
funds
until
perforuance
meets
predetrmsinsd
accepted
leels.
(Discussions
in OTAworkshops
and inteis, 1993-94.)
4aOffice
ofManagement
and Budget
(in
conjunction
withNISTaid NSA),"Obseriations
ofAgency Computer
Security
Practices
and
Implementation
ofOMB Bulletin
No.90-08;
Guidanfor Pr onrain
aosiytPlanrednl Computer
SstsThat Centain
Sensitio
tnfonntion,"February
1993,p1I.
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Appendix C:
U.S. Export
Controls on

C Cryptography
T

he United States
has two regulatory regimes forexports, depending on whether
the item to be exported is military in nature, or is "dual-use," having both civilian
and military uses. These regimes are administered
by the State Department and the Commerce Department, respectively. Both regimes provide export
controls on selected goods ortechnologies for
reasons ofnational security or foreign policy. Licenses are required to export products, services, or
scientific and technical datai originating in the
United States, or to re-export these from another
country.

Licensing requirements vary according to the
nature of the item to be exported, the end use, the
end user, and, in some cases, the intended destination. For many items that are under Commercejurisdiction, no specific approval is required and a
"general license" applies (e.g., when the item in
question is not military or dual-use and/or is widely available from foreign sources). In other cases,
an export license must be applied for from either
the State Department or the Commerce Department, depending on the nature of the item. In
general, the State Department's licensing require2
ments are more stringent and broader in scope.

IBothheExpo AdministrationAct(50 U.S.C.App.2401-2420)ad theArmsExportControlAct (22U.S.C.2751-2794)provideauthority aocontrolthe disseminiatieete ren etionals (export)ofstientific and technicaldatarelated toitems requiringexpor licencesunderthe
regulationsimpiementringthesects. setifioandtechnicada
canin udepIansdesignspeetfi t tion
terinarfoaenthatdescribes
how to proda-e an item. SeeU.S. Cengress,Office ofTechnologyAssessrent, IeferatienSecui and Piein
Networ E-tera ent
OTA-TCT-606
(Vashington,DC; U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice,September1994),pp. 150-160.
Otherrstattoryauthorifes fornationalsecuritycontrolsonseientifi and teohiealdaa am
round inthe RestrictedDator"bornlassified"
provisionsoftheAtaame EnergyAct of1946(60 Sat. 755)and theAtomicEnergyAct of 1954(68
Stat.919,42 U.S.C.2011-2296),andinthe
InventionSecrecy Actof 1951(35 U.S.C. 181-18), whichallows for patent ecery orders and withholdingofpatn on national meeury
grounds.NSAhas obtainedpatent sencey orden on patent applicationsfor cryptographicequipmentand algorithmsunderauthorityof the
etion Secrecy Act,
2 Foranothercomparison of thetwo export-contrl regimes,see U.S.General AccountingOffice,Export Coetrato: ste reReoeing
Milieri/ySenitivet.e rm theMnitenLit,GAO/NSIAD-93-67(Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,March1993),esp.
pp. 10-13.
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The material in this appendix is taken from pages
150-160 of the 1994 OTA report, updated where
appropriate. Licensing terms differ between the
agencies, as do time frames and procedures for licensing review, revocation, and appeal.
STATE DEPARTMENT EXPORT
CONTROLS ON CRYPTOGRAPHY
The Arms Export Control Act and International
3
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), administered by the State Department, control export of
items (including hardware, software, and technical data) that are "inherently military in character"
4
and, therefore, placed on the Munitions List. Unless otherwise indicated, items on the Munitions
List are controlled to all destinations, meaning
that "validated" licenses-requiring case-by-case
review-are required for any exports (except to
Canada, in some cases). The Munitions List is established by the State Department, in concurrence
with the Defense Department; the State Department's Office of Defense Trade Controls administers the ITAR and issues licenses for approved
exports. The Defense Department provides technical advice to the State Department when there
are questions concerning license applications or
commodity jurisdiction (i.e., whether State or
Commerce regulations apply-see below).
With certain exceptions, cryptography falls in
"Category XlIt-Auxiliary Military Equipment"
of the Munitions List. Category XIII(b) covers
"Information Security Systems and equipment,
cryptographic devices, software and components
specifically designed or modified therefore," generally including:
1. cryptographic and key-management systems
and associated equipment, subcomponents,
and software capable of maintaining informa-

tion or infornation-system secrecy/confidentiality;
2. cryptographic and key-management systems
and associated equipment, subcomponents,
and software capable of generating spreading
or hopping codes for spread-spectrum systems
or equipment;
3. cryptanalytic systems and associated equipmet, subcomponents, and software;
4. systems, equipment, subcomponents and software capable of providing multilevel security
that exceeds class B2 of the National Security
Agency's (NSA's) Trusted Computer System
Evaluation Criteria, as well as software used
for certification;
5. ancillary equipment specifically designed or
modified for these functions; and
6, technical data and defense services related to
5
the above.
Several exceptions apply to item XIII(b)(1)
above. These include the following subcategories
of cryptographic hardware and software:
a. those used to decrypt copy-protected software,
provided that the decryption functions are not
user-accessible;
b. those used only in banking or money transactions (e.g., in ATM machines and point-of-sale
terminals, or for encrypting interbanking transactions);
c. those that use analog (not digital) techniques
for cryptographic processing in certain applications, including facsimile equipment, restricted-audience broadcast equipment, and
civil television equipment;
d. those used in personalized smart cards when
the cryptography is of a type restricted for use
only in applications exempted from Munitions
List controls (e.g., in banking applications);

3 22 CYFR.120-130.
4SeSuppleent2
toPan 770ofthe
ExportAdminationRegulations.
TheMunitins
Lmthas21ataor
filsandrelatedtechnologies,uchas
anicceryandprojectils
(Category
It)
ortoxiigieaI and rdilological
agen andequipment
(Category
XIV).
Category
Xii(b)
onisstof"Infornafon
Securiy Systems
andequipeent, cryptgmapbie
dmecea, esotiae,andcomponenispeciicaly indified therere."
5Ibld.
SeeCategory
xiirb))(5))and Xi(k).
Fra reviewocontveiy
daring
the1970adeariy 190 .conceningecontolocryptographic
publication,seeF.Weingarten,"Controlling
CryptoagphicPublication,"
Coempate &Setr-ity. -o.2, 1983.
P4i-458
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e. those limited to access-control functions (e.g.,
for ATM machines, point-of-sale terminals,
etc.) in order to protect passwords, personal
identification numbers, and the like provided
that they do not provide for encryption ofother
files or text;
f. those limited to data authentication (e.g., calculating a message authentication code) but not
allowing general file encryption;
g. those limited to receiving radio broadcast, pay
television, or other consumer-type restricted
audience broadcasts, where digital decryption
is limited to the video, audio, or management
functions and there are no digital encryption capabilities; and
h. those for software designed or modified to protect against malicious6 computer damage from
viruses, and so forth.
Cryptographic hardware and software in these
subcategories are excluded from the ITAR regime
and fall under Conmerce's jurisdiction. Note,
however, that these exclusions do not include
hardware-based products for encrypting data or
other files before transmission or storage, or useraccessible, digital encryption software for ensuring email confidentiality or read-protecting stored
data or text files. These remain under State Department control.
In September 1994, the State Department announced an amendment to the regulations implementing section 38 of the Arms Export Control
7
Act. The new rule implements one of the reforms
applicable to encryption products that were announced on February 4,1994, by the State Depart-

8

met. It established a new licensing procedure in
the ITAR to permit U.S. encryption manufacturers
to make multiple shipment, of items covered by
Category XII(b)(1) of the Munitions List (see
above) directly toend users in an approved country, without obtaining individual licenses. Previously, only thoseexports covered by a
distribution arrangement could be shipped without an individual license; the new procedure permits direct distribution from manufacturers
without foreign distributors. The procedures are
similar to existing distribution agreement procedures; exporters submit a proposed arrangement
specifying items to be shipped, proposed end users and uses, and destination countries. Upon approval, exporters can ship the specified products
directly to the end users in theapproved countries,
9
with a single license. Among the other reforms
announced in February 1994 but awaiting implementation are special licensing procedures that
would permit export of key-escrow encryption
products to "most" end users. 10

COMMERCE DEPARTMENT EXPORT
CONTROLS ON CRYPTOGRAPHY
I

The Export Administration Act (EAA)l and Ex12
port Administration Regulations (EAR),
administered by the Commerce Department, are
designed to control exports of"sensitive" or dualuse items, including software and scientific and
technical
data. Some items on the Commerce
Control List (CCL) are controlled for national security purposes, to prevent them from reaching
"proscribed" countries (usually in the former So-

I Munitios List, ibid.See Xitt(b)(I) (i)-(ix).
7Deparmentof StinBuu
afPiitit-MiliuayAffi.,22cFpart i23and i24rFederaiiegisier; v

59,No. i75

4

pt.2i99 pp.

4562145623.
s Martba Hari,, Deputy Assist- Secreary for Polieil-Miliury Affair, U.S.Deparnet of Stan, "Enryption-Export ControlRef- ,"statement,
Feb. 4, 1994.
9 Federa.lRegiser,op. cit., footnoe 7, p. 45621.
10MarthaHams, op. cit., footnote8.
11Atthis writing, the eport adminisrstion legislstion,is to be
1222 U.S.C.2751-2794.

athoied.
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viet bloc); others are controlled forvarious foreign
policy objectives. 13
The Bureau of Export Administration administers controls on dual-use items.The Bureau of Export Administration's Office of Strategic Trade
and Foreign Policy Controls 14is responsible for
making licensing determinations, coordinating
with other responsible agencies as necessary, and
maintaining the Commerce
Control List for cryp15
tographic products.
Cryptography falls under Section II ("Informa16
tion Security") of the CCL. This category
includes information-security "equipment, assemblies and components" that:

6. are designed or modified to exceed class B2 of
the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (see item 4 in the State Department list
above); plus those that
7. are communications cable systems with intrmsion-detection capabilities.

I. are designed or modified to use digital cryptography for information security;
2. are designed or modified to use cryptanalytic
functions;
3. are designed or modified to use analog cryptography, except for some low-speed, fixed band
scrambling or frequency inversion, or in fRcsimile equipment, restricted audience broadcast equipment or civil television equipment
(see item c above);
4. are designed to suppress compromising emanations ofinformation-bearing signals, except for
suppression of emanations for health or safety
reasons;
5. are designed ormodified to use cryptography to
generate the spreading code for spread-spectrum systems or the hopping code for frequency
agility systems; or

The "overlap" between the State Department and
Commerce Department export-control regimes is
particularly complex for cryptography (note the
overlap between the Munitions List items and the
CCL items shown above, even with the exceptions). Basically, the Commerce Department licenses only those Section II items that are either
excepted from State Department control, are not
controlled, or are eligible for licensing under an
advisory note, plus anti virus software (see item h
in the section on State Department controls
1
above). 7 The cryptographic items exempted
from control under advisory note 1 are: personalized smart cards as described in item d above;
equipment for fixed data compression or coding
techniques, or for use in applications described in
item g above; portable, commercial civil cellular
phones containing encryption, when accompany-

Equipment forthe test, inspection, and production
(including evaluation and validation equipment)
of equipment or functions in this category are included, as are related software and technology.
OVERLAP BETWEEN
CONTROL REGIMES

'ISe

GAO,up. eit., foonote 2, pp. 10-12.
14Thefunctionsofthe Officee
ofExport Licensingandthe OfficeofTechnologyand PolicyAnalysis wer mergedand shiRfedaterareogahiinn ofiheaBurau ofcExprtAdniniincn late 1S94-erly 1995.(MuuriceCnk,BumeauofExpotAdministrtion,Ee.nmieAnalysis
Division,personalcommunication,Mar. 17, 1995.)
15Joseph Young,Officeofstrategic Trdeand ForeignPolicy ConrI, BmenuofExpot Administration,personalcommunication,Mar.
23, 1995.
16See Supplemn 1 o Pan 799.1ofth ExpntAdminstration Regulations,sectionsA (eNipment, assembliesandcomponents).B (test,
inspection,and productionequipment),D (soifyou-),and E (technology).
17Ibid., p. CCL123(noles).The adnisorynoeitn ecifyems thatcan belieensedby Commerceunder one ormore administmrtieecep.
tions.
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ing their users; and software as described in item a
8
above
Other items, such as cellular phone systems for which message traffic encryption is not
possible or items for civilian use in banking, access control, and authentication as described under items b), e), or f) above, are covered by
advisory notes 3 through 5. These advisory notes
state that these items are likely to be licensed by
Commerce, as administrative exceptions, for ex19
port to acceptable end users.
At present, software and hardware for robust,
user-controlled encryption remains on the Munitions List under State Department control, unless
2t
State grants jurisdiction to Commerce. This has
become increasingly controversial, especially for
the information technology and software industries. According to the U.S. General Accounting
Office's (GAO's) 1993 report:
NSA performs the technical review that determines, for national security roasons, (1) ifa product
with encryption capabilities is a munitions item or a
Commerce List item and (2) which munitions items
with encryption capabilities may be exported. The
Department of State examines the NSA determination for consistency with prior NSA determinations
and may add export restrictions for foreign policy
reasons-e.g., all exports to certain countries may
be banned for a time period.
... [T]he detailed criteria for these decisions are
generally classified. However, vendors exporting
these items can learn some of the general criteria
through prior export approvals or denials they have
received. NSA representatives also advise companies regarding whether products they are planning
would likely be munitions items and whether they
would be exportable,21according to State Department representatives.

At the end of COCOM in 1994, the Clinton Administration liberalized the policy for some exports of computer and telecommunications
products to Russia, Eastern Europe, and China.
However, controls were maintained on cryptography because:
The President has determined that vital U.S.
national security and law enforcement interests
compel
22 maintaining appropriate control of encryption.
i 1992, there had been limited relaxation of export controls for mass-marketed software with
encryption capabilities. NSA and the State Department relaxed and streamlined export controls
for mass-market software with moderate encryption capabilities, but not including software implementing the Data Encryption Standard (DES)
or computer hardware containing encryption al23
gorithms. Also, since July 1992, there has been
expedited review of software using one oftwo algorithms developed by RSA Data Security, Inc.
These algorithms, called RC2 and RC4, are said to
be significantly stronger than those previously allowed for export, but are limited to a 40-bit key
length and are said to be weaker than the "DESstrength" programs that can be marketed in the
United States and that are available overseas.
U.S. software producers still face the ITAR restrictions (with the new, expedited-distribution
rule noted above) for exports of software with
24
strong encryption. Software or hardware products using the DES formessage encryption (as opposed to message authentication) are on the
Munitions List and are generally nonexportable to
foreign commercial users, except foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms and some financial institutions

is Ibid.,pp. CCLt123-126.
Softwarerequired foror providingthese functions isa],o exeepted.
19Ibid.,Advisory Notes I -5.
20GAO,op. Cit.,foonsot 2, pp. 24-28.
25
21bid.,p. .
22MarthaHarris, op. Cit, footnote 0.
23ibid.
24"Strong"enctyptios in this context nretsto systen, on a par ith the DES or withthe RSA systemwitha 1,024-bitmodulus,
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(for use in electronic funds transfers). Products
that use the DES and other algorithms for purposes other than message encryption (e.g., for authentication) can be exported
on the Commerce
25
Control List, however.
In the 103d Congress, legislation intended to
streamline controls and ease restrictions on massmarket computer software, hardware, and technology, including certain encryption software,

had been introduced. No export legislation was
enacted, however, and the last reported version of
the House legislation did not include these provi26
sions. In the 104th Congress, omnibus export
administration legislation for 1995 has been
introduced in the House (H.R. 361). At this writing, it does not have special provisions for cryptography.

25GAO, op.cr., footnote2, p.26. For discussionof industy andgoverent vicws,OTA,op. cit, footo

, pp. 154-160.

26SeeU.S.Congress,Houseofeprenativcs, Onitn5 poriAdnisrationAc of1994.H.Rept. 103-531,103dCong, 2dsesss,Punts
I (Comitee onForeignAffirs, May 25,1994),2 (Peranent SelectCommitteeonIntelligence,June 16,1994),3 (Commiltceon Waysand
Means, June7, 1994),and4 (Coanittee a AurnedSe ices,June17, 1994)(Washington,DC, U.S.Governmentprinting Office,1994) and
H.R. 4663, "O-nibus Export AdministrationActof 1994,"June 28, 1994.
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Summary of Issues
and Options from
the 1994 OTA Report
formation Security and Privacy in Netiwork Environments was the recognition
art
motivation
for the
reportlnthatofthe
we are
in transition
to aOTA
society
that is
becoming critically dependent on electronic information and network connectivity. This is exemplified by the explosive growth of the Internet
and sources of online information and entertainment.I
The need for congressional attention to safeguarding information has been reinforced in the
months since the report was issued in September
1994. The use of information networks for business has continued to expand, and ventures to

P

bring electronic commerce and "electronic cash"2
into homes and offices are materializing rapidly.
Government agencies have continued to expand
both the scale and scope oftheirnetwork connectivities. Information technologies and networks are
featured even more prominently in plans to make
government more efficient, effective, and respon3
sive.
Concerns for the security and privacy of networked information remain. In its 1994 report,
OTA found that the fast-changing and competitive
marketplace that produced the Internet and a
strong networking and software industry in the

I Forexample,
thenumber flnt
mt us,,hasbeen
morethndoubling
ech year;some 30millionpeople orldwide
canechange
mes.
sgesoerthe
Internct.
"Brwiing" and"chatig"
onlineathomeandin the
office
isncranogly popuilarece,
e.g..
Molly
O'Neill,
"The
Lcre
andAddiction
ofLife
OnLine,"
TheN YorkiMf,Mar.8,1995,pp.CI, C6.
2See,e.g.,
RandyBarrett,"Hauling
Inthe
Network-Behind
theWorld'sDigital
CashCce,"lahingo oichnoon Oct.
27,1994,p. 18;
Neil
Murm, "Branch
Banks
Go Way oftheDriv-in;'
Itntoiin Thvhnolti Feb.
23,1995,
pp.1,48Amy Conee c al.,
"Cashing
Inon
Cybepnce: A RushofSoawaeDeilopmentti
Ceate
an Electronic
Marketplace,"
Busin Week,
Feb.
27,1995, pp.78-86;
BobMatcaf,
"InteractDigital
Cash-Don'tLeaveYoumePageilhoutI,'lInfolWold,
Mar.i3,1995,p.
55:"Netscape
Signs
Up 19UssrorItsSystem
orhaenet Security,"
The TStrcJoi,
Mar.
20,1995,
p. 3;.and
Saul
Hansell,
"VISAWill
PutaMicrochip
inNe Cnrdn-Poduct Is
DesoigedforSmall
PuroCases,"
Te Ne core
Y 1tains,Ma 21, 1995,
p.D3.
tSee,
e.g., Neil Mun.,"Fids
May Go New obncchExecutive,"
Irnshngton
Technology,Feb.
23,1995,
pp.1,49;
Charles
A Bowsher,
CoptrolerGcocat f heUnited
Stics,
"GovnmentReform:
UsingReengineering
nd Technology
toImprove
Government
Perioanie," GAO/T-OCG-95-2,
teimnii ybefore
the
Comitniae
onGoernmental
Affairs,
U.S.
Senae,
Feb.
2, 1995;,,d
Elc onVio,"Reinnomg 1, OldHat for
New Chairman,"
Federal
Comp.a ieek,
Feb. 20,199,pp 22,27.
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United States has not consistently produced products equipped with affordable, user-friendly safeguards. Many individual products and techniques
are available to adequately safeguard specific information networks, if the user knows what to purchase and can afford and correctly use the product.
Nevertheless, better and more affordable products
are needed. In particular, OTA found a need for
products that integrate security features with other functions for use in electronic commerce, electronic mail, or other applications.
OTA found that more study is needed to fully understand vendors' responsibilities with respect to
software and hardware product quality and liability. OTA also found that more study is also needed
on the effects of export controls on the domestic
and global markets for information safeguards,
and on the ability of safeguard developers and
vendors to produce more affordable, integrated
products. OTA concluded that broader efforts to
safeguard networked information will be frustrated unless cryptography-policy issues are resolved.
OTA found that the single most important step
toward implementing proper safeguards for networked information in a federal agency or other
organization is for top management to define the
organization's overall objectives, define an organizational security policy to reflect those objectives, and implement that policy. Only top
management can consolidate the consensus and
apply the resources necessary to effectively protect networked information. For the federal govemnent, this requires guidance from the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) (e.g., in OMB
Circular A-130), commitment from top agency
management, and oversight by Congress. The
1994 OTA report found that in practice, there have
historically been both insufficient incentives for
compliance, as well as insufficient sanctions for
noncompliance, with the spirit of the Computer
Security Act.

4 S lnfrnoonSecuri5adPriacyi,,NeworkEnvironn,
ieb, 1994),pp. 8-18.

During the course of the OTA assessment
(1993-94), there was widespread controversy concerning the Clinton Administration's escrowedencryption initiative. The significance of this
initiative, in concert with other federal cryptography policies, resulted in an increased focus in the
report on the processes that the government uses
to regulate cryptography and to develop federal
information processing standards (FIPS) based on
cryptography.
The 1994 report focused on policy issues in three
areas: I) cryptography policy, including federal
information processing standards and export controls; 2) guidance on safeguarding unclassified information in federal agencies; and 3) legal issues
and information security, including electronic
commerce, privacy, and intellectual property. The
following sections present the issues and options
from that report.
4

NATIONAL CRYPTOGRAPHY POLICY
The 1994 OTA report concluded that Congress
has vital strategic roles in cryptography policy
and, more generally, in safeguarding information
andprotectingpersonal privacy in a networked society. Because cryptography has become a
technology of broad application, decisions about
cryptography policy have increasingly broad effects on society. Federal standards (e.g., the federal information processing standards, or the FIPS)
and export controls have substantial significance
forthe development and use of these technologies.

I Congressional Review and
Open Processes
In 1993, having recognized the importance of
cryptography and the policies that govern the development, dissemination, and use of the technology, Congress asked the National Research
Council (NRC) to conduct a major study that
would support a broad review of cryptography and

OTA-TCT-606
(Washington,DC;U.S.Goernmnt PrintigOfi , Sep-
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5

its deployment. An important outcome ofthis review of national cryptography policy would be the
development ofmore open processes to determine
how cryptography will be deployed throughout
society. Cryptography deployment includes development of the public-key infrastructures and
certification authorities that will support electronic delivery of government services, copyright
management, and digital commerce,
The results ofthe NRC study are expected to be
availablein 1996.But, giventhespeedwithwhich
the Clinton Administration is acting to deploy escrowed encryption within the government, OTA
concluded that information to support a congressional policy review of cryptography is out of
phase with implementation. Therefore, OTA
noted that:
OPTION: Congress could consider placing a
hold onfurtherdeployment ofkey-escrow encryption, pending a congressionalpolicyreview
More open processes would build trust and confidence in government operations and leadership.
More openness would allow diverse stakeholders
to understand how their views and concerns were
being balanced with those of others, in establishing an equitable deployment of these technologies, even when some of the specifics of the
technology remain classified. (See also the policy
section below on safeguarding information in federal agencies.) More open processes would also
allow for public consensus-building, providing
better information for use in congressional oversight of agency activities. Toward these ends,
OTA noted that:
OPTION: Congresscould address the extent to
which the current working relationshipbetween
NIST and NSA will be a satisfactorypart of this
open process, or the extent to which the current
arrangementsshouldbe reevaluatedand revised,
Another important outcome of a broad policy review would be a clarification of national information-policy principles in the face of technological
change:

OPTION: Congress couldstate its policy as to
when the impacts ofa technology (like cryptography) are so pow'eful and pervasive that legislation isneededtoprovidesufficientpublicvisibility
and accountahilityforgovernment actions.
During the assessment, OTA found that many of
the persistent concerns surrounding the Escrowed
Encryption Standard, and the Clinton Administration's escrowed-encryption initiative generally,
focused on whether key-escrow encryption will
become mandatory for government agencies or
the private sector, ifnionescrowed encryption will
be banned, and/or if these actions could be taken
without legislation. Other concerns still focus on
whether or not alternative forms of encryption
would be available that would allow private individuals and organizations the option of depositing
keys (or not) with one or more third-party trustees-at their discretion. The National Research
Council study should be valuable in helping Congress to understand the broad range of technical
and institutional alternatives available for various
types of trusteeships for cryptographic keys, "digital powers of attorney," and the like. However, if
implementation of the EES and related technologies continues at the current pace, OTA noted that
key-escrowencryptionmayalreadybeembedded
in information systems before Congress can act on
the NRC report.
I Export Controls on Cryptography
As part of a broad national cryptography policy,
OTA noted that Congress may wish to periodically examine export controls on cryptography, to ensure that these continue to reflect an appropriate
balance between the needs of signals intelligence
and law enforcement and the needs of the public
and business communities. This examination
would take into account changes in foreign capabilities and foreign availability of cryptographic
technologies.

5 For infermationaboutthe NRC study,contactHerbLi at she Natiale Researenh
Counil (arepto&ed).
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Information from an executive branch study of
the encryption market and export controls that
was promised by Vice President Gore should pro6
vide some near-term information. At this writing, the Commerce Department and the National
Security Agency (NSA) are assessing the economic impact of U.S. export controls on the U.S.
computer software industry; as part of this study,
NSA is determining the foreign availability ofen7
cryption products. The study is scheduled to be
delivered to National Security Council (NSC) deputies by July 1, 1995. It is anticipated that there
will be both unclassified and classified portions of
some public release of the
the study; there may be
t
unclassified material.
OTA noted that the scope and methodology of
the export-control studies that Congress might
wish to use in the future may differ from those
used in the executive branch study. Therefore:
OPTION: Congressmightwish to assess the validity and effectiveness ofthe Clinton Administration ' studies of export controls on cryptography
by conductingoversight hearings,by undertaking
a staffanalysis, or by requestinga studyfroni the
CongressionalBudget Office.
I

Congressional Responses to
Escrowed-Encryption Initiatives

OTA also recognized that Congress also has a
more near-term role to play in determining the
extent to which and how-the Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) and other escrowed-encryption systems will be deployed in the United
States. These actions can be taken within a longterm, strategic framework. Congressional oversight of the effectiveness of policy measures and
controls can allow Congress to revisit these issues
as needed, or as the consequences of previous decisions become more apparent.
The Escrowed Encryption Standard (Clipper)
was issued as a voluntary FIPS; use of the EES by

the private sector is also voluntary. The Clinton
Administration has stated that it has no plans to
make escrowed encryption mandatory, or to ban
other forms ofencryption. But, absent legislation,
these intentions are not binding for future administrations and also leave open the question of what
will happen if the EES and related technologies do
not prove acceptable to the private sector. Moreover, the executive branch may soon be using the
EES and/or related escrowed-encryption technologies to safeguard-among other things-large
volumes of private information about individuals
(e.g., taxpayer data and health care information).
For these reasons, OTA concluded that the EES
and other key-escrowing initiatives are by no
means only an executive branch concern. The
EES and any subsequent escrowed-encryption
standards (e.g., for data communications in computer networks, or for file encryption) also warrant congressional attention because ofthe public
funds that will be spent in deploying them. Moreover, negative public perceptions of the EES and
the processes by which encryption standards are
developed and deployed may erode public confidence and trust in government and, consequently,
the effectiveness of federal leadership in promoting responsible safeguard use.
In responding to current escrowed-encryption
initiatives like the EES, and in determining the extent to which appropriated funds should be used in
implementing key-escrow encryption and related
technologies, OTA noted that:
OPTION: Congresscould addressthe appropriate locationsofthe key-escrotw agents,particularly for federal agencies, before additional
investments are made in staff andfacilities for
them. Publicacceptanceofkey-escrowenryption
might be improved-but not assured-by an escrowing system that used separationofposrers to
reduce perceptions ofthepotentialformisuse.

V-cePcsidtAIGor, letterto RepresentatieManaCantwell,July20,1994. See OTA,op. cit., footnote4 pp. 11-13.
7 Maurice Cook,Breau of Exprt Administration,EconomicAnalysisDivision,personal communication,Mar,7,1995.
8 Bill Clements,National SecurityCouncil,personalcommunication,Mar.21, 1995.
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With respect to current escrowed-encryption initiatives like the EES, as well as any subsequent
key-escrow encryption initiatives (e.g., for data
communications or file encryption), and in determining the extent to which appropriated funds
should be used in implementing key-escrow encryption and related technologies, OTA noted
that:
OPTION. Congress could address the issue of
criminalpenaltiesfor misuse and unauthorized
disclosure ofescrowed key components.
OPTION: Congress could consider allowing
damages to be awardedfor individuals or organizations who were harmedby misuse or unauthorized disclosure of escrowed key components.
SAFEGUARDING INFORMATION
9
IN FEDERAL AGENCIES
Congress has an even more directrole in establishing the policy guidance within which federal
agencies safeguard information, and in oversight
of agency and OMB measures to implement information security and privacy requirements. The
Office of Management and Budget is responsible
for developing and implementing governmentwide policies for information resource management: for overseeing the development and
promoting the use of government informationmanagement principles, standards, and guidelines; and for evaluating the adequacy and
efficiency of agency information-management
practices. During the assessment, OTA found that
information-security managers in federal agencies must compete for resources and support to
properly implement needed safeguards. For their
efforts to succeed, both OMB and top agency
management must fully support investments in
cost-effective safeguards. Given the expected increase in interagency sharing of data, interagency
coordination of privacy and security policies is

also necessary to ensure uniformly adequate
protection,
I Effectiveness of OMB Guidance
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 was signed
by President Clinton on May 22, 1995. Both the
House (H.R. 830) and Senate (S. 244) versions of
the bill reaffirmed OMB's authorities under the
Computer Security Act for safeguarding unclassi1
fied information. The conference bill 0containing
these provisions passed in both Houses on April 6,
1995 (see chapter 4 ofthis background paper for
discussion).
Appendix III ("Security of Federal Automated
Information Systems") of the 1985 version of
OMB Circular A-130 set forth OMB's government-wide policy guidance for information security. At this writing, a new, proposed revision of
Appendix III hasjust been issued. The proposed
revision is intended to lead to improved federal information-security practices and to make fulfillment of Computer Security Act and Privacy Act
requirements more effective generally, as well as
with respect to data sharing and secondary uses.
The new, proposed revision of Appendix II
("Security of Federal Automated Information")
will be key to assessing the prospect for improved
federal information security practices. The proposed revision was presented for comment at the
end of March 1995. According to OMB, the proposed new government-wide guidance:
•.. is intended to guide agencies in securing information as they increasingly rely on an open and
interconnected National Information Infrastracture. It stresses management controls such as individual responsibility, awareness and training, and
accountability, rather than technical controls... The proposal would also better integrate
security into program and mission goals, reduce the
need for centralized reporting of paper security
plans, emphasize the management of risk rather

I See OTA,or. ii, fotote 4, pp. 18-20.
nasiou Acof 1995-Conference Repo toAccompanyS.244," H.apt.
10SeeU.S. Conge, House of 5opimiosiiiii,"eam
5.
54on
104-99,
Apr.3,1995. Theseprovisioni -refoond in 44U.S.C.sie
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than its measurement, and revise government-wide
security responsibilities to be consistent with the
Computer Security Act.II
See chapter 4 ofthis background paper for discussion ofthe proposed revision to Appendix III. The
issues and options presented below are in the context of the 1994 report and the 1985 Appendix III.
However, OTA expects that congressional oversight and analysis as indicated below will remain
useful for understanding OMB's new guidance
and assessing its potential effectiveness.
Because the revised Appendix III had not been
issued by the time Information Security and Privacy in Network Environments was completed in
1994, the OTA report was unable to assess the revision's potential for improving information security in federal agencies, for holding agency
managers accountable for security, or for ensuring
uniform protection in light of data sharing and
secondary uses. OTA noted that, after the revised
Appendix III of OMB Circular A-13O is issued:
OPTION: Congress could assess the effectiveness of the OMB b revised guidelines, including
improvements in implementing the Computer Security Act s provisions regardingagency security
plans and training,in orderto determine whether
additional statutory requirements or oversight
measures are needed.
This might be accomplished by conducting
oversight hearings, undertaking a staff analysis,
and/or requesting a study from the General Accounting Office (GAO). However, the effects of
OMB's revised guidance may not be apparent for
some time after the revised Appendix III is issued.
Therefore, a few years may pass before GAO is
able to report goverment-wide findings that
would be the basis for determining the need for
further revision or legislation. In the interim:
OPTION: Congress could gain additionalinsight through hearings to gauge the reaction of
agencies, as well asprivacy and security experts

fiom outsidegovernment, to OMB s revisedguidelines.
Oversight of this sort might be especially valuable for agencies, such as the Internal Revenue
Service, that are developing major new information systems. In the course of its oversight and
when considering the direction of any new legislation, OTA noted that:
OPTION: Congresscould ensure that agencies
include explicit provisionsfor safeguarding information assets in any information-technology
planningdocuments,
OPTION: Congresscould ensure that agencies
budgetsufficient resources to safeguard information assets, whether as a percentage of informalion-technology modernization and/or operating
budgets, or otherwise.
OPTION: Congress could ensure that the Department of Commerce assigns sufficient resources to theNational Instituteof Standardsand
Technology (NIST) to support its Computer Scurity Act responsibilities, as well as NISTs other
activitiesrelatedto safeguardinginformation and
protectingprivacy in networks.
Regarding NIST's computer-security budget,
OTA did not determined the extent to which additional funding is needed, or the extent to which
additional fiuding would improve the overall effectiveness ofNIST's information-security activities. However, in staffdiscussions and workshops
during the course of the assessment, OTA found
that individuals from outside and within government repeatedly noted that NIST's security activities were not proactive and that NIST often lagged
in providing useful and needed standards (the
FIPS) and guidelines. Many individuals from the
private sector felt that NIST's limited resources
for security activities precluded NIST from doing
work that would also be useful to industry. Additional resources, whether from overall increases in
NIST's budget or otherwise, could enhance

11Oflee,
agmnt
- ... sadBudget,"Seeuratyof
Fede.1 al toatedlnfo-atln,"'Proposed
ReviionfOMB Circular
N..A- 130Aptheproposed
reaision
ofAppendk
IIIwasova/tablefom NISTviaWordWideWebat
pendix
It(ransnittal
memorandum),
Atthisriting,
http.:/c.ncsl.,it.govliplcy
as <s130app3.t,.
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NIST's technical capabilities, enable it to be more
proactive, and hence be more useful to federal
agencies and to industry,
OTA found that NIST activities with respect to
standards and guidelines related to cryptography
are a special case, however. Increased funding
alone will not be sufficient to ensure NIST's technological leadership or its fulfillment of the "balancing" role as envisioned by the Computer
Security Act of 1987. With respect to cryptography, OTA concluded that national security
constraints set forth in executive branch policy directives appear to be binding. These constraints
have resulted, for example, in the closed processes
by which the Escrowed Encryption Standard
(Clipper) was developed and implemented. Increased funding could enable NIST to become a
more equal partner to NSA, at least in deploying
(if not developing) cryptographic standards. But,
if NIST/NSA processes and outcomes are to reflect a different balance of national security and
other public interests, or more openness, than has
been evidenced over the past five years, OTA coneluded that clear policy guidance and oversight
(not just funding) will be needed.
LEGAL ISSUES AND
INFORMATION SECURITY
The laws currently governing commercial transactions, data privacy, and intellectual property
were largely developed for a time when telegraphs, typewriters, and mimeographs were the
commonly used office technologies and business
was conducted with paper documents sent by
mail. Technologies and business practices have
dramatically changed, butthe law has been slower
to adapt. Computers, electronic networks, and information systems are now used to routinely process, store, and transmit digital data in most
commercial fields. OTA found that changes in
communication and information technologies
were particularly significant in three areas: elee-

" Note his ee. in inerg standardsfor

tronic commerce, privacy and transborder data
flow, and digital libraries.

I Electronic Commerce
As businesses replace conventional paper documents with standardized computer forms, the
need arises to secure the transactions and establish
means to authenticate and provide nonrepudiation
services for electronic transactions, that is, a
means to establish authenticity and certify that the
transaction was made. Absent a signed paper doeument on which any nonauthorized changes could
be detected, a digitalsignature to prevent, avoid,
or minimize the chance that the electronic document has been altered must be developed. In contrast to the courts' treatment of conventional,
paper-based transactions and records, little guidance is offered as to whether aparticular safeguard
technique, procedure, or practice will provide the
requisite assurance of enforceability in electronic
form. This lack of guidance concerning security
and enforceability is reflected in the diversity of
security and authentication practices used by
those involved in electronic commerce.
Legal standards forelectronic commercial transactions and digital signatures have not been fully
developed, and these issues have undergone little
review in the courts. Therefore, OTA noted that
immediate action by Congress might not be war12
ranted. However, OTA noted the need for congressional awareness of these issues:
OPTION: Congresscould stonitor the issue of
legal standardsfor electronic transactions and
digitalsignatures,so that these are considered in
future policy decisions about information security.
Such attention would be especially timely, given
the increasing focus of the national and international legal communities and the states on developing legal standards for electronic commerce, as
well as guidelines and model legislation for digitat signatures.

intrcts, mles ofevidene, and so finh, notto specific technas andads likethe DSS.
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For example, the American Bar Association's
(ABA) Information Security Committee, Science
and Technology Section, is drafting "Global Digital Signature Guidelines and model legislation.
The ABA effort includes federal-agency representatives, aswell as representatives from the private
sector and other governments. With participation
by the International Chamber of Commerce and
the U.S. State Department, the United Nations
Commission on International Trade Law has completed a3Model Law on electronic data interchange
(EDI).1
Utah has just enacted digital signature legislat4
tion. The Utah Digital Signature Act is intended
to provide a reliable means for signing computerbased documents and to provide legal recognition
of digital signatures using "strong authentication
techniques" based on asymmetric cryptography.
To assure a minimum level of reliability in digital
signatures, the Utah statute provides for the licensing and regulation ofcertification authorities
by a "Digital Signature Agency" (e.g., the Divisionof Corporations and Commercial Code of the
Utah Department of Commerce). The act, first
drafted asa proposed model law, provides that the
private key is the property of the subscriber who
rightfully holds it (and who has a duty to keep it
confidential); thus, tort or criminal actions are
possible for theft or misuse. It is technology-independent; that is, it does not mandate use of a specific signature technique, although it envisions
use of signatures based on standards similar to or

including the ANSI X.9.30 or ITU X.509 stan15
dards. (Also see discussion in chapter 4 of this
background paper.)
Liability issues are also important to the development ofelectronic commerce and the underpinning institutional infrastructures, including (but
not limited to) escrow agents for key-escrowed
encryption systems and certificate authorities for
public-key infrastructures. Widespread use ofcertificate-based, public-key infrastructures will require resolution and harmonization of liability
requirements for trusted entities, whether these be
federal certificate authorities, private certificate
(or "certification") authorities, escrow agents,
banks, clearinghouses,
value-added networks, or
16
other entities.

I Protection of Privacy inData
Since the 1970s, the United States has concentrated its efforts to protect the privacy of personal
data collected and archived by the federal government. Rapid development of networks and information processing by computer now makes it
possible for large quantities of personal information to be acquired, exchanged, stored, and
matched very quickly. As a result, a market for
computer-matched personal data has expanded
rapidly, and a private sector information industry
has grown around the demand for such data.
OTA found that increased computerization and
linkage of information maintained by the federal

13Informationon ABAand UnitedNations activitiesprovidedby MichaelBaum,Principal, independentMonitoring.personalcommunication,Mr. 19,1995.Se clso MichaelS.Ban, Fed rlCertfcaocu,,AhoryLmailiotandPolicy-LomwadPolicyofCcorrficate-Baucd
PublicKey .,dcDigitalSigar, NIST-GCR-94-654,NTISDoe. No. PB94-191-202
Springfield, VA: NationalTechnical InformationSc,vice, 1994).
SUtahDigitalSignarm LegislativeFacilitationCommittee,"UahDigital SigntrrLegislation,"Dc.21,1994 ThenUh Digtalsigna
lure Actactas signedinto lawo Mar. 10,1995,assection 46-3-101etecq., tah Code Annoated.(Prof. Lee Iaian, Univcroy ofUtah,
personalcoomounication,Mar. 22, 1995.)
iSUtahDigitalSignatureAct ibid.The modellegisoatin ,cndredhbyt leAmericaBaroAssiatio, tnfomationecuity Committe
ofrheScience ndTechnologySection.EDInforoncinTechnology Division;Por Lee Hollaar,UnvccityofUah; StLakcLgal DefendenAssoc.; Staecidc
ociatiocfPublicAttorneys;UhAtorneyGenerl'sOffce; tahnDept.ofCecctions;Utehnr onTecTchnologa Conmmisione;
Utah Judicial Council;and Uts StateTax Commison.
16SeeMichael aomun,cp.ci.,
fscnoe 12frdicussionoflilitycep.sure ,lal coidrtionoadc tcttemedies,govement
conerntto be liable,andrecommendationsand approachesto mitigateliability.
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government is arguably not addressed by the Privacy Act, which approaches privacy issues on an
agency-by-agency basis. To address these developments, OTA noted several alternatives:
OPTION: Congress couldallow each agency to
addressprivacy concernsindividually,through its
present system of review boards.
OPTION: Congress could require agencies to
improve the existing dataintegrity boards, with a
charter to make clearerpolicy decisions about
sharinginfornationandmaintaining its integrity.
OPTION. Congress could amend the existing
law to includeprovisions addressingthe sharing
andmatchingofdata, orrestructurethe law overall to trackthe flow ofinformation between institutions.
OPTION: Congresscouldprovideforpublicaccess for individuals to information about themselves, and protocols for amendment and
correction ofpersonal information.It could also
considerprovidingfor online publication of the
Federal Register to improve public notice about
information collection andpractices.
OTA noted that, in deciding between courses of
actions, Congress could exercise its responsibility
for oversight through hearings and/or investigations, gathering informationfrom agency officials
involved in privacy issues, as well as citizens, in
order to gain a better understanding of what kinds
of actions are required to implement better custodianship, a minimum standard of quality for privacy protection, and notice to individuals about
use and handling of information.
Although the United States does not comprehensively regulate the creation and use of such data in
the private sector, foreign governments (particularly the European Union) do impose controls.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) adopted guidelines in
1980 to protect the privacy and transborder flows
of personal data. The difference between the level
ofpersonal privacy protection in the United States
and that of its trading partners, who in general
more rigorously protect privacy, could inhibit the
exchange of data with these countries. U.S. business has some serious concerns about the European Union (EU) proposal, as it relates to the data

subject's consent and the transfer of data to nonEU countries. OTA noted that Congress had a
choicewhen addressing the sufficiency ofexisting
U.S. legal standards for privacy and security in a
networked environment for the private sector:
OPTION: Congress could legislate to set standardssimilarto the OECD guidelines;
or,
OPTION: Congress could allow individual interests, such as the business community, to advise
the internationalcommunity on its own of its interests in data protection policy. However because the EUs protection scheme could affect
U.S. tradein services and could impactupon individuals, Congress may also wish to monitorand
considerthe requirementsofforeign dataprotection rules as they shape U.S. security andprivacy
policy to assure that all interests are reflected.
OTA noted that a diversity of interests must be
reflected in addressing the problem of maintaining privacy in computerized informationwhether in the public or private sector. To deal
with this, OTA noted that:
OPTION: Congress could establish a Federal
Privacy Commission.
Proposals for such a commission or board were
previously discussed by OTA in its 1986 report
ElectronicRecord Systems and IndividualPrivacy.In that study, OTA cited the lack of a federal fomm in which the conflicting values at stake in the
development of federal electronic systems could
be fully debated and resolved. As privacy questions will arise in the domestic arena, as well as internationally, a commission could deal with these
as well.
I Protection of Intellectual Property in the

Administration of Digital Libraries
OTA found that the availability of protected intellectual property in digital librariesand other networked information collections is straining the
traditional methods ofprotection and payment for
use of intellectual property. Technologies (like
digital signatres and encryption) developed for
safeguarding information might also hold promise for monitoring the use of copyrighted informa-
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tion and facilitating means for collecting royalties
and compensating the copyright holders. The application of intellectual-property law to protect
works maintained in digital libraries continues to
be problematic; traditional copyright concepts
such asfair use are not clearly defined as they apply to these works; and the means to monitor compliance with copyright law and to distribute
royalties is not yet resolved.
OTA had addressed these legal and institutional
issues in an earlier report, Finding a Balance:
ComputerSoftware, IntellectualProperty andthe
Challengeof Technological Change.The 1992 report included several options to deal with the use
of works in electronic form.
During the 1994 assessment, OTA found that the
widespread development ofimultimedia authoring
tools-integrating film clips, images, music,
sound, and other content-raises additional issues
pertaining to copyright and royalties. With respect
to copyright for multimedia works, OTA noted
that:
OPTION: Congress could allow the courts to
continue to define the law of copyrightas it is applied in the world of electronic information;
or,
OPTION: Congresscould take specific legislative action to clarify andfurther define the copyright law in the world of electronic information.
Instead of waiting for legal precedents to be established or developing new legislation, OTA

noted that Congress might try a third approach
that would allow producer and user communities
to establish con'mon guidelines for use of copyrighted, multimedia works:
OPTION: Congress could allow information
providersandpurchasersto enterinto agreements
that would establish community guidelines without having the force of law.In so doing, Congress
coulddecide at some point in thefuture to review
the success ofsuch an approach.
More generally, with respect to private sector
solutions for problems concerning rights and royalties for copyrighted works in electronic form,
OTA noted that:
OPTION: Congresscould encourageprivate efforts to form rights-clearingand royaliy-collection agenciesfor groups of copyrightowners.
Alternatively,
OPTION: Congress might allowprivate sector
development of network tracking and monitoring
capabilities to support a fee-for-use basis for
copyrightedworks in electronicform.
In the latter case, Congress might wish to review
whether a fee-for-use basis for copyrighted works
in electronic form is workable, from the standpoint of both copyright law and technological capabilities. OTA suggested that this might be
accomplished by conducting oversight hearings,
undertaking a staff analysis, and/or requesting a
study from the Copyright Office.
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